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The points-to problem is the problem of determining the possible run-time targets of pointer
variables and is usually onsidered part of the more general aliasing problem, whih onsists
in establishing whether and when dierent expressions an refer to the same memory address.
Aliasing information is essential to every tool that needs to reason about the semantis of programs.
However, due to well-known undeidability results, for all interesting languages that admit aliasing,
the exat solution of nontrivial aliasing problems is not generally omputable. This work fouses
on approximated solutions to this problem by presenting a store-based, ow-sensitive points-to
analysis, for appliations in the eld of automated software veriation. In ontrast to software
testing proedures, whih heuristially hek the program against a nite set of exeutions, the
methods onsidered in this work are stati analyses, where the omputed results are valid for all
the possible exeutions of the analyzed program. We present a simplied programming language
and its exeution model; then an approximated exeution model is developed using the ideas
of abstrat interpretation theory. Finally, the soundness of the approximation is formally proved.
The aim of developing a realisti points-to analysis is pursued by presenting some extensions to the
initial simplied model and disussing the orretness of their formulation. This work ontains
original ontributions to the issue of points-to analysis, as it provides a formulation of a lter
operation on the points-to abstrat domain and a formal proof of the soundness of the dened
abstrat operations: these, as far as we now, are laking from the previous literature.
Categories and Subjet Desriptors: F3.1 [Logis and Meanings of Programs℄: Speifying
and Verifying and Reasoning about Programs.
General Terms: Languages, Stati Analysis.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Points-To Analysis, Alias Analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Aliasing Problem
In imperative programming languages the onept of memory loation is of main
importane; it refers to an entity able to keep a nite quantity of information
aross the subsequent steps of the omputation. The onept of variable is then
developed as a way to refer to memory loations. In the dierent languages, dierent
onstruts allow for the omposition of variable names so as to form expressions
(Listing 1). From the use of these onstruts omes the possibility to refer to the
same memory loation with dierent expressions. In the literature, two expressions
referring to the same memory loation are said to be aliases ; the set of pairs of alias
expressions is ommonly referred to as alias information and the aliasing problem
is known as the problem of analyzing the alias information of a program. Due to
the many mehanism that an lead to the generation of aliases, the aliasing problem
is omplex even to haraterize. The following paragraphs show how the dierent
onstruts of the C language an aet the alias information.
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1 strut S {
2 strut S *l, *r;
3 int key;
4 } a[10℄;
5 int i;
6 ...
7 a[i℄.l->key = ...
Listing 1: dierent onstruts of the C language an be used to ompose variables
into expressions. Note at line 7 the use of the dereferene operator, of the index
and eld seletors in the same expression. Many are the available onstruts and
omplex is the problem of analysing all their possible interations.
1 int a[10℄, i, j;
2 ...
3 if (i == j) {
4 ...
5 a[i℄ = a[j℄;
6 ...
7 }
Listing 2: this example shows how the use of arrays may produe aliasing. At line 5
the variables `i' and `j' hold the same value; then the expressions `a[i℄' and `a[j℄'
denote the same memory loation, i.e., they are aliases.
1 int a[10℄, *p, *q, dist ;
2 ...
3 dist = q - p;
4 ...
Listing 3: the value assigned to the variable `dist' at line 3 depends on the distane
between the elements referred to by the pointers `p' and `q'.
1.1.1 Aliasing From the Use of Arrays. The example presented in Listing 2
shows how, through the use of the array's indexing mehanism, the aliasing problem
is inuened by the value of integer variables. As shown by Listing 3, also the
onverse holds  the value of pointer variables, typially onsidered a alias-related
issue, an inuene the value of integer variables.
1.1.2 Aliasing From the Use of Pointers. The simple example in Listing 4 shows
how the use of pointers an produe aliasing. In the C language the support of
pointers is partiularly exible and powerful. For instane, multiple levels of in-
diretions are allowed (Listing 5). These harateristis make the development of
alias analyses for the C language a hallenging problem. The study of the alias-
ing problem requires also to over reursive data strutures; the use of these an
produe partiularly omplex alias relations (Listing 6).
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1 int a, *p;
2 p = &a;
3 ...
Listing 4: after the exeution of line 2, the pointer variable `p' ontains the address
of the variable `a'; then the expressions `*p' and `a' are aliases.
1 int a, *p, **pp;
2 p = &a;
3 pp = &p;
4 ...
Listing 5: at line 2 the address of `a' is assigned to `p'; as a onsequene, `*p' and
`a' beome aliases. At line 3 the address of `p' is assigned to `pp'; as a onsequene,
`*pp' and `p' beome aliases. Hene, also the expressions `**pp' and `*p' are aliases.
Finally, by applying the transitive property, it is possible to onlude that `**pp'
and `a' are aliases too.
1 strut List {
2 strut List *next ;
3 int key;
4 };
5 ...
6 strut List head ;
7 head .next = &head ;
Listing 6: this example shows how reursive data strutures an aet the aliasing
problem. After the assignment at line 7, the expressions `head.next->key',
`head.next->next->key' and more generally eah expression of the form
`head.(next->)nkey' with n ∈ N are all aliases of `head.key'. Even a simple
example an produe an innite set of alias pairs.
1.1.3 Aliasing Subproblems. Due to the many aspets that must be taken into
aount in order to provide a omplete overage of the aliasing problem, dierent
area of researh have been developed; as a result, in the literature a wide range
of analyses is available, whih enompasses all the alias subproblems  while a
pointer analysis attempts to determine the possible run-time values of pointer vari-
ables, a shape analysis fouses on the preise approximation of the aliasing relations
produed by reursive data strutures; whereas a numerial analysis is required to
trak the value of array's indies.
1.2 A Stati Analysis
The goal of this work is to present an automated method able to prove ertain
alias properties of programs given in input. In the following we use the term alias
analysis to refer to the general and theoretial ideas to approah the alias problem;
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a
whereas we use the term alias analyzer to stress the fous on the implementation of
an automated analysis. We are interested in dening a stati analysis. Commonly,
in the ontext of software analysis, the adjetive stati referred to the term analysis
designates a lass of methods that avoid the atual exeution of the examined
program. In other words, a stati analysis an be desribed as the proess of
extrating semanti information about a program at ompile time. Stati analysis
tehniques are neessary to any software tool that requires ompile-time information
about the semantis of programs. Consider indeed the following points.
The termination problem is undeidable; as a onsequene any method that re-
quires the exeution of the program is not guaranteed to terminate.
If the exeution of the program is performed then the omputational omplexity
of the analysis is bounded from below by the omputational omplexity of the
analyzed program.
Testing a program on some exeutions an prove the presene of errors; however,
unless all of the possible exeutions are tried, it annot prove the absene of er-
rors. More generally, sine a program an have an unbounded number of distint
exeutions, testing an only prove that a property holds on some exeutions, but
it annot prove that it holds always.
Hene, the existene of analysis methods that avoid the atual exeution of the
program is motivated by the presene of onstraints on the osts of the analysis,
the need of preditability of these or the need to verify a property against all
of the possible exeutions. Usually, the results of an alias analysis are only an
intermediate step of the omputation of a omplete stati analysis tool; this means
that an alias analysis is ommonly intended to answer to questions formulated by
other automati analyses. For instane, ompilers are the most ommon tools that
exploit the alias information  almost all of the modern ompilers inlude some
kind of alias analysis. From the pratial perspetive, the kind of queries that are
posed to the alias analyzer is greatly inuened by the nal appliation; whereas
from the theoretial point of view it is useful to assume that the questions posed
to the alias analysis are always of the form: does the property P hold on all/some
exeutions of the program?
1.2.1 One Program, Many Exeutions. Generally, the ow of the exeution de-
pends not only on the program's soure ode but also on external soures of infor-
mation, e.g., the user's input or a random number generator; when many exeutions
paths are possible, a property may hold on some but not on all the possible exeu-
tions (Listing 7). In the following we refer to a funtion delared as `int rand()'
as a soure of non-determinism; we assume that this funtion always halts, that it
an return zero and not-zero values and that it has no side-eets on the aller.
1.2.2 The Aliasing Problem Is Undeidable. The problem of determining the
alias properties of a program is undeidable; it is indeed possible to redue a problem
that is well known to be undeidable, the halting problem, to the aliasing problem.
In the sequel, we refer to a funtion delared as `int turing(int n)'; we assume
that (1) this funtion is dened somewhere in the soure ode and it emulates the
exeution on the input n of some Turing mahine; (2) the result of the exeution
of the emulated Turing mahine is returned to the aller as the return value of
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1 int a, b, *p;
2 p = &a;
3 if (rand ())
4 p = &b;
5 ...
Listing 7: at line 2 the address of `a' is assigned to the variable `p'; then at line 3,
during all exeutions, `*p' is an alias of `a'. At line 4 the address of `b' is assigned
to `p', but this statement is exeuted only when at line 3 the all to rand() returns
a non-zero value. Therefore, it is possible to prove that there exists at least one
exeution path that reahes line 5 in a state where `*p' is an alias of `a' and also
there exists at least one exeution that reahes line 5 in a state where the same
property is false.
the funtion; (3) alling this funtion has no side eets on the aller environment.
Listing 8 highlights how the aliasing problem is inuened by the halting problem.
For this reason the aliasing problem is formulated assuming the reahability as
hypothesis. This assumption is not always valid but it is safe, or onservative. In
Listing 8 it is not possible to tell if line 5 will ever be reahed; however, in that ase
what would happen?
1
More generally the question is  if the exeution reahes the
program point p does the property P hold at p? The results of the analysis are then
expressed as an impliation of the kind  if p is reahed then P holds. However,
even in this weaker form, the aliasing problem is still undeidable. Consider for
instane Listing 9, where line 7 is reahed if and only if the all `turing(K)' at
line 3 halts; in this ase the value of `p' is determined by the return value of
`turing(K)'. As a onsequene of Rie's theorem [HMRU00℄, also assuming that
`turing(K)' halts, there exist no algorithms able to tell for every `K' if the exeution
reahes line 7 in a state where `p' points to `a'.
1.2.3 Summing Up. This setion summarizes the various possibilities just pre-
sented. Let P be an alias property and ¬P its negation. There exist four possible
ases.
(1) The property P holds on all of the possible exeutions or equivalently, ¬P never
holds (Listing 7).
(2) The property P holds on some but not on all of the possible exeutions; that
is, there exists at least one exeution in whih P holds and also there exists at
least one exeution in whih ¬P holds (Listing 7).
1
The idea and the motivations behind this approah are similar to those that drive the development
of Hoare's logi for partial orretness speiation, opposed to the total orretness speiation,
both introdued in [Hoa03℄. The onept of Hoare's triple for partial orretness is introdued 
it is a triple {P} C {Q} where C is a ommand of a given programming language and P and Q are
two propositions expressed in some xed rst order logi language. Informally, in Hoare's logi
the triple {P} C {Q} is said to be true if whenever C is exeuted in a state satisfying P and the
exeution of C terminates then the resulting output state satises Q.
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1 int K = ...;
2 int *p;
3 p = 0;
4 turing(K);
5 *p = 1;
Listing 8: at line 4 the all to the funtion `turing' starts the omputation of the
Turing mahine. Suppose that the all halts; in this ase the exeution reahes
line 5 ausing an error due to a dereferened null pointer. However, the problem
of telling whether the exeution of a Turing mahine will ever halt is undeidable
 there exists no algorithm able to tell for eah possible value of `K' if line 5 will
ever be reahed by the exeution; thus if there exists an exeution path where a
null pointer is dereferened.
1 int K = ...;
2 int *p, a, b;
3 if (turing(K))
4 p = &a;
5 else
6 p = &b;
7 ...
Listing 9: an example of the possible interations of the aliasing problem and other
undeidable problems. There exist no algorithm able to tell for every `K' if there
exist an exeution that reahes line 7 in a state suh that `p' points to `a'.
(3) The property P holds on some exeutions but it is not known if it holds always;
that is there exists at least one exeution in whih P holds but it is unknown
whether there exists an exeution in whih ¬P holds (Listing 10).
(4) It is not known if there exists an exeution in whih P holds and also it is
unknown whether there exists an exeution in whih ¬P holds (Listing 9).
For instane, suppose that P expresses the absene of some kind of error. The rst
of the listed ases is the optimal ase: it has been proved that no errors are possible.
The seond ase is as muh positive: it has been proved that there exists at least one
erroneous exeution, that is the program ontains a bug. In the third and the fourth
ase it is unknown, i.e., the absene of errors annot be proved. However, assuming
the reahability as hypothesis, alias analyses annot prove the result desribed in
the seond ase. In other words, every stati analysis that assumes the reahability
as hypothesis an only prove that P holds always. In this sense, testing proedures
are omplementary to stati analyses tehniques.
1.3 Appliations
The alias information is required by many stati analyses; this is due to the following
fat: analyzing an indiret assignment, and generally an indiret memory referene,
without knowing alias information requires to assume that the assignment may
modify almost anything and, under these hypotheses, it is unlikely that the lient
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1 int K = ...;
2 int *p, a;
3 p = &a;
4 if (rand ())
5 if (turing(K))
6 p = 0;
7 *p = 1;
Listing 10: line 5 is reahed only when the return value of the all to `rand()'
evaluates to true. Thus, line 6 is reahed only when the exeution reahes line 5
and the all `turing(K)' halts and the return value evaluates true. Certainly there
exists exeutions that reah line 7 in a state where `p' points to `a'. However, also
assuming that `turing(K)' halts, there exists no algorithm able to tell for every K
if there exist an exeution path that reahes line 7 with `p' equal to null.
1 void f(int *p) {
2 ...
3 *p = 0;
4 ...
5 }
Listing 11: analyzing this fragment of ode without any aliasing information would
require a worst-ase assumption about the loations pointed by `p', that is, all the
possible targets of an `int*' an be modied by the assignment at line 3.
analysis will be able to dedue any useful result (Listing 11). For what onerns
the nal appliation, there are two main areas where the aliasing information is
ommonly used.
Optimization and parallelization; used in ompilers and interpreters.
Programs semantis understanding and veriation; used in debugging/verier
tools.
These two uses have vastly dierent requirements on alias analyses. For ompiler
oriented appliations there exist some upper bound on how muh preision is useful.
There are various studies [HP00; HP01℄ that state that this upper bound is reahed
by the urrent state of the art. For the use in program understanding/veriation
the piture is dierent; in this ase there is instead a lower bound on preision,
below whih, alias information is pretty useless. It is ommonly believed that the
spetrum of tehniques urrently available does not fully overs the requirements
of this kind of use: more researh work is neessary.
1.3.1 Client Analyses. This setion presents a brief list of the most ommon
stati analyses that require the aliasing information.
Mod/Ref analysis. This analysis determines what variables may be modied/ref-
erened
2
at eah program point. This information is subsequently used by other
2
Here the term `referened' means that the value of the objet is read.
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analyses, suh as reahing denitions and live variable analysis. Eah dereferene in
the program generates a query of the alias information to determine the referened
objets that are thus lassied as modied or referened depending on the ontext
in whih the dereferene operator ours. For example, in assignment statements,
the objets referred by the last dereferene of the lhs are marked as modied, all
other objets referred in the evaluation of the rhs and the lhs are instead marked
as read.
Live variable analysis. It is ommon to many imperative languages that the life
of a loal variable starts at the point of denition and ends at the end of the
sope that ontains the denition. At the extent of minimizing the memory usage
of the ompiled program, while keeping unhanged its semantis, it is possible to
defer the reation to the point where the variable is rst assigned and antiipate
its destrution to the last point where its value is used. The live variable analysis
tries to ompute this information that is useful to ompilers for register alloation,
deteting the use uninitialized variables and nding dead assignments.
Reahing denitions analysis. This analysis determines what variables may reah
(in an exeution sense) a program point. This informations is useful in omputing
data dependene among statements, whih is an important step for the proess of
ode-motion and parallelization.
Interproedural onstant propagation. This analysis traks the value of onstants
all over the program and uses this information to statially evaluate onditionals
with the goal of deteting if a branh is unreahable; thus allowing the detetion of
unreahable ode.
1.4 Bakground
Probably due to the dierent areas of appliation, historially this eld of researh
has treated as separate two fundamental aliasing-related problems: the may alias
and the must alias problem. If the general interest of aliasing-related stati analyses
is the study of how dierent expressions lead to the same memory loation, these
two speializations an be haraterized as follows.
May alias. It tries to nd the aliases that our during some exeution of the
program.
Must alias. Find the aliases that our on all the exeutions of the program.
Results exist that onrm that the former problem is not reursive
3
while the latter
is not reursively enumerable
4
[Lan92℄. In reent developments the same onepts
are also expressed in terms of possible and denite alias properties. The term
denite alias property is used to designate an alias property that holds on every
possible exeution; whereas a possible alias property P is suh that both P and
¬P annot be proved to be denite. Unfortunately, the mismath between the
naming and the notation used in the published works is not limited to the ase just
3
A problem P is said to be reursive, or deidable, if there exists an algorithm that terminates
after a nite amount of time and orretly deides whether or not a given input belongs to the set
of the solutions of P .
4
A reursively enumerable problem P is a problem for whih there exist an algorithm A that halts
on a given input n if and only if n is a solution of P .
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1 int i, *p, **q, *r;
2 p = &i;
3 q = &p;
4 r = p;
Listing 12: a program that exposes a simple alias relation.
desribed. For instane, in the literature the names pointer analysis, alias analysis
and points-to analysis are often uses interhangeably. As suggested by [Hin01℄, we
prefer to onsider the points-to analyses as a proper subset of the alias analyses.
An alias analysis attempts to determine when two expressions refer to the same
memory loation; whereas a points-to analysis [And94; EGH94; HBCC99℄ is foused
in determining what memory loations a pointer an point to. Points-to methods
are also haraterized by the same representation of the aliasing information. As
desribed in [Hin01℄, the representation of the alias information is only one of the
several parameters that an be used to ategorize alias analyses.
Representation. For the representation of alias information various options are
possible.
Complete alias pairs. With this representation all the alias pairs produed by the
analysis are stored expliitly.
Compat alias pairs. Only a subset of alias pairs is kept expliitly. The om-
plete relation an be derived applying the dereferene operator, the transitivity
and symmetry properties to the pairs expliitly stored.
Points-to pairs. This representation traks only the relations between the point-
ers and the pointed objets. The omplete alias relation an be derived from the
points-to information in a way similar to what done for the ompat alias pair
representation. This proess is informally desribed in [Ema93℄.
For instane, the alias relation generated by the sequene of assignments in List-
ing 12 an be represented using the points-to form as{
〈p, i〉, 〈q, p〉, 〈r, i〉
}
.
This orresponds to the omplete alias pair set
5{
〈*p, i〉, 〈*q, p〉, 〈**q, i〉, 〈*r, i〉, 〈r, p〉, 〈*r, *p〉, 〈r, *q〉, 〈*r, **q〉
}
.
Note that these representations omplete, ompat and points-to are listed in
order of dereasing expressive power  the rules of dedution used to infer the
omplete alias relation from the ompat and the points-to format impose a preise
struture on the relation. In the next we presents some examples to show how the
points-to representation an be less preise than the alias representation (Setion 4).
On the other hand these dedution rules allow to redue the set of pairs that have
to be expliitly represented thus dereasing the ost of the analysis. Note also
that, due to reursive data strutures, the omplete alias relation may ontain an
innite number of pairs. If one of the possibilities to overome this problem is
5
In this ase we have omitted to expliitly write the alias pairs that an be obtained by symmet-
rially losing this relation.
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to adopt a ompat or a points-to representation, other solutions, speialized in
the handling of reursive data strutures, exist. These methods use quite dierent
formalism from the ones presented here and they have generated a quite independent
eld of researh that is named shape-analysis. An example of these alternative
representations is briey desribed in Setion 2.5.2.
Flow-sensitivity. The question is whether the ontrol-ow information of the
program is used by the analysis. By not onsidering ontrol-ow information 
therefore omputing only a onservative summary of it ow-insensitive analyses
ompute one solution for either the whole program or for eah funtion [And94;
Ste96; HBCC99℄, whereas a ow-sensitive analysis omputes a solution for eah
program point [EGH94; HBCC99℄. Therefore, ow-insensitive methods are gener-
ally more eient but less preise than ow-sensitive ones.
Context-sensitivity. The point is if there is a distintion between the dierent
allers of a funtion, that is if the aller-ontext information is used when analyzing
a funtion. If this is not the ase, the information an ow from one all site (say
aller A) through the alled funtion (the allee) and then bak to a dierent all site
(say aller B) thus generating a spurious data ow in the omputed solution on the
ode of the aller B. Whenever a stati analysis ombines information that reahes
a partiular program point via dierent paths some auray may be lost. An
analysis is ontext-sensitive to the extent that it separates information originating
from dierent paths of exeution. Beause programs generally have an unbounded
number of potential paths, a stati analysis must ombine information from dierent
paths  in this sense, the ontext sensitivity is not a dihotomy but rather a matter
of degree.
Heap modeling. The analysis of heap-alloated objets requires dierent strate-
gies from that of stak-alloated and global memory objets. First beause heap
objets have a dierent life-yle with respet to automati and globals variables;
seond, the term heap modelling, is ommonly but improperly used to refer to the
modelling of reursive data strutures as these are usually alloated on the heap.
Various trade-os between the preision and the eieny exist also for this prob-
lem.
The simpler solution onsists in reating a single abstrat memory loation to
model the whole heap [EGH94℄.
Another solution distinguishes between heap alloated objets on the basis of
the program point in whih they are reated, that is objets are named by the
reating statement (ontext-insensitive naming.)
A more preise solution names the objets not only by the program point of
the reating statement but with the whole all path (ontext-sensitive naming.)
For example, this means that if the program ontains a user dened funtion for
memory alloations (e.g., a wrapper of the `mallo' funtion) then the analysis
is able to disern objets reated by dierent alls of the alloation routine.
Shape analysis methods adopts a quite dierent approah to the problem of
naming loations, whih is based on the expression used to refer to the memory
loation.
Whole program. Does the analysis method require the whole program or an
a sound solution be obtained by analyzing only its omponents? In the urrent
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panorama of software development, omponent programming and the use of libraries
are beoming more and more popular. This trend requires the apability to analyz-
ing fragments of ode as the whole program may not be available [LLV℄.
Language type model. In strongly typed languages, the type information that
an be easily extrated from the soure ode using ommon ompiler tehniques
an be used by the alias analysis to dedue aordable informations about the layout
of pointers. This information, joined with other assumptions on the memory model
that usually aompany this kind of languages, an greatly simplify the formulation
of the alias analysis. However, as noted in [WL95℄, a pointer analysis algorithm an-
not safely rely on high-level type information for C programs. Beause of arbitrary
type asts and union types, the dened types an always be overridden. This means
that type information annot be used to determine whih memory loations may
ontain pointers. To be safe, an analysis must assume that any memory loation
ould potentially ontain a pointer to any other loation. Similarly, any assignment
ould modify pointers, even if it is dened to operate on non-pointer types.
Aggregate modeling. This point regards how aggregate types are treated: the
main question is whether the subelements are distinguished or ollapsed into one
objet. The hoie of the analyzed language is of main relevane: this task results
partiularly omplex to address in weakly-typed languages suh as C/C++; in these
languages the same memory area an be read using dierent types. An analysis that
aims to preisely trak pointers to elds must then onsider the possible overlapping
between the memory layouts of the dierent types. In strongly typed languages like
Java this diulty does not exist, as these languages do not allow for reading the
memory with a type dierent from that used for the alloation.
1.5 The State of the Art
Stati analysis originally onentrated on Fortran and it was predominately on-
ned to a single proedure (intra-proedural analysis). Sine the emergene of
the C language, stati analysis of programs with dynami storage and reursive
data strutures has beome a eld of ative researh produing methods of ever
inreasing sophistiation. In [Hin01℄ it is noted that, during the past two deades,
over seventy-ve papers and nine Ph.D. theses have been published on alias anal-
ysis, leading the author to the question  given the tomes of work on this topi,
haven't we solved this problem yet? The answer is that though many interesting
results have been obtained, still many open questions remain. As shown in the
introdution, also limited to the analysis of pointers, the aliasing problem is still
undeidable [Lan92℄; therefore, the main question that arise approahing it is about
the desired trade-o between the eieny of the algorithm and the preision of the
approximated solution omputed. A wide range of worst-ase time omplexities is
available: from almost linear [Ste96℄ to exponential [Deu94℄. The urrent researh
eort is proeeding in at least two distint diretions: improving the eieny of
the analyses while keeping the atual preision and inreasing the preision of the
approximation while keeping a reasonable omputational osts.
1.5.1 Improving the Eieny. Again in [Hin01℄, the problem of salability is
listed among the open questions. About this topi two distint eorts are urrently
ative and both proeed toward the goal analysing programs of ever inreasing
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size. Today, ow-insensitive analyses [Ste96; LLV℄ an quikly analyze million-
line programs. It is ommonly believed that the preision provided by these fast
methods is suient to satisfy ordinary ompiler-oriented lient analyses [Hin01℄;
but denitely they do not sue for verier-oriented appliations [OR06; WMD08℄.
On the other side various works [HBCC99℄ have inreased the eieny of the more
preise but slower ow-sensitive methods with respet to the initially proposed
methods [EGH94℄. It must be noted that some studies [EGH94; HP00; HP01℄ show
that lient analyses improved in eieny as the pointer information was made more
preise beause the input size to the lient analysis beomes smaller; on average,
this redution outweighed the initial ost of the pointer analysis. However, these
studies foused on typial ompiler oriented analyses  no data is available for the
eld of program understanding/veriation.
1.5.2 Improving Preision. Another goal of the urrent researh eort is to im-
prove the preision without sariing the salability. As for the salability issue,
nowadays there are two main diretions in whih researhers are investigating to
improve the urrent state of the art. The rst area of investigation tries to reon-
sider the notion of safety by loosening the soundness onstraints on the analysis.
The other diretion of investigation tries to reognize the areas of the soure ode
that needs to be analyzed with greater auray; the idea is to perform a quik alias
analysis on the whole program and then rene the rst results only in those regions
of the ode where more preision is needed. In other elds of the stati analysis
researh this idea has yield to the formalization of the onept of demand-driven
analysis [OR06; WMD08℄. Demand-driven methods an avoid the ostly omputa-
tion of exhaustive solutions: given an initial query, the analysis ontains the logi
to detet what other information are needed to answer it and then it proeeds by
reursively formulating a new set of queries. It is still an open question whether the
preise alias analyses urrently available that is ow- and ontext-sensitive analy-
ses and shape analyses an be reformulated in a demand-driven fashion [Hin01℄.
1.5.3 Dierent Notions of Safety. A reading of the literature available for the
eld reveals that there exist two slightly dierent notions of safety, whih are de-
termined by the dierent areas of appliation. Compiler targeted analyses are re-
quired to produe a safe approximation of the alias information for every standard-
ompliant program, allowing thereby the analyzer to assume that the analyzed
program is standard-ompliant.
6
From [WL95℄
The possibility of non-pointer values [stored inside pointer variables℄ is
not always important. For example, when a loation is dereferened, we
an assume that it always ontains a pointer value, sine otherwise the
program would be erroneous.
On the other hand, for software veriation tools, the onformane of the analyzed
program to the standard is not an hypothesis but one of the theses that need to be
proved. For example, a desirable feature for a verier tool would be to signal if a
dereferened pointer may hold an undened or a null value. For analyses that annot
6
For some notion of standard-ompliant; there exists dierent possible language standards, hene
dierent notions of standard-ompliane.
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simply ignore the possibility of errors, the approah alled θ-soundness is usually
applied [CDNB08℄: when the analysis detets the possibility of an error, then the
program point is marked with a warning and the analysis proeeds assuming that
the ondition that led to the error is not veried. For example, if we have that
to the pointer `p' orresponds the points-to set { a, null} i.e, `p' may point to
the variable `a' or be null then the analysis of the statement `*p' would produe
a warning for a possible dereferened null pointer and the exeution will ontinue
assuming that `p' points only to `a'. Verier targeted analyses are not allowed
to assume the absene of errors; in this sense, the notion of safety required by
ompiler targeted analyses is weaker. However, pratial onsiderations softens the
requirements on verier's analyses. If ompilers are required to expose a well-dened
behaviour on all onforming programs, veriation tools often assume striter rules
than those ditated by the standard of the programming language with the result
of restriting the lass of analyzable programs to a set of well-behaved ones. For
instane, assuming the absene of some kind of asts [At06℄, it is possible to
simplify the analysis and also improve its preision. For those programs that do
not belong to this restrited set, the analysis produe some false positives
7
and the
proess of θ-soundness will erroneously remove from the abstration some of the
possible exeutions yielding to a non-safe result. As noted in [Hin01℄ this an be
aeptable in many areas:
I was told the users atually liked the false-positives in my analysis be-
ause they laimed when my analysis got onfused it was a good india-
tion that the ode was poorly written and likely to have other problems.
This ame as a omplete surprise. While additional study is needed to
laim these observations to be valid in a broader sense, they lead me
to onlude that the notion of safety should be reonsidered for many
appliations of stati analysis.
1.5.4 Measuring the Alias Analyses. It is a quite aepted fat that in the alias
analysis eld, the independent veriation of the published results is a onsiderably
diult task. The rst onsequene of this is the absene of a lear and om-
plete omparison between the existing methods. The diulty of reproduing the
publily available results an be explained by the intrinsi diulty of dening a
valuable metri for the problem as a great number of parameters must be taken
into aount: as the hosen intermediate representation, the benhmark suite used
for the testing phase and, more generally, all the details of the infrastruture where
the analysis is put to work. For instane, some analyses [EGH94; HP00℄ work on
an intermediate representation of the ode that results from a simpliation phase,
whih redues all expressions to a normal form with the goal of limiting the om-
plexity of the implementation as less ases need to be onsidered; however, it also
introdues temporary variables and intermediate assignments to emulate step by
step the evaluation of the original expressions. Sine many of the used metris
depend on the number of variables, this transformation makes harder, if not im-
possible at all, any omparison between these methods with other methods that do
7
A false positive is an error reported by the analyzer whih however annot our in any of the
possible exeution paths.
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not perform the simpliation. Moreover, alias information is not useful on its own,
but it is needed by other lient analyses. Thus, the denition of what is a good
trade-o between the ost of the analysis and the preision of the omputed solu-
tion inevitably depends on the lient appliations; it is indeed a ommon opinion
among the researhers that eah area of appliation requires an ad-ho method or
an adaptation of one desribed in the literature. The result is that a single metri
that gives an absolute measure of the value of a method does not exist. However,
to help implementors of aliasing analyses to determine whih pointer analysis is
appropriate for their appliation and to help researhers to identify whih algo-
rithms should be used as basis for future advanes, some partial metris have been
proposed [HP01℄; the idea is that sine all these metris have their strengths and
weaknesses, a ombination should be used. A rst popular metri reords for eah
pointer variable the number of pointed objets; the idea is that a lower number
of referened objets would mean a more preise alias information. Although this
metri is quite simple to measure, it presents some aws.
Due to loal variables in reursive funtions and the possibility of dynamially
alloating memory (heap-alloated objets), an alias analysis should be able to
model an unbounded number of objets. To have a nite representation of the
set of the possible memory objets, eah method denes a nitely representable
approximation. For example in [EGH94℄ the whole heap is modeled as a single
objet; in this ase the metri will ount only one for all the referened heap-
alloated objets with the eet of inorretly suggesting a preise analysis.
As antiipated, alias information is used by other lient analyses, then its real
eetiveness an only be measured on the results of whole proess. But there are
no straightforward relations between the results of this metri and the preision
of the lient analyses; For example, the removal of a single alias pair would allow
for the lient analysis to prove the absene of a run-time error otherwise not
provable.
The above metri is usually named diret as it refers to a quantity that is a diret
result of the analysis. To address the aws just highlighted, some indiret metris
have been developed.
(1) A rst kind of indiret metri measures the relative improvement to the prei-
sion of the aliasing information with respet to the worst-ase assumption. This
kind of metri is reported to be partiularly useful on strongly-typed languages
where the worst-ase assumptions are not as bad as in other weakly-typed lan-
guages like C [Hin01℄.
(2) A seond kind of indiret metri requires to implement a lient of the alias
information and then it measures the variation of the preision of the results
of the lient analysis at the varying of the preision of the supplied aliasing
information. The main weakness of this metri is that its results annot be
generalized to other lient analyses.
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Comparisons are diult also for what onerns performanes. The areful engineer-
ing of a points to analysis, partiularly for ow-sensitive analyses,
8
an dramatially
improve its performane [Hin01℄. The worst-ase omplexities often do not reet
the mean ost of the algorithm, whih is greatly inuened by heuristis developed
over the default algorithm, whih however require a great eort of ne tuning for the
spei target appliation. However, as ritiized in [Hin01℄, even today most pub-
lished papers about new analysis methods seldom present a omplete quantitative
evaluation using these guidelines; also, for those works that provide experimental
data, too often the independent veriation is missing and the aeptane of the
proposed results beomes a matter of faith.
1.5.5 Notes on the Analysis of the Java Language. The Java language has
emerged as a popular alternative to other mainstream languages languages in many
areas. Java presents a lean and simple memory model where oneptually all ob-
jets are alloated in a garbage-olleted heap. While useful to the programmer,
this model omes with a ost. In many ases it would be more eient to alloate
objets on the stak, eliminating the dynami memory management overhead for
that objet. Aliasing analysis allows to detet those ases in whih it is possible
to perform this simpliation. Another harateristi of the Java language is the
availability of synhronized methods that ensure that the body of the funtion is
exeuted atomially by aquiring and releasing a lok in the reeiver objet. But
the lok overhead is wasted when only one thread an aess the objet; the lok is
required only when there is multiple threads may attempt to aess the same objet
simultaneously. Also in this ase, alias analysis allows to detet whih threads an
aess an objet and thus possibly allowing the removal of the ode for the loking.
Studies have shown [WR99℄ that it is possible to eliminate a signiant number of
heap alloations (in the tests between 22% and 95%) and synhronization opera-
tions (in the tests between 24% and 64%). For what onerns the realization of
alias analyses, the Java language while adding new features like virtual funtions
and exeption handling may still be muh easier to analyze than the C language
[WL95℄ beause of its strong type system:
9
without type asts and pointer arith-
metis, the type information given by the stati type system of the language an be
used to dedue aordable alias information. Another feature of Java simplies the
analysis algorithm: it does not support pointers into the middle of an objet  an
objet referene in Java an point only to the beginning of an objet. This means
that two pointers may either point to exatly the same loation or not; they annot
point to dierent osets within one alloated blok of memory as it is possible in
the C language.
1.6 Organization
Starting from Setion 2, the paper provides a general desription of the instruments
ommonly used to approah the points-to and the alias problems.
Starting from Setion 3, a simplied language and a simplied exeution model
are introdued; the exeution model omprehends the memory model and the op-
8
This is probably due to the greater omplexity of ow-sensitive analyses with respet to a ow-
insensitive one. In a more omplex method there are more opportunities to improve.
9
The same onsideration holds for all other strongly typed languages.
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erations that ats on it. Subsequently, an approximated memory model and the
approximated operations are presented. Following the methodology of the abstrat
interpretation theory, the soundness of the approximated exeution model is proved.
Finally, some informal onsiderations about the preision of the abstration are pre-
sented.
Starting from Setion 5, in order to present a realisti points-to analysis, some
extensions to the model introdued in the previous setions are presented and a
possible implementation of the approximated memory model is desribed.
Finally, Setion 6 draws the onlusions of the work and it disusses some of the
possible future developments of the present work.
1.7 Purpose of the Work
The presented method is targeted for appliation in the ontext of software veria-
tion. Compiler-targeted appliations require relatively impreise alias information,
thus they an rely on fast algorithms for its omputation. However, as empiri-
al studies have evidened [HP01; Hin01℄, for software veriation there is a lower
bound of preision below whih the points-to information is pretty useless. For
these reasons, our aim is to develop a points-to analysis that, though less eient
than other methods based on the same representation, omputes a more preise ap-
proximation of stak-alloated objets and that is also suitable for integration with
the preise inter-proedural tehniques already present in the literature [Ema93;
WL95℄.
1.8 Contributions
The present work desribes a store-based, ow-sensitive and intra-proedural points-
to analysis working on a relatively high-level intermediate representation of the
soure ode, whih also makes no assumptions about the inter-proedural analysis
model. In partiular, beyond the assignment operationwhih is the most essential
operation of a points-to analysis and thus it is omnipresent in all the papers on the
topi we desribe a lter operation that enables the analysis to inrease the
preision of the omputed solution by exploiting the expressions used in branhing
statements. Moreover, a formal proof of the soundness of the presented operations
is developed.
2. PRELIMINARIES
This setion presents informally the approah used for the denition of the points-to
analysis.
2.1 Notation
Before proeeding, some lariations about the used notation are neessary. Let
A and B be two sets. We write `A→ B' to denote a total funtion from the set A
to the set B; we write `A֌ B' to denote a partial funtion from A to B. We use
`S
def
= A → B' to denote the set of all (total) funtions from A to B; whereas we
write `f : A→ B' to mean that f is a (total) funtion from A to B.
We denote as `Bool' the set {0, 1} and as `Bool♯' the set ℘
(
{0, 1}
)
; for onveniene
of notation we use `⊥' to refer to the empty element and `⊤' for the {0, 1} element.
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We refer to the omplete lattie assoiated to the set Bool♯ as the struture
〈
Bool♯,⊆
,∪,∩, {0, 1}, ∅
〉
.
Let n,m ∈ N, where n < m, we write `{n, · · · ,m}' to denote the set of the
naturals from n to m, i.e., {i ∈ N | n ≤ i ≤ m}.
Let A,B,C be nite sets. We write `#A' to mean the ardinality of the set
A. Let f : A → ℘(B) and g : B → C and a ∈ A be suh that # f(a) = 1; for
onveniene of notation we write `g
(
f(a)
)
' to mean g(b) where f(a) = {b}.
2.2 The Exeution Model and Its Operations
Though our work is ideally targeted for the C language, we need to introdue some
kind of formal exeution model. The standard of the C language has indeed many
implementation dened issues that every exeution model is required to speify in
order to provide a working environment for the exeution of programs. The litera-
ture provides several of suh formalizations [BHZ08℄; however, for this presentation
many of the details would be useless. With the aim of keeping a simple notation, we
introdue the following onepts. We denote with `Expr' the set of the expressions
of the language. With exeution model we mean a formally speied omputing
devie able to exeute programs written in the analyzed language. With memory
desription, or simply memory, we mean a desription of the state of the exeution
model at some step of the omputation.
10
Fixed the exeution model, we denote
with `Mem' the set of the memory desriptions. We make few assumptions about
the struture of the memory model; we assume that a memory is omposed by a set
of memory loations,
11
denoted as `Loc'. Given a memory desription m ∈ Mem
and a loation l ∈ Loc, we denote with `m[l]' the information that m stores at the
loation l. We also assume the existene of a partial evaluation funtion
eval : Mem× Expr֌ Loc.
In the real world, the exeution of a program ats in dierent ways on the memory
struture of the omputing mahine. With the aim of formalizing these interations,
we introdue the onept of operation; an operation is dened as a partial funtion
op : Mem× Ext֌Mem
where `Ext' is an unspeied set that formalizes the use of external information.
Note that we have speied op as a partial funtion  this is needed to model
the fat that the possible ations that an be performed on the memory struture
are not dened on all of the possible states. For example, to proess the return
statement of a funtion, the stak of the memory must ontain at least one ativation
frame. By aiming to perform a stati analysis, we are interested in determining all
the possible memory desriptions that an be generated at a speied program
point. To express the transition from a set of memory desriptions to another as a
onsequene of an operation, we extend the denition of the operation op to sets.
10
In the formalization of Turing mahines [HMRU00℄, an instantaneous desription is a omplete
desription of the omputing devie at one of the steps of the omputation; here, with memory
desription we mean an instantaneous desription of the hosen exeution model.
11
Now we use the term memory loation a synonym of memory address. Basially, with loation
we mean a tag that an be used to identify the information stored in the memory desription.
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Let
op : ℘(Mem)× Ext→ ℘(Mem)
be dened as follows. Let M ⊆ Mem and e ∈ Ext, then
op(M, e)
def
=
{
op(m, e)
∣∣ m ∈M ∧ op(m, e) is dened}.
Example 1. Consider the modiations to the memory triggered by the delara-
tion of a loal variable. To formalize this event we introdue an operation news,
whih takes the memory desription of the exeution prior to the delaration, plus
some information about the delaration. In this ase, the set `Ext' represents the
type of the delared variable and, if present, the expression used as initializer. The
returned memory desribes the properly updated exeution state. Now suppose that
the set M ⊆Mem represents the possible memory ongurations at a given program
point p, whih is immediately followed by a loal variable delaration. Let e ∈ Ext be
the information assoiated to the delaration; then we express the set of all possible
memory ongurations resulting from the delaration as news(M, e).
2.3 The Abstrat Interpretation Approah
As shown in the introdution, the aliasing problem is undeidable. Following the
approah proposed by the abstrat interpretation theory [CC77; CC79; CC92℄, to
overome this limitation we proeed by developing a omputable approximation of
the exeution model and its operations.
Definition 2.1. (Conrete domain of the aliasing problem.) We dene
the onrete domain of the aliasing problem as the omplete lattie generated by the
powerset of Mem〈
℘(Mem),⊆,∪,∩, ∅,Mem
〉
Then we need to develop an abstrat ounterpart of the hosen exeution model 
an abstrat domain Mem♯ that provides an approximation of the onrete domain
℘(Mem). We formalize Mem♯ as a omplete lattie〈
Mem♯,⊑,⊔,⊓,⊥,⊤
〉
.
To formally express the semantis of the approximation we provide a onretization
funtion
γ : Mem♯ → ℘(Mem).
We say that a memory desription m ∈Mem is approximated, or abstrated, by an
element of the abstrat domain m♯ ∈ Mem♯ when m ∈ γ(m♯). The formalism also
requires the denition of an abstrat ounterpart op
♯
of the onrete operations op
op
♯ : Mem♯ × Ext→ Mem♯.
To prove the soundness of the proposed abstrat model by it is neessary to show
that for all m♯ ∈ Mem♯ holds that
op
(
γ(m♯), e
)
⊆ γ
(
op
♯(m♯, e)
)
;
that is, the approximation provided by the abstrat operation op
♯
is safe with
respet to the onrete operation op. Beyond the operations already dened on
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the onrete exeution model
12 Mem, the formalization of the abstration requires
the denition of other operations that an be desribed as
op
♯ : (Mem♯)n × Ext→ Mem♯;
along with the orresponding onrete ounterpart,
op : ℘(Mem)n × Ext→ ℘(Mem).
The soundness of these operations is expressed in the same way, that is for all
m
♯
i ∈Mem
♯
op
(
γ(m♯1), . . . , γ(m
♯
n), e
)
⊆ γ
(
op
♯(m♯1, . . . ,m
♯
n, e)
)
.
These additional operations inlude for instane, the `meet' and `join' operations of
the domain. With a slight hange of notation, this denition an be aommodated
to desribe also the requirement of orretness on the partial order `⊑', i.e.,
γ(m♯0) ⊆ γ(m
♯
1) ⇐⇒ m
♯
0 ⊑ m
♯
1.
2.4 Queries
This setion introdues the onept of query on a domain. A query denes an
interfae on the domain, it helps to isolating the relevant information from other
uninteresting details. When the analysis proess is omposed by more abstrat
domains, the use of queries is useful to formalize the interations between them.
More details on this approah an be found in [CLV94℄. In the following we show
how queries an also be used to formalize the semantis of the abstration, that is
how the onretization funtion γ an be expressed in terms of queries. Fixed the
number of arguments n, we denote with `Query' the spae of the onrete query
funtions and with `Query
♯
' the spae of the abstrat query funtions,
Query
def
= (Expr)n → Bool;
Query
♯ def= (Expr)n → Bool♯.
The onrete query domain is then dened as the omplete lattie generated by the
powerset of `Query'〈
℘(Query),⊆,∩,∪, ∅,Query
〉
;
whereas the abstrat query domain is dened as a omplete lattie on the set Query
♯
,〈
Query
♯,⊑,⊓,⊔,⊥,⊤
〉
,
where `⊑' is the point-wise extension of the ordering of Bool♯; ⊥ and ⊤ are the
minimum and maximum elements of Query
♯
with respet to this ordering, respe-
tively; `⊓' and `⊔' are the obvious point-wise extensions of Bool♯'s operations. Note
that `Query' an be seen as subset of `Query
♯
';
13
from this fat, the onretization
12
Suh as the news, the assignment and all other operations required to dene the behaviour of
the onrete exeution model.
13
Consider indeed the injetion f : Query→ Query♯ that maps every q ∈ Query to a q♯ ∈ Query♯
suh that, for all e ∈ Exprn, q♯(e) =
˘
q(e)
¯
.
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Mem
Query
Query
♯
Mem♯
γ
γ
γ
Fig. 1: A representation of the three steps required to dene the semantis of an abstrat domain
using queries.
funtion
γ : Query♯ → ℘(Query),
is dened as, for all q ∈ Query and q♯ ∈ Query♯,
q ∈ γ(q♯)
def
⇐⇒ q ⊑ q♯.
In order to dene the semantis of Mem♯ in terms of queries, it is neessary to
desribe other two steps of the onretization. First we have to dene how the
query has to be performed on the onrete domain, that is how to extrat the
relevant information from a onrete memory. In symbol,
γ : Query→ ℘(Mem).
Also, we have to dene how the query has to be performed on the abstrat domain,
i.e,
γ : Mem♯ → ℘(Query♯).
The semantis of the abstration Mem♯ is then dened as the omposition of these
three steps (Figure 1.)
2.4.1 The Alias Query. The following denitions present the formal meaning of
the statement  e0 and e1 are aliases in m ∈ Mem. Basially, two expressions are
onsidered aliases in a memory desription when they evaluate to the same memory
loation.
Definition 2.2. (Conrete alias query domain.) Let
AliasQ
def
= (Expr× Expr)→ Bool.
We dene the onrete alias query domain as the omplete lattie generated by the
powerset of AliasQ〈
℘(AliasQ),⊆,∪,∩, ∅,AliasQ
〉
.
Definition 2.3. (Conrete alias query semantis.) Let
γ : AliasQ→ ℘(Mem)
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1 int a, *p;
2 p = &a;
3 a = rand ();
4 ...
Listing 13: in this example the exeution an reah line 4 in many dierent states
due to the dierent values that the variable `a' an assume. However, onsidering
a type based alias analysis that is assuming that the analysis traks only the
value of pointer variables eah of the possible m ∈ Mem arries the same aliasing
information.
be dened as follows. Let alias ∈ AliasQ and m ∈ Mem; then we dene m ∈
γ(alias) when, for all e, f ∈ Expr holds that
alias(e, f) =
{
1, if eval(m, e) = eval(m, f);
0, otherwise.
Given a onrete memory desription m ∈Mem, we denote as aliasm the onrete
alias relation that abstrats m; also we all aliasm the alias information of the
memory m. As antiipated in Setion 2.4, the alias query alias ats as an interfae
onto m ∈Mem seleting the interesting details; this idea is shown in Listing 13.
Definition 2.4. (Abstrat alias query domain.) Let
AliasQ♯
def
= (Expr× Expr)→ Bool♯.
We dene the abstrat alias query domain as the omplete lattie generated by the
powerset of AliasQ♯〈
AliasQ♯,⊑,⊔,⊓,⊥,⊤
〉
.
The semantis of the abstrat alias query domain
γ : AliasQ♯ → ℘(AliasQ)
as already speied in Setion 2.4, is dened as
alias ∈ γ(alias♯)
def
⇐⇒ alias ⊑ alias♯.
The last step required in order to omplete the denition of the semantis of the
abstration, that is from Mem♯ to ℘(alias♯) (Figure 1), depends on the details of
the hosen approximation method Mem♯. The next setion presents some of the
available approahes.
2.5 Representation of the Abstrat Alias Domain
By looking forward to the realization of an alias analyzer, another problem arises.
A realisti implementation annot aim to diretly represent abstrat alias queries
(Denition 2.4). As demonstrated in Listing 6, there an be an innite number
of aliasing pairs making impossible a diret representation. In this sense, the do-
mainMem♯ introdues an additional layer of abstration providing a representation
suitable for the implementation.
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Conrete memory
m ∈ Mem
Conrete alias query
alias ∈ AliasQ
Abstrat alias query
alias
♯ ∈ AliasQ♯
Aess-path based
abstration (Deutsh)
Points-to based
abstration.
Abstrat memory
m♯ ∈ Mem♯
Fig. 2: A representation of the abstration relations under disussion. Arrows should be read as
`is abstrated by.'
1 strut List {
2 strut List *n;
3 int key;
4 } *x;
5
6 strut Tree {
7 strut Tree *l, *r;
8 int key;
9 } *y;
10
11 ...
Listing 14: in this ode two reursive strutures, List and Tree, are dened.
2.5.1 Tehniques For Approximating the Alias Information. In the literature,
dierent lasses of methods exist. One of these is the lass of aess-path based
methods. A brief desription of an aess-path based method is reported below.
Another lass is identied by the name of store based methods ; more details on
these are presented in Setion 2.6.
2.5.2 A Notable Example of Aess-Path Based Approximation. In the litera-
ture, the term aess-path is used to design a simplied form of language expres-
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sions. A notable example of aess-path based method for the approximation of the
abstrat alias query domain (Denition 2.4) is presented in the Ph.D. dissertation
of A. Deutsh [Deu94℄. In this proposal the elements of the abstrat domain Mem♯
are formalized as pairsm♯ = 〈P,C〉 where P is a set of pairs of symboli aess paths
and C is a set of onstraints on P . A symboli aess path is an approximation
of a set of expressions;
14
the onretization of a symboli aess path is dened
using a mehanism similar to regular expressions. Consider for instane the ode
presented in Listing 14, and let 〈P,C〉 ∈ Mem♯ be an abstrat memory desription
of the program at line 11, suh that C = {i = j}. The set of onstraints C has the
set of solutions{
〈n, n〉
}
n∈N
in the variables 〈i, j〉. Let p ∈ P be the pair of symboli aess paths
p
def
=
〈
x(->n)i->key, y(->l, ->r)j->key
〉
.
The semantis of p is a set of pairs of onrete expressions and it an be omputed
by replaing the ourrenes of the variables i and j found in the symboli aess
paths of p, with the values given by the solutions of C. For instane, by replaing
the ourrenes of the index `j' with the integer 2 in the symboli aess path
y(->l, ->r)j->key,
we obtain the regular expression
y(->l, ->r)2->key,
that an be nally translated into the following set of expressions
{y->l->l->key, y->r->l->key, y->l->r->key, y->r->r->key}.
Depending on the onsidered solution of C, the pair p approximates dierent sets
of alias pairs. For instane, using the solution 〈0, 0〉 we have〈
x(->n)0->key, y(->l, ->r)0->key
〉
=
{
〈x->key, y->key〉
}
.
With the solution 〈1, 1〉 we have〈
x(->n)1->key, y(->l, ->r)1->key
〉
=
{
〈x->n->key, y->l->key〉, 〈x->n->key, y->r->key〉
}
.
Using the solution 〈2, 2〉 we obtain〈
x(->n)2->key, y(->l, ->r)2->key
〉
=
{
〈x->n->n->key, y->l->l->key〉, 〈x->n->n->key, y->r->l->key〉,
〈x->n->n->key, y->l->r->key〉, 〈x->n->n->key, y->r->r->key〉
}
.
Generally, C is a set of onstraints on a tuple of indies I = {i1, . . . , in}. The indies
of I also our in the symboli aess paths of P . To eah solution S : I → N
14
The term symboli aess path omes from the original paper [Deu94℄ and it atually means an
abstration of the onept of expression. With our notation, the term abstrat expression would
be probably used instead.
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of C orresponds a dierent alias query expressed as a set of pairs of (onrete)
expressions. Given a solution S to C, the orresponding alias query, say P (S), an
be obtained from P by replaing every ourrene of the index ik in P with the
solution S(ik), for eah index ik of I. As shown above, this replaement yields a
set of pairs of no-longer-symboli aess paths. Seen as regular expressions, these
no-longer-symboli aess paths are transformed in a set of pairs of expressions.
The semantis of Mem♯ an be nally expressed in terms of queries as follows. Let
alias
♯ ∈ AliasQ♯ and 〈P,C〉 ∈ Mem♯. We say that alias♯ ∈ γ
(
〈P, S〉
)
when
∃S solution of C . ∀e, f ∈ Expr : alias♯(e, f) ∈ {⊤, 1} =⇒ 〈e, f〉 ∈ P (S).
Note that this has two main onsequenes.
This formulation is unable to represent denite alias properties, that in terms of
abstrat alias queries orrespond to the answer `1'; the approximation provided
by this method is indeed also alledmay-alias information. For example, at line 3
of Listing 7, in all of the possible exeutions, the expression `*p' is an alias of `a'.
However, this method is only able to tell that `*p' is possibly an alias of `a', that
in terms of abstrat alias query orresponds to the outome ⊤.
Every solution of C orresponds to a dierent abstrat alias query, whereas, as
we will show in Setion 4, the onretization of a points-to abstration onsists of
only one abstrat alias query. As a onsequene, this representation of the alias
information is able apture relational information, whereas points-to methods
annot.
To represent the set of integer onstraints C dierent options exist. The literature
on this eld provides a wide hoie of numeri latties oering dierent trade-o
between auray and eieny; from non relational domains like arithmeti
intervals and arithmeti ongruenes up to relational domains [BHZ08℄. The
alias analysis just desribed is ompletely parametri with respet to the hosen
numeri domain and due to the large availability of numeri domains this is a
point of strength of the method.
2.6 The Store Based Approah
This setion introdues some onepts that are useful to understand the approah
of store based methods. Points-to analyses are speial ases of stored-based methods.
The idea ommon to all store based methods is the expliit introdution of formal
entities to represent memory loations. As in the onrete situation we use the
notation `Loc' to represent the set of the memory loations; now we introdue the
notation Loc♯ to denote the set of the abstrat loations. Store based information
usually onsist of some sort of ompat representation of a binary relation `P ' on
the set of the abstrat loations. To bind the onept of loation to the onept
of expression an environment funtion is provided. Basially, the environment
funtion is needed to resolve identiers into abstrat loations. Denoting with
`Identifiers' the set of identiers, an environment funtion an be desribed as
id : Identifiers→ Loc♯
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1 int **pp , *p, a;
2 strut List {
3 strut List *n;
4 int key;
5 } *h;
6 ...
7 **pp = *p;
8 h->key = h->n->n->key;
Listing 15: in this ode the assignments at line 7 and line 8 ontain expressions the
dereferene operator ours more than one.
Sine identiers are the base ase for the denition of the Expr set, from the
elements 〈P, id〉 it is possible to build the abstrat evaluation funtion
eval : (Mem♯ × Expr)→ ℘(Loc♯).
The `eval' funtion is dened indutively following the indutive denition of the
`Expr' set. The details depend on the hosen language and intermediate represen-
tation; a omplete denition is presented in Setion 3. The `eval' funtion is then
used to dene the semantis ofMem♯ in terms of abstrat alias queries; for instane,
a possible denition is the following. Let m♯ ∈Mem♯ and alias♯ ∈ AliasQ♯, we say
that alias
♯ ∈ γ(m♯) when, for all e, f ∈ Expr holds that
alias
♯(e, f) =
{
0, if eval(m♯, e) ∩ eval(m♯, f) = ∅;
⊤, otherwise.
This is an oversimplied denition, presented only to give an idea of how a store
based approximation an answer to alias queries; note indeed that we have omitted
to onsider denite alias informations. Due to the introdution of the set of abstrat
loations Loc♯, the semantis of the abstrat domain Mem♯ an also be expressed
in terms of the value of loations: we have an abstration funtion
α : Loc→ Loc♯;
where, for eah l ∈ Loc, α(l) denotes the abstrat loation that approximates l.
Given l ∈ Loc♯ and an abstration m♯ ∈Mem♯, we denote as m♯[l] the value of the
abstrat loation l in the abstrat memory desription m♯. Now, let m ∈ Mem and
m♯ ∈Mem♯; then we have
m ∈ γ(m♯)
def
⇐⇒
(
∀l ∈ L : m[l] is dened =⇒ m[l] ∈ γ
(
m♯
[
α(l)
]))
.
This formulation of the semantis ofMem♯ an be applied to points-to methods only,
but it has the advantage that it an be generalized to the ase where the points-to
domain is oupled with some other abstrat domain, provided that its semantis
an be expressed in the same way. Moreover, the onretization funtion expressed
in terms of loations is more similar to the algorithms atually implemented as
lient analyses are more likely to reason in terms of pointed loations than in
terms of aliased expressions.
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1 ...
2 int *tmp0 = *pp;
3 *tmp = *p;
4 strut List *tmp1 = h->n;
5 strut List *tmp2 = tmp1 ->n;
6 h->key = tmp2 ->key;
Listing 16: this is the simplied version of line 7 and line 8 from Listing 15. Note
the use of the additional variables tmp0, tmp1 and tmp2. Note that all expressions
ontain at most one ourrene of the dereferene operator.
1 int a, b, *p, *q, **pp;
2 ...
3 if (**pp == &a) {
4 ...
5 }
Listing 17: an example of `omplex' expression ourring in the ondition of an if
statement.
2.6.1 Pratial Considerations on Store Based Methods. Despite the ommonal-
ities of store based methods desribed in the previous setion, from the implemen-
tation perspetive many dierent options exist. For example Emami et al. [Ema93;
EGH94℄ and also [Ghi95℄ do not dene a omplete abstrat evaluation funtion
eval. Instead, they prefer to work on a simplied version of the ode. To aom-
plish this they introdue a simpliation phase to be performed before the atual
analysis. Basially, this phase breaks the ourrenes of omplex expressions into
a simpler form by means of the introdution of auxiliar variables and assignments.
For example, in the simplied ode all the expressions ontain at most one our-
rene of the dereferene operator. Listing 16 presents the result of the simpliation
phase applied to the ode in Listing 15. Having redued all the expressions to a base
form, the denition of the evaluation funtion eval is greatly simplied. However,
the simpliation phase has also other side eets. First, assuming to have already
proved the orretness of the analysis, its results are valid on the ode resulting
from the simpliation phase; to obtain any formal result on the original ode it
must be proved that the applied simpliation does not hange the semantis of the
ode. From the point of view of the eieny, it is unlear whether or not a simpler
evaluation funtion eval allows a more eient analysis. In both ases the same
steps of evaluation must be made; the dierene is that in one ase temporaries are
made expliit. In our approah we have hosen to avoid the simpliation phase as
we believe that enabling the analyzer to see omplete expressions an improve the
preision.
Example 2. Assume that at line 3 of Listing 17 holds the following points-to
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1 int a, b, *p, *q, **pp;
2 ...
3 int *temp = *pp;
4 if (* temp == &a) {
5 ...
6 }
Listing 18: the result of the simpliation of Listing 17.
1 int a, b, , d, *p, *q;
2 if (rand ()) { p = &a; q = &; }
3 else { p = &b; q = &d; }
4 ...
Listing 19: in this ode only two possible exeutions exist. At line 4, knowing the
value of one of the two pointers `p' and `q', it is possible to determine the value of
the other.
information:
P (pp) = {q, p},
P (p) = {a},
P (q) = {b}.
Looking at the ondition of the if statement at line 3, it is possible to rene the
points to information of line 4; that is, inside the `then' branh, `pp' points only
to `p'. However, on the simplied ode (Listing 18), looking only at the simplied
ondition of the if statement, it is not possible to infer any useful information
about `pp', as it ours no more in the expression. It is possible to prove that `temp'
points only to `a', but this information is useless as `temp' is a auxiliar variable
introdued by the simpliation phase and thus it is not used elsewhere.
2.7 Preision Limits of the Alias Query Representation
This setion presents an example that highlights the limitations of the alias query
representation; alias queries (Setion 2.4.1) fail to represent relational information.
For instane, the ode presented in Listings 19 and 20 indue the same abstrat
alias query; in partiular in Listing 19 the alias representation is unable to express
that, at line 4, if `p' points to `a' then `q' points to `'. This situation is illustrated
in Figures 3 and 4.
3. THE ANALYSIS METHOD
This part of the work is meant to be as muh self-ontained as possible. The
aim of this setions is to present few simple but formal denitions of a simplied
but general memory model and, on these, build the algorithms and prove their
orretness.
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1 int a, b, , d, *p, *q;
2 if (rand ()) p = &a;
3 else p = &b;
4
5 if (rand ()) q = &;
6 else q = &d;
7 ...
Listing 20: in this ode four exeutions are possible; at line 7, also knowing the
value of one of the two pointers `p' and `q', it is not possible to determine the value
of the other.
3.1 The Domain
Let L be a given set that we all the loations set and whose elements are alled
loations.
Definition 3.1. (Abstrat and onrete domains.) We all support set of
the onrete domain the set C of the total funtions from L to L; we all support
set of the abstrat domain the set A of the binary relations on the set L
C
def
= L → L;
A
def
= ℘(L × L).
We dene the onrete domain as the omplete lattie generated by the powerset of
C 〈
℘(C),⊆,∪,∩, ∅, C
〉
.
We dene the abstrat domain as the omplete lattie〈
A,⊆,∪,∩, ∅,L× L
〉
.
Note that from the above denition we have that C ⊆ A. Though we use the
same notation for the operations of the two latties they obviously have dierent
denitions. For the abstrat domain the partial order `⊆', the operations `∪' and
`∩' are referred to sets of pairs of loations; whereas for the onrete domain they
are referred to sets of funtions L → L. The semantis of the abstrat domain
is dened using the fat that C ⊆ A and the partial order `⊆' on sets of pairs of
loations.
Definition 3.2. (Conretization funtion.) Let
γ : A → ℘(C)
be dened, for all A ∈ A, as
γ(A)
def
=
{
C ∈ C
∣∣ C ⊆ A}.
Now we present some denitions useful to dene how we navigate the poinst-to
graph.
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a
b

d
p q
aliasm0 a b  d
*p 1 0 0 0
*q 0 0 1 0
Below an extrat of the onrete alias query
aliasm0 indued by the onrete memory de-
sription m0 ∈ Mem. Above a graphial represen-
tation of the points-to information assoiated to
the same memory.
a
b

d
p q
aliasm1 a b  d
*p 0 1 0 0
*q 0 0 0 1
As above, on the onrete memory desription
m1.
a
b

d
p q
alias
♯
a b  d
*p ⊤ ⊤ 0 0
*q 0 0 ⊤ ⊤
The abstrat alias query
alias
♯ ∈ AliasQ♯
is dened as aliasm0 ⊔aliasm1 and it is the
most preise abstrat alias query that abstrats
the set of onrete alias queries
{aliasm0 ,aliasm1}.
Fig. 3: a representation of the alias query indued by the ode in Listing 19.
Definition 3.3. (The prev and post funtions.) Let
prev, post : A× L → ℘(L)
be dened, for all A ∈ A and l ∈ L, as
prev(A, l)
def
=
{
m ∈ L
∣∣ (m, l) ∈ A};
post(A, l)
def
=
{
m ∈ L
∣∣ (l,m) ∈ A}.
For onveniene we generalize the denition of the post and prev funtions to
sets of loations.
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a
b

d
p q
aliasm2 a b  d
*p 1 0 0 0
*q 0 0 0 1
An example of a spurious element of the on-
retization of alias
♯
. We have that
aliasm2 ∈ γ(alias
♯).
However, aliasm2 an not be generated by the
program.
a
b

d
p q
aliasm3 a b  d
*p 0 1 0 0
*q 0 0 1 0
Another spurious element of the onretization of
alias
♯
. Note that:
γ(alias♯) = γ(aliasm0 ⊔aliasm1 )
= {aliasm0 ,aliasm1 ,
aliasm2 ,aliasm3}.
Fig. 4: ontinuation of Figure 3.
Definition 3.4. (Extended prev and post funtions.) Let
prev, post : A× ℘(L)→ ℘(L)
be dened, for all A ∈ A and L ⊆ L, as
prev(A,L)
def
=
⋃{
prev(A, l)
∣∣ l ∈ A};
post(A,L)
def
=
⋃{
post(A, l)
∣∣ l ∈ A}.
3.2 The Language
In this setion we present a simple language to model the points-to problem.
Definition 3.5. (Expressions.) We dene the set Expr as the language gen-
erated by the grammar
e ::= l | ∗ e
where l ∈ L and ∗ 6∈ L is a terminal symbol.
Definition 3.6. (Evaluation of expressions.) Let
eval : A× Expr→ ℘(L)
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be dened indutively on Expr (Denition 3.5). Let A ∈ A, l ∈ L and e ∈ Expr;
then we dene
eval(A, l)
def
= {l};
eval(A, ∗ e)
def
= post
(
A, eval(A, e)
)
.
Not neessary for the goal of this setion, for ompleteness we report the on-
retization of the points-to abstrat domain in terms of abstrat alias queries.
Definition 3.7. (Indued alias relation.) We dene
γ : A → AliasQ♯
as follows. Let A ∈ A, then let γ(A)
def
= alias♯, where, forall e, f ∈ Expr, we have
E
def
= eval(A, e);
F
def
= eval(A, f);
alias
♯(e, f)
def
=


0, if E ∩ F = ∅;
1, if E = F ∧#E = 1;
⊤, otherwise.
Definition 3.8. (Conditions.) We dene the set of onditions as the set
Cond
def
= {eq, neq} × Expr× Expr
Definition 3.9. (Value of onditions.) Let
TrueCond ⊆ C × Cond
be a set dened, for all C ∈ C and e, f ∈ Expr, as(
C, (eq, e, f)
)
∈ TrueCond
def
⇐⇒ eval(C, e) = eval(C, f);(
C, (neq, e, f)
)
∈ TrueCond
def
⇐⇒
(
C, (eq, e, f)
)
6∈ TrueCond.
Let C ∈ C and let c ∈ Cond, for onveniene of notation we write C |= c when
(C, c) ∈ TrueCond. We also introdue the funtion
modelset : Cond→ ℘(C),
dened, for all c ∈ Cond, as
modelset(c)
def
=
{
C ∈ C
∣∣ C |= c}.
In other words, `modelset(c)' is the set of the onrete memory desriptions where
the ondition c is true.
3.2.1 Assignment
Definition 3.10. (Assignment evaluation.) We dene the set of assign-
ments as
Assignments
def
= Expr× Expr
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Let
assign : A×Assignments→ A
be dened as follows. For all A ∈ A and e, f ∈ Expr, let
assign
(
A, (e, f)
) def
= eval(A, e)× eval(A, f) ∪ (A \K)
where, the kill set K is dened as
K
def
=
{
eval(A, e)× L, if # eval(A, e) = 1;
∅, otherwise.
The following lemma shows that the `assign' funtion just desribed, denes also
the onrete semantis of the assign operation, i.e.' performing an assignment on
an element of the onrete domain yields another element of the onrete domain.
Lemma 3.11. (Restrition of the assignment to the onrete domain.)
The set C is losed with respet to the funtion assign, that is, for all C ∈ C and
a ∈ Assignments holds that assign(C, a) ∈ C.
Therefore, the funtion assign restrited to C an be written as
assign : C ×Assignments→ C.
In other words, the formalization of the assignment operation given in Deni-
tion 3.10 is a generalization of the onrete assignment behaviour. At this point,
we dene the onrete semantis of the assignment.
Definition 3.12. (Conrete assignment operation.) Let
assign : ℘(C)×Assignments→ ℘(C)
dened, forall D ⊆ C and a ∈ Assignments, as
assign(D, a)
def
=
{
assign(C, a)
∣∣ C ∈ D }.
3.2.2 Filter
Definition 3.13. (Conrete lter semantis.) Let
φ : ℘(C)× Cond→ ℘(C)
be dened, for all D ⊆ C and c ∈ Cond, as
φ(D, c)
def
= modelset(c) ∩D.
In other words, given a set D of onrete memory desriptions and a boolean
ondition c we denote with φ(D, c) the subset of D of the elements in whih the
ondition c is true. We proeed in the denition of the abstrat lter operation.
Sine we want to trak step by step the evaluation of expressions, we extend the
denition of the eval funtion to allow this.
Definition 3.14. (Extended eval funtion.) Let
eval : A× Expr× N→ ℘(L)
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be indutively dened as follows. Let A ∈ A, l ∈ L, e ∈ Expr and i ∈ N; then we
dene
eval(A, e, 0)
def
= eval(A, e);
eval(A, l, i+ 1)
def
= ∅;
eval(A, ∗ e, i+ 1)
def
= eval(A, e, i).
Definition 3.15. (Target funtion.) We dene the funtion
targ : A× ℘(L)× Expr× N→ ℘(L)
indutively as follows. Let A ∈ A, M ⊆ L, e ∈ Expr and i ∈ N; then we dene
targ(A,M, e, 0)
def
= eval(A, e) ∩M ;
targ(A,M, e, i+ 1)
def
= eval(A, e, i+ 1) ∩ prev
(
A,targ(A, e, i)
)
.
Definition 3.16. (Filter 1.) Let
φ : A× ℘(L)× Expr× N→ A
be dened as follows. Let A ∈ A, M ⊆ L, e ∈ Expr and i ∈ N. For onveniene of
notation let x = 〈A,M, e〉; then we dene
φ(x, 0)
def
= A;
T
def
= targ(x, i+ 1);
φ(x, i + 1)
def
= φ(x, i) \
{
T ×
(
L \ targ(x, i)
)
, if #T = 1;
∅, otherwise.
Definition 3.17. (Filter 2.) Let
φ : A× ℘(L)× Expr→ A
be dened, for all A ∈ A, M ⊆ L and l ∈ L, as
φ(A,M, l)
def
=
{
A, if l ∈M ;
⊥, otherwise;
φ(A,M, ∗ e)
def
=
⋂
i∈N
φ(A,M, ∗ e, i).
Definition 3.18. (Filter 3.) Let
φ : A× Cond→ A
be dened as follows. Let e, f ∈ Expr, and let
I
def
= eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f);
E
def
= eval(A, e) \ eval(A, f);
F
def
= eval(A, f) \ eval(A, e).
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1 int **pp , *q, *p, *r, a, b, ;
2
3 if (...) pp = &p;
4 else pp = &q;
5 // eval(∗ pp) = {p, q}
6
7 if (...) r = &a;
8 else r = &;
9 // eval(∗ r) = {a, c}
10
11 p = &a;
12 // eval(∗ p) = {a}
13 q = &b;
14 // eval(∗ q) = {b}
15
16 *pp = r;
17 // eval(∗ ∗ pp) = eval(∗ q) = {a, b, c}
18 // eval(∗ p) = {a, c}
Listing 21: an example of appliation of the assignment operation.
pp
p
q
a
b
 r
Before.
pp
p
q
a
b
 r
After.
Fig. 5: a representation of the points-to information of the program in Listing 21 before and after
the assignment at line 16.
Then, for all A ∈ A, we dene
φ
(
A, (eq, e, f)
) def
= φ(A, I, e) ∩ φ(A, I, f),
φ
(
A, (neq, e, f)
) def
=
{
φ(A,E, e) ∪ φ(A,F, f), if # I = 1;
A, otherwise.
3.3 Examples
This setion presents some examples to illustrated how the model just presented
works.
Example 3. This example is about the abstrat assignment operation. Consider
the ode in Listing 21. Note that the C assignment `*pp = r' in our simplied
language is expressed as the pair (∗ pp, ∗ r). Assume to reah line 15 with the
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1 int **pp , *p, *r, a, b, ;
2
3 pp = &p;
4 p = &;
5 // eval(∗ ∗ pp) = {c}
6 if (...) r = &a;
7 else r = &b;
8 // eval(∗ r) = {a, b}
9
10 *pp = r;
11 // eval(∗ pp) = {a, b}
Listing 22: another example of appliation of the assignment operation.
approximated points-to information A ∈ A
eval(A, ∗ pp) = {p, q},
eval(A, ∗ p) = {a},
eval(A, ∗ q) = {b},
eval(A, ∗ r) = {a, c};
then
eval(A, ∗ pp)× eval(A, ∗ r) =
{
(p, a), (p, c), (q, a), (q, c)
}
.
The result of the evaluation of the rhs of the assignment, ∗ pp, ontains more that
one loations, p and q; then from the denition of the assignment operation (De-
nition 3.10) we have that the kill set K is empty, then the result of the assignment
an be expressed as
assign
(
A, (∗ pp, ∗ r)
)
= A ∪ eval(A, ∗ pp)× eval(A, ∗ r)
= A ∪
{
(p, a), (p, b), (q, a), (q, b)
}
.
Note that after the exeution of the assignment (Figure 5), the old values of the
variables `p' and `q' are not overwritten, i.e.,{
(p, a), (q, b)
}
⊆ assign
(
A, (∗ pp, ∗ r)
)
.
Example 4. This is another example of the appliation of the abstrat assign-
ment operation. Consider the ode in Listing 22. Again, the C assignment `*pp =
r' in our simplied language is expressed as the pair (∗ pp, ∗ r). Assume to reah
line 9 with the approximated points-to information A ∈ A suh that
eval(A, ∗ pp) = {p},
eval(A, ∗ p) = {c},
eval(A, ∗ r) = {a, b};
then
eval(A, ∗ pp)× eval(A, ∗ r) =
{
(p, a), (p, b)
}
.
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pp p
a

b
r
Before.
pp p
a

b
r
After.
Fig. 6: a representation of points-to information before and after the exeution of the assignment
operation at line 10 of Listing 22.
1 int *p, *q, a, b, ;
2
3 if (...) p = &a;
4 else p = &b;
5 // eval(∗ p) = {a, b}
6
7 if (...) q = &b;
8 else q = &;
9 // eval(∗ q) = {b, c}
10
11 if (p == q) {
12 // eval(∗ p) = eval(∗ q) = {b}
13 }
Listing 23: an example of appliation of the lter operation.
But this time the evaluation of the rhs of the assignment, ∗ pp, ontains only one
loation, p. From (Denition 3.10) we have
K = eval(A, ∗ pp)× L =
{
(p, c)
}
,
and then (Figure 5)
assign
(
A, (∗ pp, ∗ r)
)
= (A \K) ∪ eval(A, ∗ pp)× eval(A, ∗ r)
=
(
A \
{
(p, c)
})
∪
{
(p, a), (p, b)
}
.
Note that, in this ase, the assignment deletes the old value of the variable `p', i.e.,
(p, c) 6∈ assign
(
A, (∗ pp, ∗ r)
)
.
Example 5. Consider the example program in Listing 23. As antiipated in the
annotations of the presented ode, the lter operation, ating on the ondition `p
== q', is able to detet that inside the body of the if statement at line 12 both
`p' and `q' denitely point to `b'. Now we want to show step by step how this
result is obtained from the given denitions. Sine the situation for `p' and `q' is
symmetrial, we show only how it an be derived that `p' denitely points to `b'.
Reall that the boolean expression of the C language `q == p' orresponds, in our
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a
b

p q
Before.
a
b

p q
After.
Fig. 7: a representation of the points-to information before and after the exeution of the lter
operation on the ondition of the if statement at line 11 of Listing 23.
a
b
p
eval(1) eval(0)
targ(1) targ(0)
Fig. 8: a representation of omputation of the lter operation for the example in Listing 23.
simplied language, to the triple (eq, ∗ p, ∗ q). Assume now that line 10 is reahed
with the following approximated points-to information A ∈ A (Figure 7)
eval(A, ∗ p) = {a, b},
eval(A, ∗ q) = {b, c}.
From the denition of the abstrat lter operation (Denition 3.18) we have
I = eval(A, ∗ p) ∩ eval(A, ∗ q),
φ
(
A, (eq, ∗ p, ∗ q)
)
= φ(A, I, ∗ p) ∩ φ(A, I, ∗ q).
The evaluation of the expressions is illustrated by the following table.
i eval(A, ∗ p, i) eval(A, ∗ q, i)
1 {p} {q}
0 {a, b} {b, c}
For i = 0, the target set of the lter (Denition 3.17) is then dened as
I = eval(A, ∗ p) ∩ eval(A, ∗ q)
= eval(A, ∗ p, 0) ∩ eval(A, ∗ q, 0)
= {a, b} ∩ {b, c} = {b}.
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1 int *p, *q, a, b, , d;
2
3 if (...)
4 if (...) p = &a;
5 else p = &b;
6 else
7 if (...) p = &;
8 else p = &d;
9 // eval(∗ p) = {a, b, c, d}
10
11 if (...) q = &b;
12 else q = &;
13 // eval(∗ q) = {b, c}
14
15 if (p == q) {
16 // eval(∗ p) = eval(∗ q) = {b, c}
17 }
Listing 24: an example of appliation of the lter operation.
a
b

d
p q
Before.
a
b

d
p q
After.
Fig. 9: a representation of the points-to information before and after the exeution of the lter
operation on the ondition of the if statement at line 15 of Listing 24.
Then, realling from Denition 3.16 that
targ(A, I, e, i+ 1) = eval(A, e, i+ 1) ∩ prev
(
A,targ(A, I, e, i)
)
,
we ompute bakward the sequene of target sets for the expression ∗ p as
i targ
(
A, {b}, ∗p, i
)
Removed ars
1 {p}
{
(p, a)
}
0 {b} ∅
Sine the target set for i = 1 onsists of the only element p and the node a is
not part of the target set for i = 0, then the lter removes the ar (p, a) from the
points-to information. See Figure 8 for a graphial representation of the desribed
situation.
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a
b

d
p
eval(1) eval(0)
targ(1)
targ(0)
Fig. 10: a representation of the omputation of the lter operation for the example in Listing 24.
Example 6. Now we present a similar situation to show that when the abstrat
lter operation uts some ars (Denition 3.16) what matters is the ardinality
of the set of the pointers and not arditality of the set of the pointed objets.
Consider the ode in Listing 24; the points-to information A ∈ A at line 14, is
presented in Figure 9. In this ase the evaluation of the two expressions ∗ p and ∗ q
proeeds as follows
i eval(A, ∗ p, i) eval(A, ∗ q, i)
1 {p} {q}
0 {a, b, c, d} {b, c}
For i = 0, we have the target set
eval(A, ∗ p) ∩ eval(A, ∗ q) = eval(A, ∗ p, 0) ∩ eval(A, ∗ q, 0)
= {a, b, c, d} ∩ {b, c} = {b, c}.
The omputation of the lter on the expression `p' proeeds as follows (Figure 10)
i targ
(
A, {b, c}, ∗p, i
)
Removed ars
1 {p}
{
(p, a), (p, d)
}
0 {b, c} ∅
Example 7. Consider the points-to approximation A ∈ A desribed in Figure 11.
In this ase there are two levels of indiretion. Assume to lter the points-to ap-
proximation A with respet to the ondition (eq, ∗ ∗ pp, a). The evaluation of the lhs
and the rhs of the ondition proeeds as follows
i eval(A, ∗ ∗ pp, i) eval(A, a, i)
2 {pp} ∅
1 {p, q} ∅
0 {a, b, c} {a}
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pp
p
q
a
b

Before.
pp
p
q
a
b

After.
Fig. 11: a representation of the points-to information A ∈ A before and after the exeution of the
lter operation on the ondition (eq, ∗ ∗ pp, a).
pp
p
q
a
b

eval(2) eval(1) eval(0)
targ(2)
targ(1)
targ(0)
Fig. 12: a representation of omputation of the lter operation for the example in Figure 11.
Then, for i = 0, we have the target set
eval(A, ∗ ∗ p) ∩ eval(A, a) = eval(A, ∗ ∗ p, 0) ∩ eval(A, a, 0)
= {a, b, c} ∩ {a} = {a}.
The omputation of the lter on the lhs proeeds as
i targ
(
A, {a}, ∗ ∗ p, i
)
Removed ars
2 {pp}
{
(pp, q)
}
1 {p}
{
(p, b)
}
0 {a} ∅
Figure 12 depits the omputation just desribed.
Example 8. Consider the points-to approximation A ∈ A desribed in Figure 13.
The evaluation of the the expression ∗ ∗ pp follows the steps
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pp
p
q
r
a
b
Original.
pp
p
q
r
a
b
Equality.
pp
p
q
r
a
b
Inequality.
Fig. 13: on the left a representation of the initial points-to information A ∈ A, in the middle
the information resulting by ltering the initial information A on the ondition (eq, ∗ ∗ pp, a);
nally, on the right, the points-to information resulting from ltering the approximation A on the
ondition (neq, ∗ ∗ pp, a).
pp
p
q
r
a
b
eval(2) eval(1) eval(0)
targ(2)
targ(1)
targ(0)
Fig. 14: a representation of omputation of the lter operation for the example in Figure 13 on
the ondition (eq, ∗ ∗ pp, a).
i eval(A, ∗ ∗ p, i)
2 {pp}
1 {p, q, r}
0 {a, b}
Assume to lter the points-to approximation A on the ondition (eq, ∗ ∗ pp, a) and
also on the opposite ondition (neq, ∗ ∗ pp, a). For i = 0, for the equality and the
inequality onditions we have the target sets
eval(A, ∗ ∗ pp) ∩ eval(A, a) = {a, b} ∩ {a} = {a},
eval(A, ∗ ∗ pp) \ eval(A, a) = {a, b} \ {a} = {b},
respetively. The omputation of the lter on the lhs proeeds as
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pp
p
q
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b
eval(2) eval(1) eval(0)
targ(2) targ(1) targ(0)
Fig. 15: a representation of omputation of the lter operation for the example in Figure 13 on
the ondition (neq, ∗ ∗ pp, a).
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Fig. 16: on the left a representation of the points-to approximation A ∈ A, on the right a
representation of the approximation resulting from the appliation of the lter on the ondition
(eq, ∗ ∗ ∗ ppp, a). The ars
˘
(ppp, rr), (p, b)
¯
have been removed.
i targ
(
A, {a}, ∗ ∗ pp, i
)
Removed ars
2 {pp}
{
(pp, r)
}
1 {p, q} ∅
0 {a} ∅
i targ
(
A, {b}, ∗ ∗ pp, i
)
Removed ars
2 {pp}
{
(pp, p), (pp, q)
}
1 {r} ∅
0 {b} ∅
Figure 14 and Figure 15 depit the lter omputation just desribed.
Example 9. Now onsider the points-to approximation A ∈ A desribed in Fig-
ure 16. The evaluation of the the expression ∗ ∗ ∗ ppp follows the steps
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ppp
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qq
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p
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a
b

eval(3) eval(2) eval(1) eval(0)
targ(3) targ(2) targ(1) targ(0)
Fig. 17: a representation of omputation of the lter operation for the example in Figure 16 on
the ondition (eq, ∗ ∗ ∗ ppp, a).
i eval(A, ∗ ∗ p, i)
3 {ppp}
2 {pp, qq, rr}
1 {p, r}
0 {a, b, c}
Assume to lter the points-to approximation A on the ondition (eq, ∗ ∗ ∗ ppp, a).
For i = 0, for the equality ondition we have the target set
eval(A, ∗ ∗ ∗ ppp) ∩ eval(A, a) = {a, b, c} ∩ {a} = {a}.
The omputation of the lter on the lhs proeeds as follows
i targ
(
A, {a}, ∗ ∗ ∗ ppp, i
)
Removed ars
3 {ppp}
{
(ppp, rr)
}
2 {pp, qq} ∅
1 {p}
{
(p, b)
}
0 {a} ∅
Figure 17 depits the lter omputation just desribed.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Notation. The proofs are organized as sequenes of dedutions, for onve-
niene of notation presented inside tables. Eah table is organized in three olumns:
the rst olumn ontains the tag used to name the step; the seond olumn ontains
the statement and the third olumn ontains a list of tags that represents the list
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of statements used to infer the urrent row. There are three kind of tags. The
rst kind of tag, denoted as `TS', is used to mark the thesis, whih, if expliitly
presented, ours always in the top row. The seond kind of tag is used to desribe
the hypotheses, marked as `H0', . . . , `Hn'. Among the hypotheses we improperly list
the lemmas used in the proof. The third kind of tag is used to desribe dedutions,
displayed as `D0', . . . , `Dn', with the exeption of the last dedution step, whih is
tagged with the symbol `z'. Within the table, the hypotheses are displayed below
the thesis and dedutions below the hypotheses. To stress the separation of the
thesis from the hypotheses and of the hypotheses from the dedutions horizontal
line are used. Dedutions, between themselves, are sorted in topologial order, suh
that, if the dedution `Dm' requires the dedution `Dn', then m > n. When the
proof onsists of more ases, then multiple tables are used; in this ase, an initial
table ontaining the hypotheses ommon to all ases may be present. Cases are
marked as `C1', . . . , `Cn'; if an hypothesis omes from onsidering the ase `Cn',
then the tag `Cn' is also reported in the third olumn of the orresponding row. In
indutive proofs, the indutive hypothesis is marked with a `(ind. hyp.)'.
3.4.2 Conrete Assignment. We start by showing that the assignment operation
is losed with respet to the set of the onrete memory desriptions C.
Lemma 3.19. (Eval ardinality on the onrete domain.) Let C ∈ C and
e ∈ Expr, then # eval(C, e) = 1.
Proof. Let C ∈ C. We proeed by indution on the denition of the set Expr
(Denition 3.5).
TS # eval(C, e) = 1
H0 Denition 3.6, the eval funtion.
For the base ase let e = l ∈ L.
TS # eval(C, l) = 1
D0 eval(C, l) = {l} (H0)
z # eval(C, l) = 1 (D0)
For the indutive ase let e ∈ Expr.
TS # eval(C, ∗ e) = 1
H1 # eval(C, e) = 1 (ind. hyp.)
H2 Denition 3.1, the onrete domain.
H3 Denition 3.3, the post funtion.
D0 eval(C, ∗ e) = post
(
C, eval(C, e)
)
(H0)
D1 ∀l ∈ L : #
{
(l,m) ∈ C
}
= 1 (H2)
D2 #
{
(l,m) ∈ C
∣∣ l ∈ eval(C, e)} = 1 (H1, D1)
D3 # post
(
C, eval(C, e)
)
= 1 (D2, H3)
z # eval(C, ∗ e) = 1 (D3, D0)
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Lemma 3.20. (Assignment on the onrete domain.) Let C ∈ C and e, f ∈
Expr. For onveniene of notation, let a ∈ Assignments suh that a = (e, f). Let
eval(C, e) = {l};
post(C, l) = {n};
eval(C, f) = {m};
then
assign(C, a) =
(
C \
{
(l, n)
})
∪
{
(l,m)
}
.
Proof. Let C ∈ C. First note that from the denition of the onrete domain
(Denition 3.1) and Lemma 3.19, # eval(C, e) = # eval(C, f) = 1. From the
denion of the post funtion (Denition 3.3) also # post(C, l) = 1. Thus the
above statement is well formed.
TS assign(C, a) =
(
A \
{
(l, n)
})
∪
{
(l,m)
}
H0 {l} = eval(C, e)
H1 {n} = post(C, l)
H2 {m} = eval(C, f)
H3 Denition 3.10, the assignment evaluation.
D0 # eval(C, e) = 1 (H0)
D1 assign(C, a) = eval(C, e) × eval(C, f)
∪
(
C \ eval(C, e) × L
)
(D0, H3)
D2 eval(C, e)× eval(C, f) =
{
(l,m)
}
(H0, H2)
D3 C ∩ eval(C, e)× L =
{
(l, n)
}
(H1)
D4 C \ eval(C, e)× L = C \
{
(l, n)
}
(D3)
z assign(C, a) =
(
C \
{
(l, n)
})
∪
{
(l,m)
}
(D4, D2, D1)
Proof. (Restrition of the assignment to the onrete, Lemma 3.11.)
This result is a simple orollary of Lemma 3.20.
3.4.3 Observations on the Domain. First we present the following simple result
about the monotoniity of the onretization funtion.
Lemma 3.21. (Monotoniity of the onretization funtion.) Let A,B ∈
A, then
A ⊆ B =⇒ γ(A) ⊆ γ(B).
Proof. Let A,B ∈ A. If γ(A) = ∅ then the thesis is trivially veried. Otherwise
let C ∈ γ(A), we have to show that C ∈ γ(B) too.
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TH C ∈ γ(B)
H0 C ∈ γ(A)
H1 Denition 3.2, the onretization funtion.
H2 A ⊆ B
D0 C ⊆ A (H0, H1)
D1 C ∈ C (H0, H1)
D2 C ⊆ B (D0, H2)
z C ∈ γ(B) (D2, D1, H1)
From the denition of the onrete and of the abstrat domain (Denition 3.1)
and the denition of the onretization funtion (Denition 3.2) we omplete the
desription of the abstration by presenting the abstration funtion.
Definition 3.22. (Abstration funtion.) Let
α : ℘(C)→ A
be dened, for all C ⊆ C, as
α(C)
def
=
⋃
D∈C
D.
It is possible to show that
〈
℘(C), α,A, γ
〉
is a Galois onnetion, that is, for all
C ∈ C and A ∈ A, holds that:
α(C) ⊆ A ⇐⇒ C ⊆ γ(A).
Indeed, given C ⊆ C and A ∈ A the following steps are all equivalent
α(C) ⊆ A,⋃
D∈C
D ⊆ A,
∀D ∈ C : D ⊆ A,
∀D ∈ C : D ∈ γ(A),
C ⊆ γ(A).
On the presented abstration holds also the following result. The following lemma
shows that given a non-bottom abstration a ∈ A, then for eah ar (l,m) ∈ A
there is a onrete memory C abstrated by A that ontains the ar (l,m).
Lemma 3.23. (Conrete overage.) Let A ∈ A, then
γ(A) 6= ∅ =⇒ ∀(l,m) ∈ A : ∃C ∈ γ(A) . (l,m) ∈ C.
Proof. Let A ∈ A suh that γ(A) 6= ∅ and let (l,m) ∈ A. Let C ∈ γ(A), let
n ∈ L.
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TS ∃D ∈ γ(A) . (l,m) ∈ D
H0 (l,m) ∈ A
H1 C ∈ γ(A)
H2 {n} ∈ post(C, l)
H3 Denition 3.2, onretization funtion.
H4 Denition 3.3, the post funtion.
D0 C ⊆ A (H1, H3)
D1 C \
{
(l, n)
}
⊆ A (D0)
D2 (l, n) ∈ C (H2, H4)
D3
(
C \
{
(l, n)
})
∪
{
(l,m)
}
∈ C (D2)
D4
(
C \
{
(l, n)
})
∪
{
(l,m)
}
⊆ A (D1, H0)
D5
(
C \
{
(l, n)
})
∪
{
(l,m)
}
∈ γ(A) (D3, D4, H3)
z ∃D ∈ γ(A) . (l,m) ∈ C (D5)
Lemma 3.24. (Abstration eet.) Let A ∈ A, then
α
(
γ(A)
)
⊆ A;
moreover
γ(A) 6= ∅ =⇒ α
(
γ(A)
)
= A.
Proof. Let A ∈ A. Consider that
H0 Denition 3.22, the abstration funtion.
D0 α
(
γ(A)
)
=
⋃
C∈γ(A) C (H0)
We proeed by showing the two inlusions separately. For the rst inlusion let
(l,m) ∈ α
(
γ(A)
)
; then we have
TS (l,m) ∈ A
H1 (l,m) ∈ α
(
γ(A)
)
H2 Denition 3.2, the onretization funtion.
D1 ∃C ∈ γ(A) . (l,m) ∈ C (D0, H1)
D2 ∀C ∈ γ(A) : C ⊆ A (H2)
z (l,m) ∈ A (D1, D2)
For the seond inlusion assume that γ(A) 6= ∅ and let (l,m) ∈ A; then we have
TS (l,m) ∈ α
(
γ(A)
)
H1 γ(A) 6= ∅
H2 (l,m) ∈ A
H3 Lemma 3.23, onrete overage.
D1 ∃C ∈ γ(A) . (l,m) ∈ C (H2, H3, H1)
z (l,m) ∈ α
(
γ(A)
)
(D0, D1)
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3.4.4 Results of Corretness. We formalize the requirement of orretness of the
abstrat operations presented the expression evaluation, the assignment and the
lter operations with the following theorems.
Theorem 3.25. (Corretness of expression evaluation.) Let A ∈ A and
e ∈ Expr; then⋃
C∈γ(A)
eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, e).
Theorem 3.26. (Corretness of the assignment.) Let A ∈ A and a ∈
Assignments; then
assign
(
γ(C), a
)
⊆ γ
(
assign(A, a)
)
.
Theorem 3.27. (Corretness of the lter.) Let A ∈ A and c ∈ Cond; then
φ
(
γ(A), c
)
⊆ γ
(
φ(A, c)
)
.
3.4.5 Proofs. We present some tehnial lemmas that will lead to the proof of
the orretness theorems.
Lemma 3.28. (Monotoniity of post.) Let A,B ∈ A and l ∈ L; then
A ⊆ B =⇒ post(A, l) ⊆ post(B, l)
Proof. Let A,B ∈ A suh that A ⊆ B. Let l,m ∈ L.
TS m ∈ post(B, l)
H0 m ∈ post(A, l)
H1 A ⊆ B
H2 Denition 3.3, the post funtion.
D0 (l,m) ∈ A (H0, H2)
D1 (l,m) ∈ B (D0, H1)
z m ∈ post(B, l) (D1, H2)
Lemma 3.29. (Monotoniity of the extended post funtion 1.)
Let A,B ∈ A and L ⊆ L; then
A ⊆ B =⇒ post(A,L) ⊆ post(B,L).
Proof. Let A,B ∈ A suh that A ⊆ B and let L ⊆ L. Let m ∈ L.
TS m ∈ post(B,L)
H0 m ∈ post(A,L)
H1 A ⊆ B
H2 Denition 3.4, the extended post funtion.
H3 Lemma 3.28, monotoniity of the post funtion.
D0 ∃l ∈ L . m ∈ post(A, l) (H0, H2)
D1 ∃l ∈ L . m ∈ post(B, l) (D0, H1, H3)
z m ∈ post(B,L) (D1, H2)
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Lemma 3.30. (Monotoniity of the extended post funtion 2.) Let A ∈ A
and L,M ⊆ L; then
L ⊆M =⇒ post(A,L) ⊆ post(A,M).
Proof. Let A ∈ A an let L ⊆M ⊆ L. Let m ∈ L.
TS m ∈ post(A,M)
H0 m ∈ post(A,L)
H1 L ⊆M
H2 Denition 3.4, the extended post funtion.
D0 ∃l ∈ L . m ∈ post(A, l) (H0, H2)
D1 ∃l ∈M . m ∈ post(A, l) (D0, H1)
z m ∈ post(A,M) (D1, H2)
Lemma 3.31. (Monotoniity of the eval funtion.) Let A,B ∈ A and e ∈
Expr; then
A ⊆ B =⇒ eval(A, e) ⊆ eval(B, e).
Proof. Let A,B ∈ A suh that A ⊆ B. We proeed indutively on the denition
of the eval funtion. For the base ase let l ∈ L.
TS eval(A, l) ⊆ eval(B, l)
H0 Denition 3.6, the eval funtion.
D0 eval(A, l) = {l} (H0)
D1 eval(B, l) = {l} (H0)
z eval(A, l) ⊆ eval(B, l) (D1, D0)
For the indutive ase let e ∈ Expr.
TS eval(A, ∗ e) ⊆ eval(B, ∗ e)
H0 A ⊆ B
H1 Denition 3.6, the eval funtion.
H2 Lemma 3.29, monotoniity of the ext. post 1.
H3 Lemma 3.30, monotoniity of the ext. post 2.
H4 eval(A, e) ⊆ eval(B, e) (ind. hyp.)
D0 eval(A, ∗ e) = post
(
A, eval(A, e)
)
(H1)
D1 eval(B, ∗ e) = post
(
B, eval(B, e)
)
(H1)
D2 post
(
A, eval(A, e)
)
⊆ post
(
A, eval(B, e)
)
(H4, H3)
D3 post
(
A, eval(B, e)
)
⊆ post
(
B, eval(B, e)
)
(H0, H2)
D4 post
(
A, eval(A, e)
)
⊆ post
(
B, eval(B, e)
)
(D2, D3)
z eval(A, ∗ e) ⊆ eval(B, ∗ e) (D4, D1, D0)
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Lemma 3.32. (Monotoniity of the extended eval 1.) Let A,B ∈ A, e ∈
Expr and i ∈ N; then
A ⊆ B =⇒ eval(A, e, i) ⊆ eval(B, e, i).
Proof. Let A,B ∈ A suh that A ⊆ B. We proeed indutively on the denition
of the extended eval funtion.
H0 A ⊆ B
H1 Denition 3.14, the extended eval funtion.
For the rst base ase let l ∈ L and let i ∈ N.
TS eval(A, l, i+ 1) ⊆ eval(B, l, i+ 1)
D0 eval(A, l, i+ 1) = ∅ (H1)
D1 eval(B, l, i+ 1) = ∅ (H1)
z eval(A, l, i+ 1) ⊆ eval(B, l, i+ 1) (D0, D1)
For the seond base ase let e ∈ expressions.
TS eval(A, e, 0) ⊆ eval(B, e, 0)
H2 Lemma 3.31, the monotoniity of eval.
D0 eval(A, e, 0) = eval(A, e) (H1)
D1 eval(B, e, 0) = eval(B, e) (H1)
D2 eval(A, e) ⊆ eval(B, e) (H0, H2)
z eval(A, e, 0) ⊆ eval(B, e, 0) (D2, D1, D0)
For the indutive step let e ∈ Expr and let i ∈ N.
TS eval(A, ∗ e, i+ 1) ⊆ eval(B, ∗ e, i+ 1)
H2 eval(A, e, i) ⊆ eval(B, e, i) (ind. hyp.)
D0 eval(A, ∗ e, i+ 1) = eval(A, e, i) (H1)
D1 eval(B, ∗ e, i+ 1) = eval(B, e, i) (H1)
D2 eval(A, e, i) ⊆ eval(B, e, i) (H2)
z eval(A, ∗ e, i+ 1) ⊆ eval(B, ∗ e, i+ 1) (D2, D1, D0)
Lemma 3.33. (Eval ardinality on the abstrat domain.) Let A ∈ A and
e ∈ Expr; then
γ(A) 6= ∅ =⇒ # eval(A, e) > 0.
Proof. Let A ∈ A suh that γ(A) 6= ∅. Let e ∈ Expr.
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TS # eval(A, e) > 0
H0 γ(A) 6= ∅
H1 Denition 3.2, the onretization funtion.
H2 Lemma 3.19, eval ardinality on the onrete domain.
H3 Lemma 3.31, monotoniity of the eval funtion.
D0 ∃C ∈ C . C ∈ γ(A) (H0)
D1 ∃C ∈ C . C ⊆ A (D0, H1)
D2 ∃C ∈ C . eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, e) (D1, H3)
D3 ∃C ∈ C . # eval(C, e) ≤ # eval(A, e) (D2)
D4 1 ≤ # eval(A, e) (D3, H2)
z # eval(A, e) > 0 (D4)
Lemma 3.34. (Extended eval ardinality on the abstrat domain.) Let
A,B ∈ A, e ∈ Expr and i ∈ N; then(
γ(A) 6= ∅ ∧ A ⊆ B ∧# eval(B, e, i) > 0
)
=⇒ # eval(A, e, i) > 0.
Proof. Let A,B ∈ A, let e ∈ Expr and let i ∈ N.
TS # eval(B, e, i) > 0 =⇒ # eval(A, e, i) > 0
H0 A ⊆ B
H1 γ(A) 6= ∅
H2 Denition 3.14, the extended eval funtion.
We proeed by indution on i and on e (Denition 3.5). For the base ase let i = 0.
TS # eval(B, e, 0) > 0 =⇒ # eval(A, e, 0) > 0
H3 Lemma 3.33, eval ardinality on the abstrat domain.
D0 eval(A, e, 0) = eval(A, e) (H2)
D1 # eval(A, e) > 0 (H1, H3)
z # eval(B, e, 0) > 0 =⇒ # eval(A, e, 0) > 0 (D1, D0)
Let i > 0. For the seond base ase let e = l ∈ L.
TS # eval(B, l, i+ 1) > 0 =⇒ # eval(A, l, i+ 1) > 0
D0 eval(B, l, i+ 1) = ∅ (H2)
D1 # eval(B, l, i+ 1) = 0 (D0)
z # eval(B, l, i+ 1) > 0 =⇒ # eval(A, l, i+ 1) > 0
For the indutive ase let e = ∗ f where f ∈ Expr.
TS # eval(B, ∗ f, i+ 1) > 0 =⇒ # eval(A, ∗ f, i+ 1) > 0
H3 # eval(B, f, i) > 0 =⇒ # eval(A, f, i) > 0 (ind. hyp.)
D0 eval(B, ∗ f, i+ 1) = eval(B, f, i) (H2)
D1 eval(A, ∗ f, i+ 1) = eval(A, f, i) (H2)
z # eval(B, ∗ f, i+ 1) > 0 =⇒ # eval(A, ∗ f, i+ 1) > 0 (H3, D0, D1)
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Proof. (Corretness of the expression evaluation, Theorem 3.25.) Let
A ∈ A and let e ∈ Expr. We distinguish two ases. First ase: γ(A) = ∅ then the
thesis is trivially veried. For the seond ase, γ(A) 6= ∅, let C ∈ γ(A). Then we
have
TS eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, e)
H0 C ∈ γ(A)
H1 Denition 3.2, the onretization funtion.
H2 Lemma 3.31, monotoniity of the eval funtion.
D0 C ⊆ A (H0, H1)
z eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, e) (D0, H2)
Lemma 3.35. (Eets of the assignment.) Let A ∈ A, l ∈ L and e, f ∈
Expr; for onveniene of notation let a ∈ Assignments be suh that a = (e, f) and
E = eval(A, e). Then
post
(
assign(A, a), l
) def
=


post(A, l), if l 6∈ E;
eval(A, f), if E = {l};
post(A, l) ∪ eval(A, f), if l ∈ E ∧#E > 1.
Proof. Let A ∈ A, let (e, f) = a ∈ Assignments and let l ∈ L. We proeed ase
by ase. These are our initial hypotheses.
H0 Denition 3.10, assignment denition.
H1 Denition 3.3, the post funtion.
We onsider separately the three ases of the lemma
l 6∈ eval(A, e); (C1)
{l} = eval(A, e); (C2)
l ∈ eval(A, e) ∧# eval(A, e) > 1. (C3)
First ase.
TS post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
= post(A, l)
H2 l 6∈ eval(A, e) (C1)
To prove TS we prove the two inlusions.
post(A, l) ⊆ post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
; (C1.1)
post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
⊆ post(A, l). (C1.2)
Let m ∈ L. For the rst sub-ase we have
TS m ∈ post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
H3 m ∈ post(A, l) (C1.1)
D0 (l,m) ∈ A (H3, H1)
D1 (l,m) 6∈ eval(A, e)× L (H2)
D3 (l,m) ∈ assign(A, a) (D0, D1, H0)
z m ∈ post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
(D3, H1)
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For the seond sub-ase:
TS m ∈ post(A, l)
H3 m ∈ post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
(C1.2)
D0 (l,m) ∈ assign(A, a) (H3, H1)
D1 (l,m) 6∈ eval(A, e)× eval(A, f) (H2)
D2 (l,m) ∈ A (D0, D1, H0)
z m ∈ post(A, l) (D2, H1)
For the seond and third ases we have to prove an intermediate result.
l ∈ eval(A, e) =⇒ eval(A, f) ⊆ post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
.
Let m ∈ L.
TS m ∈ post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
H2 l ∈ eval(A, e) (C2)
H3 m ∈ eval(A, f) (C2)
D0 eval(A, e)× eval(A, f) ⊆ assign(A, a) (H0)
D1 (l,m) ∈ eval(A, e)× eval(A, f) (H2, H3)
D2 (l,m) ∈ assign(A, a) (D1, D0)
z m ∈ post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
(D2, H1)
Note that for both the seond and third ase we assume that l ∈ eval(A, e) thus
# eval(A, e) > 0 so we will hek only the ases # eval(A, e) = 1 (2nd ase) and
# eval(A, e) > 1 (3rd ase). Now the seond ase.
TS post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
= eval(A, f)
H2 l ∈ eval(A, e)
H3 # eval(A, e) = 1
D0 assign(A, a) = {l} × eval(A, f) ∪
(
A \
(
{l} × L
))
(H3, H2, H0)
Also in this ase, to prove TS we prove the two inlusions
post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
⊆ eval(A, f); (C2.1)
post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
⊇ eval(A, f). (C2.2)
One inlusion (C2.2) omes by modus ponens by applying the hypothesis H2 to the
previous intermediate result. For the other inlusion (C2.1), let m ∈ L; then we
have
TS m ∈ eval(A, f)
H4 m ∈ post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
(C2.1)
D1 (l,m) ∈ assign(A, a) (H4, H1)
D2 (l,m) 6∈ A \
(
{l} × L
)
D3 (l,m) ∈ {l} × eval(A, f) (D2, D1, D0)
z m ∈ eval(A, f) (D3)
Now the third ase.
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TS post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
= post(A, l) ∪ eval(A, f)
H2 l ∈ eval(A, e) (C3)
H3 # eval(A, e) > 1 (C3)
D0 assign(A, a) = eval(A, e)× eval(A, f) ∪A (H3, H2, H0)
Again, we prove separately the two inlusions.
post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
⊆ post(A, l) ∪ eval(A, f); (C3.1)
post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
⊇ post(A, l) ∪ eval(A, f). (C3.2)
For the inlusion (C3.2), applying the modus ponens to the hypothesis H2 and to
the above intermediate result we have that
eval(A, f) ⊆ post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
.
For the other part
TS post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
⊇ post(A, l)
H4 Lemma 3.31, monotoniity of eval.
D1 assign(A, a) ⊇ A (D0)
z post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
⊇ post(A, l) (D1, H4)
For the remaining inlusion (C3.1), let m ∈ L so that m ∈ post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
.
We need to show that m ∈ eval(A, f) ∪ post(A, l) too: to do this we show that
m 6∈ eval(A, f) =⇒ m ∈ post(A, l).
TS m ∈ post(A, l)
H4 m 6∈ eval(A, f) (C3.1)
H5 m ∈ post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
(C3.1)
D1 (l,m) 6∈ eval(A, e)× eval(A, f) (H4)
D2 (l,m) ∈ assign(A, a) (H5, H1)
D3 (l,m) ∈ A (D2, D1, D0)
z m ∈ post(A, l) (D3, H1)
Lemma 3.36. (Monotoniity of the assignment.) Let A,B ∈ A and a ∈
Assignments; then(
A ⊆ B ∧ γ(A) 6= ∅
)
=⇒ assign(A, a) ⊆ assign(B, a).
Proof. Let A,B ∈ A be suh that A ⊆ B and γ(A) 6= ∅. Let (e, f) = a ∈
Assignments. We have to prove that assign(A, a) ⊆ assign(B, a). Then let l,m ∈
L be suh that (l,m) ∈ assign(A, a). To prove this lemma we have to prove that
(l,m) ∈ assign(B, a) too. Thus we have
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TS (l,m) ∈ assign(B, a)
H0 A ⊆ B
H1 γ(A) 6= ∅
H2 (l,m) ∈ assign(A, a)
H3 Lemma 3.35, eets of the assignment.
H4 Lemma 3.31, monotoniity of eval.
H5 Denition 3.3, the post funtion.
H6 Lemma 3.29, monotoniity of the extended post 1.
D0 eval(A, e) ⊆ eval(B, e) (H0, H4)
D1 eval(A, f) ⊆ eval(B, f) (H0, H4)
D2 post(A, l) ⊆ post(B, l) (H0, H6)
We distinguish two ases.
l ∈ eval(A, e); (C1)
l 6∈ eval(A, e). (C2)
For the rst ase.
H7 l ∈ eval(A, e) (C1)
D3 l ∈ eval(B, e) (H7, D0)
D4 m ∈ post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
(H2, H5)
D5 eval(B, f) ⊆ post
(
assign(B, a), l
)
(D3, H3)
Note that from H7 follows that # eval(A, e) ≥ 1 and now we distinguish the two
sub-ases
# eval(A, e) = 1; (C1.1)
# eval(A, e) > 1; (C1.2)
whih over all the possibilities. Now the rst sub-ase.
H8 # eval(A, e) = 1 (C1.1)
D6 post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
= eval(A, f) (H7, H8, H3)
D7 m ∈ eval(A, f) (D4, D6)
D8 m ∈ eval(B, f) (D7, D1)
D9 m ∈ post
(
assign(B, a), l
)
(D8, D5)
z (l,m) ∈ assign(B, a) (D9, H5)
For the other sub-ase
H8 # eval(A, e) > 1 (C1.2)
D6 post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
= eval(A, f) ∪ post(A, l) (H7, H8, H3)
D7 # eval(B, a) > 1 (H8, D0)
D8 post
(
assign(B, a), l
)
= eval(B, f) ∪ post(B, l) (D3, D7, H3)
D9 post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
⊆ post
(
assign(B, a), l
)
(D6, D8, D0, D2)
D10 m ∈ post
(
assign(B, e), l
)
(D4, D9)
z (l,m) ∈ assign(B, a) (D10, H5)
This ompletes the rst ase (C1). Now the seond ase (C2).
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H7 l 6∈ eval(A, e) (C2)
D3 post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
= post(A, l) (H7, H3)
D4 m ∈ post
(
assign(A, a), l
)
(H2, H5)
D5 m ∈ post(A, l) (D4, D3)
D6 m ∈ post(B, l) (D5, D2)
Also in the seond ase we distinguish two sub-ases.
l 6∈ eval(B, e); (C2.1)
l ∈ eval(B, e). (C2.2)
Now the rst sub-ase.
H8 l 6∈ eval(B, e) (C2.1)
D7 post
(
assign(B, a), l
)
= post(B, l) (H8, H3)
D8 m ∈ post
(
assign(B, a), l
)
(D6, D7)
z (l,m) ∈ assign(B, a) (D8, H5)
Now the other seond sub-ase
H8 l ∈ eval(B, e) (C2.2)
H9 Lemma 3.33, eval ardinality on the abstrat domain.
D7 # eval(A, e) > 0 (H1, H9)
D8 # eval(A, e) ≤ # eval(B, e) (D0)
D9 # eval(A, e) < # eval(B, e) (D8, H7, H8)
D10 # eval(B, e) > 1 (D9, D7)
D11 B ⊆ assign(B, a) (D10, H3)
D12 (l,m) ∈ B (D6, H5)
z (l,m) ∈ assign(B, a) (D12, D11)
It is worth stressing that γ(A) 6= ∅ is a neessary hypothesis of Lemma 3.36.
Consider indeed the following example: L = {l,m, n} and A,B ∈ A suh that
A =
{
(m,n)
}
and B =
{
(l,m), (m,n)
}
. We have obviously that A ⊆ B. Consider
what happens to the ar (m,n) when the assignment a = (∗ l, l) is performed:
eval(A, ∗ l) = ∅ while eval(B, ∗ l) = {m} resulting in assign(A, a) = A and
assign(B, a) =
{
(l,m), (m, l)
}
. Thus assign(A, a) 6⊆ assign(B, a).
l
m n
The abstration A = assign(A, a).
l
m n
The abstration B.
l
m n
The abstration assign(B, a).
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Proof. (Corretness of the assignment, Theorem 3.26.) Let A ∈ A, let
C ∈ γ(A) and let a ∈ Assignments.
H0 C ∈ γ(A)
H1 Denition 3.2, the onretization funtion.
H2 Lemma 3.36, monotoniity of the assignment.
D0 C ⊆ A (H0, H1)
D1 C ∈ γ(C) (H1)
D2 γ(C) 6= ∅ (D1)
D3 assign(C, a) ⊆ assign(A, a) (D0, D2, H2)
D4 assign(C, a) ∈ γ
(
assign(A, a)
)
(D3)
To proeed in the proof af the orretness of the lter abstrat operation, now
we reformulate all the previous lemmas on the post funtion on the prev funtion.
Definition 3.37. (Transposed abstrat domain.) Let
tran : A → A
be dened, for all A ∈ A, as
tran(A) =
{
(m, l)
∣∣ (l,m) ∈ A}.
Lemma 3.38. (Transpose is idempotent.) Let A ∈ A, then
tran
(
tran(A)
)
= A.
Proof. This result an be easily derived from the denition of the transpose
funtion (Denition 3.37).
Lemma 3.39. (Duality of prev and post.) Let A ∈ A and l ∈ L; then
post(A, l) = prev
(
tran(A), l
)
;
post
(
tran(A), l
)
= prev(A, l).
Proof. Let A ∈ A and let l ∈ L.
TS post(A, l) = prev
(
tran(A), l
)
H0 Denition 3.3, the prev funtion.
H1 Denition 3.3, the post funtion.
H2 Denition 3.37, transposed abstrat domain.
We proeed by prooving separately the two inlusions
post(A, l) ⊆ prev
(
tran(A), l
)
; (C1)
post(A, l) ⊇ prev
(
tran(A), l
)
. (C2)
Let m ∈ L. For the rst inlusion (C1)
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TS m ∈ prev
(
tran(A), l
)
H3 m ∈ post(A, l) (C1)
D0 (l,m) ∈ A (H3, H1)
D1 (m, l) ∈ tran(A) (D0, H2)
z m ∈ prev
(
tran(A), l
)
(D1, H0)
For the seond inlusion (C2)
TS m ∈ post(A, l)
H3 m ∈ prev
(
tran(A), l
)
(C2)
D0 (m, l) ∈ tran(A) (H3, H0)
D1 (l,m) ∈ A (D0, H2)
z m ∈ post(A, l) (D1, H1)
The other half of this lemma an be proved observing that the transpose funtion
is idempotent and applying this result to the rst part of the lemma.
TS post
(
tran(A), l
)
= prev(A, l)
H0 post(A, l) = prev
(
tran(A), l
)
H1 Lemma 3.38, transpose is idempotent.
D0 prev(A, l) = prev
(
tran
(
tran(A)
)
, l
)
(H1)
D1 prev
(
tran
(
tran(A)
)
, l
)
= post
(
tran(A), l
)
(H0)
z post
(
tran(A), l
)
= prev(A, l) (D1, D0)
Lemma 3.40. (Monotoniity of prev.) Let A,B ∈ A and l ∈ L; then
A ⊆ B =⇒ prev(A, l) ⊆ prev(B, l).
Proof. Let A,B ∈ A suh that A ⊆ B and let l ∈ L.
TS prev(A, l) ⊆ prev(B, l)
H0 A ⊆ B
H1 Lemma 3.39, the duality of prev and post.
H2 Denition 3.37, transposed abstrat domain.
H3 Lemma 3.28, the monotoniity of post.
D0 prev(A, l) = post
(
tran(A), l
)
(H1)
D1 prev(B, l) = post
(
tran(B), l
)
(H1)
D2 tran(A) ⊆ tran(B) (H2, H0)
D3 post
(
tran(A), l
)
⊆ post
(
tran(B), l
)
(D2, H3)
z prev(A, l) ⊆ prev(B, l) (D3, D1, D0)
Lemma 3.41. (Duality of extended prev and post.) Let A ∈ A and L ⊆ L;
then
post(A,L) = prev
(
tran(A), L
)
;
post
(
tran(A), L
)
= prev(A,L).
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Proof. This result omes easily from the denition of the extended prev and
post funtions (Denition 3.4) applying the result of duality of prev and post
(Lemma 3.39).
Lemma 3.42. (Monotoniity of the extended prev 1.) Let A,B ∈ A and
L ⊆ L; then
A ⊆ B =⇒ prev(A,L) ⊆ prev(B,L).
Proof. Let A,B ∈ A suh that A ⊆ B and let L ⊆ L.
TS prev(A,L) ⊆ prev(B,L)
H0 A ⊆ B
H1 Lemma 3.41, the duality of extended prev and post.
H2 Denition 3.37, transposed abstrat domain.
H3 Lemma 3.29, the monotoniity of extended post 1.
D0 prev(A,L) = post
(
tran(A), L
)
(H1)
D1 prev(B, l) = post
(
tran(B), L
)
(H1)
D2 tran(A) ⊆ tran(B) (H2, H0)
D3 post
(
tran(A), L
)
⊆ post
(
tran(B), L
)
(D2, H3)
z prev(A,L) ⊆ prev(B,L) (D3, D1, D0)
Lemma 3.43. (Monotoniity of the extended prev 2.) Let A ∈ A and
L,M ⊆ L; then
L ⊆M =⇒ prev(A,L) ⊆ prev(A,M).
Proof. Let A ∈ A and let L ⊆M ⊆ L.
TS prev(A,L) ⊆ prev(A,M)
H0 L ⊆M
H1 Lemma 3.41, the duality of extended prev and post.
H2 Lemma 3.30, the monotoniity of extended post 2.
D0 prev(A,L) = post
(
tran(A), L
)
(H1)
D1 prev(A, l) = post
(
tran(A),M
)
(H1)
D2 post
(
tran(A), L
)
⊆ post
(
tran(A),M
)
(H0, H2)
z prev(A,L) ⊆ prev(B,M) (D2, D1, D0)
Lemma 3.44. (Loation losure.) Let A ∈ A and l ∈ L; then
post(A, l) 6= ∅ =⇒ l ∈ prev
(
A, post(A, l)
)
.
Proof. Let A ∈ A and let l ∈ L suh that post(A, l) 6= ∅. Let then m ∈
post(A, l).
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TS l ∈ prev
(
A, post(A, l)
)
H0 m ∈ post(A, l)
H1 Lemma 3.43, monotoniity of extended prev 2.
H2 Denition 3.3, the prev funtion.
H3 Denition 3.3, the post funtion.
D0 prev
(
A, {m}
)
⊆ prev
(
A, post(A, l)
)
(H0, H1)
D1 (l,m) ∈ A (H0, H3)
D2 l ∈ prev
(
A, {m}
)
(D1, H2)
z l ∈ prev
(
A, post(A, l)
)
(D2, D0)
Lemma 3.45. (Extended loation losure.) Let A ∈ A and L ⊆ L; then
γ(A) 6= ∅ =⇒ L ⊆ prev
(
A, post(A,L)
)
.
Proof. Let A ∈ A suh that γ(L) 6= ∅ and let L ⊆ L. If L = ∅ then the thesis
is trivially veried. Otherwise, let l ∈ L.
TS l ∈ prev
(
A, post(A,L)
)
H0 l ∈ L
H1 γ(A) 6= ∅
H2 Denition 3.2, onretization funtion.
H3 Lemma 3.44, loation losure.
H4 Lemma 3.30, monotoniity of post 2.
H5 Lemma 3.43, monotoniity of prev 2.
D0 post(A, l) 6= ∅ (H1, H2)
D1 l ∈ prev
(
A, post
(
A, {l}
))
(D0, H3)
D2 post
(
A, {l}
)
⊆ post(A,L) (H0, H4)
D3 prev
(
A, post
(
A, {l}
))
⊆ prev
(
A, post(A,L)
)
(D2, H5)
z l ∈ prev
(
A, post(A,L)
)
(D1, D3)
Lemma 3.46. (Monotoniity of extended eval 3.) Let A ∈ A, e ∈ Expr
and i ∈ N; then
γ(A) 6= ∅ =⇒ eval(A, e, i+ 1) ⊆ prev
(
A, eval(A, e, i)
)
.
Proof. Let A ∈ A suh that γ(A) 6= ∅, let e ∈ Expr and let i ∈ N. We proeed
by indution on the denition of the extended eval funtion.
TS eval(A, e, i+ 1) ⊆ prev
(
A, eval(A, e, i)
)
H0 Denition 3.14, the extended eval funtion.
H1 γ(A) 6= ∅
For every i let e = l ∈ L.
TS eval(A, l, i+ 1) ⊆ prev
(
A, eval(A, l, i)
)
D0 eval(A, l, i+ 1) = ∅ (H0)
z eval(A, l, i+ 1) ⊆ prev
(
A, eval(A, l, i)
)
(D0)
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Let e = ∗ f with f ∈ Expr. For i = 0
TS eval(A, ∗ f, 1) ⊆ prev
(
A, eval(A, ∗ f, 0)
)
H2 Denition 3.6, the eval funtion.
H3 Lemma 3.45, the extended loation losure.
D0 eval(A, ∗ f, 1) = eval(A, f) (H0)
D1 eval(A, ∗ f, 0) = eval(A, ∗ f) (H0)
D2 eval(A, ∗ f) = post
(
A, eval(A, f)
)
(H2)
D3 eval(A, ∗ f, 0) = post
(
A, eval(A, f)
)
(D1, D2)
D4 eval(A, f) ⊆ prev
(
A, post
(
A, eval(A, f)
))
(H3, H1)
D5 eval(A, f) ⊆ prev
(
A, eval(A, ∗ f, 0)
)
(D3, D4)
z eval(A, ∗ f, 1) ⊆ prev
(
A, eval(A, ∗ f, 0)
)
(D5, D0)
For i > 0 for onveniene of notation let i = j + 1.
TS eval(A, ∗ f, j + 2) ⊆ prev
(
A, eval(A, ∗ f, j + 1)
)
H2 eval(A, f, j + 1) ⊆ prev
(
A, eval(A, f, j)
)
(ind. hyp.)
D0 eval(A, ∗ f, j + 2) = eval(A, f, j + 1) (H0)
D1 eval(A, ∗ f, j + 1) = eval(A, f, j) (H0)
z eval(A, ∗ f, j + 2) ⊆ prev
(
A, eval(A, ∗ f, j + 1)
)
(D1, D0, H2)
Lemma 3.47. (Monotoniity of extended eval 3b.) Let A ∈ A, e ∈ Expr
and i ∈ N; then
γ(A) 6= ∅ =⇒ post
(
A, eval(A, e, i+ 1)
)
⊆ eval(A, e, i).
Proof. Let A ∈ A suh that γ(A) 6= ∅, let e ∈ Expr and let i ∈ N. We proeed
again by indution on the denition of the extended eval funtion.
TS post
(
A, eval(A, e, i+ 1)
)
⊆ eval(A, e, i)
H0 Denition 3.14, the extended eval funtion.
H1 γ(A) 6= ∅
For every i let e = l ∈ L.
TS post
(
A, eval(A, l, i+ 1)
)
⊆ eval(A, l, i)
H2 Denition 3.3, post funtion.
D0 eval(A, l, i+ 1) = ∅ (H0)
D1 post
(
A, eval(A, l, i+ 1)
)
= ∅ (D0, H2)
z post
(
A, eval(A, l, i+ 1)
)
⊆ eval(A, l, i) (D1)
Let e = ∗ f with f ∈ Expr. For i = 0
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TS post
(
A, eval(A, ∗ f, 1)
)
⊆ eval(A, ∗ f, 0)
H2 Denition 3.6, the eval funtion.
H3 Lemma 3.45, the extended loation losure.
D0 eval(A, ∗ f, 1) = eval(A, f) (H0)
D1 post
(
A, eval(A, ∗ f, 1)
)
= post
(
A, eval(A, f)
)
(D0)
D2 post
(
A, eval(A, ∗ f, 1)
)
= eval(A, ∗ f) (D1, H2)
z post
(
A, eval(A, ∗ f, 1)
)
= eval(A, ∗ f, 0) (D2, H0)
For i > 0 for onveniene of notation let i = j + 1.
TS post
(
A, eval(A, ∗ f, j + 2)
)
⊆ eval(A, ∗ f, j + 1)
H2 post
(
A, eval(A, f, j + 1)
)
⊆ eval(A, f, j) (ind. hyp.)
D0 eval(A, ∗ f, j + 2) = eval(A, f, j + 1) (H0)
D1 eval(A, ∗ f, j + 1) = eval(A, f, j) (H0)
z post
(
A, eval(A, ∗ f, j + 2)
)
⊆ eval(A, ∗ f, j + 1) (D1, D0, H2)
Lemma 3.48. (Monotoniity of target.) Let A,B ∈ A, e ∈ Expr, L ⊆ L and
i, j ∈ N; then
(
A ⊆ B ∧ i ≤ j ∧ γ(A) 6= ∅
)
=⇒(
eval(A, e, i) ⊆ targ(B,L, e, i) =⇒ eval(A, e, j) ⊆ targ(B,L, e, j)
)
Proof. Note that if i = j then the onsequent of the impliation in the above
statement is always true thus the thesis is trivially veried. For the ase i < j we
will prove that
(
A ⊆ B ∧ γ(A) 6= ∅
)
=⇒(
eval(A, e, i) ⊆ targ(B,L, e, i) =⇒ eval(A, e, i+1) ⊆ targ(B,L, e, i+1)
)
as this implies, by a trivial indution on i, the original result. Let A,B ∈ A suh
that A ⊆ B and γ(A) 6= ∅, let i ∈ N, e ∈ Expr and L ⊆ L.
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TS eval(A, e, i+ 1) ⊆ targ(B,L, e, i+ 1)
H0 A ⊆ B
H1 eval(A, e, i) ⊆ targ(B,L, e, i)
H2 γ(A) 6= ∅
H3 Denition 3.15, the target funtion.
H4 Lemma 3.46, monotoniity of the extended eval 3.
H5 Lemma 3.42, monotoniity of the extended prev 1.
H6 Lemma 3.43, monotoniity of the extended prev 2.
H7 Lemma 3.32, monotoniity of the extended eval 1.
D0 targ(B,L, e, i+ 1)
= eval(B, e, i+ 1) ∩ prev
(
B,targ(B,L, e, i)
)
(H3)
D1 eval(A, e, i+ 1) ⊆ eval(B, e, i+ 1) (H7)
D2 eval(A, e, i+ 1) ⊆ prev
(
A, eval(A, e, i)
)
(H2, H4)
D3 eval(A, e, i+ 1) ⊆ prev
(
B, eval(A, e, i)
)
(D2, H0, H5)
D4 eval(A, e, i+ 1) ⊆ prev
(
B,targ(B,L, e, i)
)
(D3, H1, H6)
D5 eval(A, e, i+ 1)
⊆ eval(B, e, i+ 1) ∩ prev
(
B,targ(B,L, e, i)
)
(D1, D4)
z eval(A, e, i+ 1) ⊆ targ(B,L, e, i+ 1) (D5, D0)
Lemma 3.49. (Generalized orretness of lter 2.) Let A,B ∈ A, L ⊆ L
and e ∈ Expr; then(
A ⊆ B ∧ γ(A) 6= ∅ ∧ eval(A, e) ⊆ L
)
=⇒ A ⊆ φ(B,L, e).
Proof. Let A,B ∈ A, let L ⊆ L and let e ∈ Expr. We distinguish two ases
e = l ∈ L; (C1)
e = ∗ f ∈ Expr \ L. (C2)
For the rst ase (C1) let l ∈ L. We have
TS A ⊆ φ(B,L, l)
H0 Denition 3.17, lter 2.
H1 eval(A, l) ⊆ L
H2 Denition 3.6, the eval funtion.
H3 A ⊆ B
D0 eval(A, l) = {l} (H2)
D1 l ∈ L (D0, H1)
D2 eval(B, l) = {l} (H2)
D3 eval(B, l) ⊆ L (D1, D2)
D4 φ(B,L, l) = B (H0, D3)
z A ⊆ φ(B,L, l) (D4, H3)
Now the seond ase (C2).
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TS A ⊆ φ(B,L, e)
H0 eval(A, e) ⊆ L
H1 A ⊆ B
H2 γ(A) 6= ∅
H3 Denition 3.17, lter 2.
H4 Denition 3.16, lter 1.
T0 A ⊆
⋂
i∈N φ(B,L, e, i) (TS, H3)
T1 ∀i ∈ N : A ⊆ φ(B,L, e, i) (T0)
T2 ∀(l,m) ∈ A : ∀i ∈ N : (l,m) ∈ φ(B,L, e, i) (T1)
To prove TS we will prove the equivalent result T2. Let (l,m) ∈ A and let i ∈ N.
TS (l,m) ∈ φ(B,L, e, i)
H5 (l,m) ∈ A
We proeed by indution on i. For the base ase let i = 0.
TS (l,m) ∈ φ(B,L, e, 0)
D0 φ(B,L, e, 0) = B (H4)
D1 (l,m) ∈ B (H5, H1)
z (l,m) ∈ φ(B,L, e, 0) (D1, D0)
For the indutive ase let i > 0. For onveniene of notation let j ∈ N suh that
i = j + 1
TS (l,m) ∈ φ(B,L, e, j + 1)
H6 (l,m) ∈ φ(B,L, e, j) (hyp. ind.)
We distinguish two ases depending on the ardinality of the target set
#targ(B,L, e, j + 1) 6= 1; (C2.1)
#targ(B,L, e, j + 1) = 1. (C2.2)
For the rst ase (C2.1), we have
H7 #targ(B,L, e, j + 1) 6= 1 (C2.1)
D0 φ(B,L, e, j + 1) = φ(B,L, e, j) (H7, H4)
z (l,m) ∈ φ(B,L, e, j + 1) (D0, H6)
For the seond ase (C2.2), assume that
H7 #targ(B,L, e, j + 1) = 1 (C2.2)
D0 φ(B,L, e, j + 1) = φ(B,L, e, j)
\
(
targ(B,L, e, j + 1)×
(
L \ targ(B,L, e, j)
))
(H7, H4)
We distinguish two sub-ases
l 6∈ targ(B,L, e, j + 1); (C2.2.1)
l ∈ targ(B,L, e, j + 1). (C2.2.2)
For the rst sub-ase (C2.2.1) assume that
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H8 l 6∈ targ(B,L, e, j + 1) (C2.2.1)
D1 (l,m) 6∈ targ(B,L, e, j + 1)×
(
L \ targ(B,L, e, j)
)
(H8)
z (l,m) ∈ φ(B,L, e, j + 1)
(D1, D0, H6)
For the seond sub-ase (C2.2.2) we have
H8 l ∈ targ(B,L, e, j + 1) (C2.2.2)
H9 Lemma 3.31, monotoniity of eval.
H10 Denition 3.15, the target funtion.
H11 Denition 3.14, the extended eval funtion.
H12 Lemma 3.48, monotoniity of target.
H13 Lemma 3.34, ext. eval ardinality.
H14 Denition 3.3, the post funtion.
H15 Lemma 3.47, monotoniity of ext. eval 3b.
D1 eval(A, e) ⊆ eval(B, e) (H1, H9)
D2 eval(A, e) ⊆ L ∩ eval(B, e) (D1, H0)
D3 targ(B,L, e, 0) = L ∩ eval(B, e) (H10)
D4 eval(A, e) ⊆ targ(B,L, e, 0) (D2, D3)
D5 eval(A, e, 0) ⊆ targ(B,L, e, 0) (D4, H11)
D6 eval(A, e, j + 1) ⊆ targ(B,L, e, j + 1) (D5, H1, H2, H12)
D7 eval(A, e, j) ⊆ targ(B,L, e, j) (D5, H1, H2, H12)
D8 targ(B,L, e, j + 1) = eval(B,L, e, j + 1)
∩prev
(
B,targ(B,L, e, j)
)
(H10)
D9 targ(B,L, e, j + 1) ⊆ eval(B,L, e, j + 1) (D8)
D10 l ∈ eval(B,L, e, j + 1) (H8, D9)
D11 # eval(B,L, e, j + 1) > 0 (D10)
D12 # eval(A,L, e, j + 1) > 0 (H13, H1, H2, D11)
D13 {l} = targ(B,L, e, j + 1) (H7, H8)
D14 {l} = eval(A, e, j + 1) (D13, D12, D6)
D15 m ∈ post(A, l) (H5, H14)
D16 m ∈ post
(
A, eval(A, e, j + 1)
)
(D15, D14)
D17 post
(
A, eval(A, e, j + 1)
)
⊆ eval(A, e, j) (H2, H15)
D18 m ∈ eval(A, e, j) (D16, D17)
D19 m ∈ targ(B,L, e, j) (D7, D18)
D20 m 6∈ L \ targ(B,L, e, j) (D19)
D21 (l,m) 6∈ targ(B,L, e, j + 1)
×
(
L \ targ(B,L, e, j)
)
(D20)
z (l,m) ∈ φ(B,L, e, j + 1) (D21, H6, D0)
Lemma 3.50. (Corretness of lter 2.) Let A ∈ A, L ⊆ L and e ∈ Expr;
then
∀C ∈ γ(A) : eval(C, e) ⊆ L =⇒ C ∈ γ
(
φ(A,L, e)
)
.
Proof. This is a simple orollary of Lemma 3.49. Let A ∈ A and let C ∈ γ(A).
Let e ∈ Expr and let L ⊆ L suh that eval(C, e) ⊆ L.
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TS C ∈ γ
(
φ(A,L, e)
)
H0 eval(C, e) ⊆ L
H1 C ∈ γ(A)
H2 Lemma 3.49, generalized orretness of lter.
H3 Denition 3.2, onretization funtion.
D0 C ∈ γ(C) (H3)
D1 γ(C) 6= ∅ (D0)
D2 C ⊆ A (H1, H3)
D3 C ⊆ φ(A,L, e) (D2, D1, H0, H2)
z C ∈ γ
(
φ(A,L, e)
)
(D3, H3)
Lemma 3.51. (Equality target.) Let A ∈ A and e, f ∈ Expr. For onveniene
of notation let c ∈ Cond be suh that c = (eq, e, f). Finally, let C ∈ φ
(
γ(A), c
)
.
Then
eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f).
Proof. Let A ∈ A, let (eq, e, f) = c ∈ Cond and let C ∈ C suh that C ∈
φ
(
γ(A), c
)
. Note that from the denition of the onrete semantis of the lter
operation (Denition 3.13) we have
φ
(
γ(A), c
)
= γ(A) ∩ modelset(c).
Thus, C ∈ modelset(c) and C ∈ γ(A).
TS eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f)
H0 C ∈ modelset(c)
H1 C ∈ γ(A)
H2 Denition 3.9, value of onditions.
H3 Denition 3.2, onretization funtion.
H4 Lemma 3.31, monotoniity of the eval funtion.
D0 C |= c (H0)
D1 eval(C, e) = eval(C, f) (H2, D0)
D2 C ⊆ A (H1, H3)
D3 eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, e) (D2, H4)
D4 eval(C, f) ⊆ eval(A, f) (D2, H4)
D5 eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, f) (D4, D1)
z eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f) (D4, D5)
Lemma 3.52. (Inequality target.) Let A ∈ A and e, f ∈ Expr. For onve-
niene of notation let c ∈ Cond be suh that c = (neq, e, f). Let C ∈ φ
(
γ(A), c
)
and let
I = eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f),
E = eval(A, e) \ eval(A, f),
F = eval(A, f) \ eval(A, e).
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Then
# I = 1 =⇒ eval(C, e) ⊆ E ∨ eval(C, f) ⊆ F.
Proof. Let A ∈ A, let (neq, e, f) = c ∈ Cond and let C ∈ C. To show the thesis
we assume that # I = 1 and eval(Ce) 6⊆ E and then we show that eval(C, f) ⊆ F .
TS eval(C, f) ⊆ eval(A, f) \ eval(A, e)
H0 C ∈ γ(A)
H1 C |= c
H2 #
(
eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f)
)
= 1
H3 ¬
(
eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, e) \ eval(A, f)
)
H4 Denition 3.2, the onretization funtion.
H5 Lemma 3.31, monotoniity of eval.
H6 Denition 3.9, value of onditions.
H7 Lemma 3.19, eval ardinality on C.
D0 ¬
(
eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, e) ∧ eval(C, e) 6⊆ eval(A, f)
)
(H3)
D1 eval(C, e) 6⊆ eval(A, e) ∨ eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, f) (D0)
D2 C ⊆ A (H0, H4)
D3 eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, e) (D2, H5)
D4 eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, e) ∧ eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, f) (D3, D1)
D5 eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f) (D4)
D6 # eval(C, e) = 1 (H7)
D7 eval(C, e) = eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f) (H2, D6, D5)
D8 eval(C, e) 6= eval(C, f) (H1, H6)
D9 eval(C, f) 6= eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f) (D6, D5, H2)
D10 # eval(C, f) = 1 (H7)
D11 eval(C, f) 6⊆ eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f) (D10, D9)
D12 eval(C, f) 6⊆ eval(A, e) ∨ eval(C, f) 6⊆ eval(A, f) (D11)
D13 eval(C, f) ⊆ eval(A, f) (D2, H5)
D14 eval(C, f) ⊆ eval(A, f) ∧ eval(C, f) 6⊆ eval(A, e) (D13, D12)
z eval(C, f) ⊆ eval(A, f) \ eval(A, e) (D14)
Proof. (Corretness of the lter, Theorem 3.27.) Let A ∈ A, let c ∈ Cond
and let C ∈ C. For onveniene of notation let I = eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f).
TS C ∈ γ
(
φ(A, c)
)
H0 C |= c
H1 C ∈ γ(A)
H2 Lemma 3.50, orretness of lter 2.
H3 Denition 3.18, lter 3.
H4 Denition 3.2, onretization funtion.
We distinguish two ases
c = (eq, e, f); (C1)
c = (neq, e, f). (C2)
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For the rst ase (C1) let c = (eq, e, f).
H5 Lemma 3.51, the equality target.
D0 eval(C, e) ⊆ I (H5, H1, H0)
D1 eval(C, f) ⊆ I (H5, H1, H0)
D2 C ∈ γ
(
φ(A, I, e)
)
(D0, H1, H2)
D3 C ∈ γ
(
φ(A, I, f)
)
(D1, H1, H2)
D4 C ⊆ φ(A, I, e) (D2, H4)
D5 C ⊆ φ(A, I, f) (D3, H4)
D6 φ(A, c) = φ(A, I, e) ∩ φ(A, I, f) (H3)
D7 C ⊆ φ(A, I, e) ∩ φ(A, I, f) (D5, D4)
D8 C ⊆ φ(A, c) (D7, D6)
z C ∈ γ
(
φ(A, c)
)
(D8, H4)
For the seond ase (C2) let c = (neq, e, f). We distinguish two sub-ases.
# I 6= 1; (C2.1)
# I = 1. (C2.2)
For the rst sub-ase (C2.1)
H5 # I 6= 1 (C2.1)
D0 φ(A, c) = A (H3, H5)
z C ∈ γ
(
φ(A, c)
)
(D0, H1)
In the seond sub-ase (C2.2) for onveniene of notation let E,F ⊆ L be dened
as
E = eval(A, e) \ eval(A, f),
F = eval(A, f) \ eval(A, e).
H5 # I = 1 (C2.1)
H6 Lemma 3.52, the inequality target.
D0 φ(A, c) = φ(A,E, e) ∪ φ(A,F, f) (H3, H5)
D1 eval(C, e) ⊆ E ∨ eval(C, f) ⊆ F (H6, H5, H1, H0)
D2 eval(C, e) ⊆ E =⇒ C ∈ γ
(
φ(A,E, e)
)
(H2, H1)
D3 eval(C, f) ⊆ F =⇒ C ∈ γ
(
φ(A,F, f)
)
(H2, H1)
D4 C ∈ γ
(
φ(A,E, e)
)
∨C ∈ γ
(
φ(A,F, f)
)
(D1, D2, D3)
D5 C ⊆ φ(A,E, e) ∨ C ⊆ φ(A,F, f) (D4, H4)
D6 C ⊆ φ(A,E, e) ∪ φ(A,F, f) (D5)
D7 C ⊆ φ(A, c) (D6, D0)
z C ∈ γ
(
φ(A, c)
)
(D7, H4)
4. PRECISION LIMITS
This setion presents some onsiderations about the preision of the analysis; start-
ing from questions that regard the points-to representation, that is, ommon to all
points-to methods; to questions about the spei method presented.
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4.1 Preision of the Points-To Representation
Reonsider now the orretness results presented in Theorem 3.26 and 3.27. Let
A ∈ A and a ∈ Assignments, the orretness of the assignment
γ
(
assign(A, a)
)
⊇ assign
(
γ(A), a
)
,
using the denition of the abstration funtion (Denition 3.2) and Lemma 3.24,
implies that
assign(A, a) ⊇ α
(
assign
(
γ(A), c
))
=
⋃{
C
∣∣∣ C ∈ assign(γ(A), c) }
=
⋃{
assign(C, a)
∣∣ C ∈ γ(A)}.
Moreover, given c ∈ Cond, the orretness of the lter
γ
(
φ(A), c
)
⊇ φ
(
γ(A), c
)
,
using Lemma 3.24, implies that
φ(A, c) ⊇ α
(
φ
(
γ(A), c
))
=
⋃{
C
∣∣∣ C ∈ φ(γ(A), c)}
=
⋃{
C
∣∣ C ∈ γ(A) ∩modelset(c)}.
Expressed in this form, the orretness results highlight the attribute independent
nature of the points-to abstrat domain; in this sense these results provide a limit
to the preision attainable. Note that these limits,⋃{
assign(C, a)
∣∣ C ∈ γ(A)},⋃{
C
∣∣ C ∈ γ(A) ∩ modelset(c)},
do not depend in any way on the denition of the abstrat operations but only on the
harateristis of the abstrat and onrete domains (Denition 3.1), their semantis
(Denition 3.2) and on the onrete semantis of the operations (Denition 3.12 and
3.13). In other words, these are limitations of the points-to representation and are
thus ommon to any method based on it. In Setion 2.7 we have presented an
example of the limitations of the alias query representation; now we show some
examples of the limitations of the points-to representation, whih is stritly less
powerful.
Example 10. An abstrat alias query is able to orretly represent when two
pointers point to the same loation, also when the pointed loation is not known.
The points-to representation is unable to do it, as illustrated in Listing 25: at
line 7 the abstrat alias query that approximates the program is able express that
in all of the possible exeutions, the expressions `*p' and `*q' are aliases, that is
the variables `p' and `q' point to the same loation. On the other hand, the most
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1 int a, b, *p, *q;
2 if (...) p = &a;
3 else p = &b;
4 // eval(∗p) = {a, b}
5 q = p;
6 // eval(∗p) = eval(∗q) = {a, b}
7 ...
Listing 25: in this example two exeutions are possible. However, in both of them
at line 7 the pointers `p' and `q' point to the same loation.
preise points-to approximation annot apture this fat. Let A ∈ A where
L = {p, q, a, b},
A =
{
(p, a), (p, b), (q, a), (q, b)
}
.
a
b
p q
We have γ(A) = {C0, C1, C2, C3} where
C0 =
{
(p, a), (q, a)
}
,
C1 =
{
(p, b), (q, b)
}
,
C2 =
{
(p, b), (q, a)
}
,
C3 =
{
(p, a), (q, b)
}
.
Consider the ondition (eq, ∗ p, ∗ q) = c ∈ Cond; we have
φ
(
γ(A), c
)
= γ(A) ∩ modelset(c) = {C0, C1};
but the abstration yields
α
(
φ
(
γ(A), c
))
= α
(
{C0, C1}
)
= C0 ∪ C1 =
{
(p, a), (q, a), (p, b), (q, b)
}
= A.
The α
(
{C0, C1}
)
is the most preise points-to abstration that approximates both
C0 and C1; however, it also approximates C2 and C3, whih are not models of
the ondition c. Again, this is due to the fat that the points-to representation is
attribute independent: in the above example we are unable to reord that when a
onrete element C is suh that C |= c and (p, a) ∈ C then also (q, a) ∈ C. This
situation is also is illustrated in Figures 18 and 19.
In other words, this example shows that it is not possible to dene the lter
operation suh that it always lters away all the onrete points-to desriptions
that are not model of the supplied ondition c. In symbols:
¬
(
∀A ∈ A : ∀c ∈ Cond : γ
(
φ(A, c)
)
⊆ modelset(c)
)
.
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a
b
p q
aliasm0 a b *q
*p 1 0 1
*q 1 0
Below, an extrat of the onrete alias query
aliasm0 indued by the onrete memory de-
sription m0 ∈ Mem. Above, a graphial repre-
sentation of the points-to information C0 ∈ C
assoiated to the same memory.
a
b
p q
aliasm1 a b *q
*p 0 1 1
*q 0 1
As above, on the onrete memory desription
m1 ∈ Mem.
a
b
p q
alias
♯
a b *q
*p ⊤ ⊤ 1
*q ⊤ ⊤
Above, a graphial representation of the points-
to abstration A
α
`
{C0, C1}
´
= C0 ∪ C1 = A ∈ A.
Below, an extrat of the abstrat alias query
α
`
{aliasm0 ,aliasm1}
´
= aliasm0 ⊔aliasm1
= alias♯ ∈ AliasQ♯.
Note that alias
♯(*p, *q) = 1, that is the abstrat
alias query is able to represent that `p' and `q'
always point to the same loation.
Fig. 18: a representation of the points-to and alias information assoiated to the ode in Listing 25.
Example 11. The points-to representation keeps trak only of the relations be-
tween pointers and pointed objets that span exatly one level of indiretion. For
example, in Listing 26, the points-to representation is unable to natively express
that `**r' is an alias of `b', this information though present in the omplete alias
relation is inferred from the points-to pairs expliitly memorized by applying the
transitive property: it is known that `r' points to `p' and that `p' points to `b'; then
it an be dedued that `*r' points to `b'. But this step auses a loss of auray when
there are more intermediate variables (Figure 20). The alias query representation
is able desribe that after the exeution of line 9, the expression `**r' is denitely
an alias of `b', whereas the points-to representation fails to do it. Let A ∈ A suh
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a
b
p q
A a b *q
*p ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
*q ⊤ ⊤
Here both the table and the graph represent the
points-to information A. Note that
#
`
eval(A, ∗ p) > 1;
that is (Denition 3.7) A(∗ p, ∗ q) = ⊤, i.e., the
points-to representation is unable to express that
`p' and `q' will denitely point to the same loa-
tion.
a
b
p q
C2 a b *q
*p 1 0 0
*q 0 1
The onrete points-to information C2 ∈ C is a
spurious element of γ(A). Note that
aliasC2 /∈ γ(alias
♯);
that is the onrete alias relation aliasC2 in-
dued by C2 would not be generated using the
alias representation.
a
b
p q
C3 a b *q
*p 0 1 0
*q 1 0
The onrete points-to information C3 ∈ C is
another spurious element of γ(A). Note that:
γ(A) = {C0, C1, C2, C3};
γ(alias♯) = {aliasC0 ,aliasC1}.
Fig. 19: ontinuation of Figure 18.
that
L = {p, q, r, a, b, c},
A =
{
(r, p), (r, q), (p, a), (q, c)
}
.
We have that {C0, C1} = γ(A) where
C0 =
{
(r, p), (p, a), (q, c)
}
,
C1 =
{
(r, q), (p, a), (q, c)
}
.
Let (∗ r, b) = x ∈ Assignments. Performing the assignment on the elements found
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a
b

r
p
q
Before.
a
b

r
p
q
After.
Fig. 20: a representation of the points-to information before and after the exeution of line 9 in
Listing 26.
a
b

r
p
q
aliasm0 a b 
*p 1 0 0
*q 0 1 0
**r 0 1 0
p q
*r 0 1
Below, an extrat of the onrete alias query
aliasm0 indued by the onrete memory de-
sription m0 ∈ Mem. Above, a graphial repre-
sentation of the points-to information C0 ∈ C
assoiated to the same memory.
a
b

r
p
q
aliasm1 a b 
*p 0 1 0
*q 0 0 1
**r 0 1 0
p q
*r 1 0
As above, on the onrete memory desription
m1.
Fig. 21: this example shows how, in the ode of Listing 26, the points-to representation fails to
desribe that `**r' is alias of `b' on all of the possible exeutions.
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1 int a, b, , *p, *q, **r;
2 p = &a;
3 // eval(∗p) = {a}
4 q = &;
5 // eval(∗q) = {c}
6 if (...) r = &p;
7 else r = &q;
8 // eval(∗r) = {p, q}
9 *r = &b;
10 // eval(∗p) = {a, b}
11 // eval(∗q) = {b, c}
Listing 26: in this example two exeutions are possible. However, in both of them
at line 10 the expression `**r' is an alias of `b'.
in the onretization of A we obtain
assign(C0, x) =
{
(r, p), (p, b), (q, c)
}
,
assign(C1, x) =
{
(r, q), (p, a), (q, b)
}
.
Computing the abstration of the result of the onrete operation we nd
α
(
assign
(
γ(A), x
))
= α
({
assign(C0, x),assign(C1, x)
})
= assign(C0, x) ∪ assign(C1, x)
= A ∪
{
(p, b), (q, b)
}
.
Let
C3 =
{
(r, p), (p, a), (q, b)
}
⊆ α
(
assign
(
γ(A), x
))
;
note that
H0 Theorem 3.26, orretness of the assignment.
H1 Lemma 3.21, monotoniity of the onretization funtion.
H2 Lemma 3.24, the abstration eet.
H3 Denition 3.22, the abstration funtion.
D0 assign
(
γ(A), x
)
⊆ γ
(
assign(A, x)
)
(H0)
D1 α
(
assign
(
γ(A), x
))
⊆ α
(
γ
(
assign(A, x)
))
(D0, H3)
D2 α
(
γ
(
assign(A, x)
))
⊆ assign(A, x) (H2)
D3 α
(
assign
(
γ(A), x
))
⊆ assign(A, x) (D1, D2)
z γ
(
α
(
assign
(
γ(A), a
)))
⊆ γ
(
assign(A, x)
)
(D3, H1)
then
C3 ∈ γ
(
assign(A, a)
)
;
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a
b

r
p
q
alias
♯
a b 
*p ⊤ ⊤ 0
*q 0 ⊤ ⊤
**r 0 1 0
p q
*r ⊤ ⊤
Above, a graphial representation of the most
preise points-to abstration A
α
`
{C0, C1}
´
= C0 ∪C1 = A ∈ A.
Below, an extrat of the abstrat alias query
α
`
{aliasm0 ,aliasm1}
´
= aliasm0 ⊔aliasm1
= alias♯ ∈ AliasQ♯.
Note that alias
♯(∗ ∗ r, b) = 1, that is the abstrat
alias query is able to represent that the expres-
sions ∗ ∗ r and b are denitely aliases.
a
b

r
p
q
A a b 
*p ⊤ ⊤ 0
*q 0 ⊤ ⊤
**r ⊤ ⊤ ⊤
p q
*r ⊤ ⊤
Here both the table and the graph represent the
points-to information A. Note that
eval(A, ∗ ∗ r) 6= eval(A, b),
that is (Denition 3.7) A(∗ ∗ r, b) = ⊤, i.e., the
points-to representation is unable to express that
∗ ∗ r and a will be denitely aliases.
Fig. 22: ontinuation of Figure 21
but
C3 6= assign(C0, a);
C3 6= assign(C1, a);
that is, there exist no onrete elements C ∈ γ(A) suh that C3 = assign(C, a).
Again this inauray is due to the lak of relational information in the points-to
representation: in this example, given a onrete element C ∈ assign(A, a), we are
unable to tell that if (r, p) ∈ C then (p, b) ∈ C and (q, b) 6∈ C. The situation just
desribed is illustrated in Figures 21, 22 and 23.
In other words, this example shows that it is not possible to formulate the as-
signment operation in suh a way that eah onrete element approximated by
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a
b

r
p
q
C2 a b 
*p 1 0 0
*q 0 0 1
**r 1 0 0
p q
*r 1 0
The onrete points-to information C2 ∈ C is a
spurious element of γ(A). Note that
aliasC2 /∈ γ(alias
♯);
that is, the onrete alias relation aliasC2 in-
dued by C2 would not be generated using the
alias representation.
Fig. 23: ontinuation of Figure 22
assign(A, a) an be expressed as the result of the onrete assignment performed
on one of the elements of γ(A). In symbols
¬
(
∀A ∈ A : ∀a ∈ Assignments :
∀C ∈ γ
(
assign(A, a)
)
: ∃D ∈ γ(A) . C = assign(D, a)
)
.
4.2 Preision of the Presented Method
The two examples introdued above present a limitation of the form  all points-to
based methods are not enough preise to apture this fat. In terms of the partial
order of the domain this an be seen as a lower limit to the preision attainable
with points-to based methods. On the other hand it is also interesting to nd out
what are the preision upper limits of the proposed method, i.e., statements of the
form  the given points-to based method is enough preise to apture that fat. In
partiular, we want to analyze the situation of the presented method with respet to
the limitations of the points-to representation, that is whether or not the inlusions
in Theorem 3.26 and 3.27 are also equalities, i.e., if it holds that, for all A ∈ A,
e ∈ Expr, a ∈ Assignments and c ∈ Cond
⋃{
eval(C, e)
∣∣ C ∈ γ(A)} ⊇ eval(A, e);
assign
(
γ(A), a
)
⊇ γ
(
assign(A, a)
)
;
φ
(
γ(A), c
)
⊇ γ
(
φ(A, c)
)
.
From the haraterization presented in Setion 4.1 these an be rewritten to stress
the attribute independent nature of the points-to representation, i.e., by fousing
on the single ars instead of the whole points-to relation. Let A ∈ A suh that
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γ(A) 6= ∅,15 then we have
∀l ∈ eval(A, e) : ∃C ∈ γ(A) . eval(C, e) = {l},
∀(l,m) ∈ assign(A, a) : ∃C ∈ γ(A) . (l,m) ∈ assign(C, a),
∀(l,m) ∈ φ(A, c) : ∃C ∈ γ(A) . C ∈ modelset(c) ∧ (l,m) ∈ C,
respetively. Unfortunately, for all these ases there exists a ounterexample.
4.2.1 The Abstrat Evaluation Is Not Optimal. The following example high-
lights that the abstrat evaluation funtion (Denition 3.6) is not optimal with
respet to the points-to representation, i.e., there exists A ∈ A, γ(A) 6= ∅ and
e ∈ Expr suh that
eval(A, e) \
⋃{
eval(C, e)
∣∣ C ∈ γ(A)} 6= ∅.
Example 12. Let A ∈ A suh that
L = {a, b, c},
A =
{
(a, a), (a, b), (b, c)
}
.
We have that {C1, C2} = γ(A) where
C1 =
{
(a, a), (b, c)
}
,
C2 =
{
(a, b), (b, c)
}
.
Consider the expression e = ∗ ∗ a. Performing the evaluation of e as desribed in
Denition 3.6 we obtain
i eval(C1, e, i) eval(C2, e, i) eval(A, e, i)
2 {a} {a} {a}
1 {a} {b} {a, b}
0 {a} {c} {a, b, c}
Note that b ∈ eval(A, e) but there exist no C ∈ γ(A) suh that {b} = eval(C, e),
indeed⋃
C∈γ(A)
eval(C, e) = {a, c}.
The spurious loation b in the result of the evaluation of the expression e in A is due
to the fat that the formulation of the abstrat evaluation does not exploit that in a
onrete points-to desription a loation an point to only one loation; in this ase
there exists no C ∈ γ(A) suh that
{
(a, a), (a, b)
}
⊆ C. A graphial representation
of this example is reported in Figures 24 and 25.
4.2.2 The Abstrat Assignment Is Not Optimal. We present another example
that highlights how the abstrat assignment operation formulated in Denition 3.10
15
Note that the additional hypothesis, γ(A) 6= ∅, is required by Lemma 3.24 to prove the opposite
of the inlusions used for the orretness results.
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a
b

The abstrat memory A,
γ(A) = {C1, C2}.
a
b

The onrete memory desription C1.
a
b

The onrete memory desription C2.
Fig. 24: the abstrat evaluation funtion is not optimal.
a a
b
a
b

eval(2) eval(1) eval(0)
Fig. 25: the evaluation proess of the expression ∗ ∗ a on the memory A of Example 12. An
optimal evaluation funtion would not follow the ar (a, b) between i = 1 and i = 0 (the dashed
ar in the gure).
is not optimal for the points-to representation, i.e., there exists A ∈ A, γ(A) 6= ∅,
a ∈ Assignments suh that
assign(A, a) \ assign
(
γ(A), a
)
6= ∅.
Note that this limitation is still true also assuming to have an optimal abstrat
evaluation funtion.
Example 13. Let A ∈ A suh that
L = {a, b, c},
A =
{
(a, b), (a, c)
}
.
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We have that {C1, C2} = γ(A) where
C1 =
{
(a, b)
}
,
C2 =
{
(a, c)
}
.
Let (∗a, ∗a) = x ∈ Assignments. Performing the assignment x on the elements of
γ(A) we obtain
assign(C1, x) =
{
(a, b), (b, b)
}
,
assign(C2, x) =
{
(a, c), (c, c)
}
.
Computing the abstration of the result of the onrete operation we nd
α
(
assign
(
γ(A), x
))
= α
({
assign(C1, x),assign(C2, x)
})
= assign(C1, x) ∪ assign(C2, x)
= A ∪
{
(b, b), (c, c)
}
.
Note that performing the abstrat evaluation of the lhs and the rhs of the assignment
as desribed in Denition 3.6 yields eval(A, ∗ a) = {b, c}, whih is the most preise
result possible for the abstrat evaluation of the expression ∗ a, indeed⋃{
eval(C, a)
∣∣ C ∈ γ(A)} = eval(C1, ∗ a) ∪ eval(C2, ∗ a)
= {b} ∪ {c} = {b, c}
= eval(A, ∗ a).
In this ase, the abstrat assignment (Denition 3.10) yields
assign(A, x) = A ∪ eval(A, ∗ a)× eval(A, ∗ a)
= A ∪ {b, c} × {b, c}
= A ∪
{
(b, b), (b, c), (c, b), (c, c)
}
.
Note that
assign(A, x) \ assign
(
γ(A), x
)
=
{
(b, c), (c, b)
}
.
The ars
{
(b, c), (c, b)
}
do not orrespond to any onrete assignment: they are
artifats of this abstration. But note that in this ase the inauray annot be
asribed to the abstrat evaluation of the expressions that, in this ase, exposes an
optimal behaviour. The problem is that the evaluation of the rhs and the lhs for
the assignment are not related eah other: this way it beomes possible that the
lhs evaluates to `b' and the rhs evaluates to `' thus generating the spurious ar
(b, c) also when the rhs and the lhs are the same expression. This example is
illustrated in Figure 26.
4.2.3 The Abstrat Filter Is Not Optimal. Finally, we report an example that
shows the same inauray in the lter operation, i.e., there exists A ∈ A, γ(A) 6= ∅,
and c ∈ Cond suh that
φ(A, c) \ φ
(
γ(A), c
)
6= ∅.
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a
b

The abstration A before the exeution of the
assignment x = (∗ a, ∗ a).
γ(A) = {C1, C2}.
a
b

The onrete memory desription C1.
a
b

The onrete memory desription
assign(C1, x).
a
b

The onrete memory desription C2.
a
b

The onrete memory desription
assign(C2, x).
a
b

The abstrat memory
α
“˘
assign(C1, x),assign(C2, x)
¯”
= assign(C1, x) ∪ assign(C2, x).
a
b

The abstration assign(A, x) resulting from the
exeution of the assignment. The spurious ars
are
˘
(b, c), (c, b)
¯
.
Fig. 26: the abstrat assignment formulation is not optimal.
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Example 14. Let A ∈ A suh that
L = {a, b},
A =
{
(a, a), (a, b), (b, b)
}
.
We have that {C1, C2} = γ(A) where
C1 =
{
(a, a), (b, b)
}
,
C2 =
{
(a, b), (b, b)
}
.
Consider now the ondition (∗ ∗ a, b) = c ∈ Cond. Sine
eval(C1, ∗ ∗ a) = {a},
eval(C2, ∗ ∗ a) = {b},
only C2 satises c, i.e.
φ
(
γ(A), c
)
= γ(A) ∩ modelset(c) = {C2}.
Performing the lter operation as desribed in Denition 3.18 on A we do not
improve the preision, that is φ(A, c) = A.
i eval(A, ∗ ∗ a, i), targ(A, ∗ ∗ a, i), Removed ars
2 {a} {a} ∅
1 {a, b} {a, b} ∅
0 {a, b} {b} ∅
Then note that
φ(A, c) \ α
(
φ
(
γ(A), c
))
= A \ C2 =
{
(a, a)
}
.
This means that the lter is unable to remove the spurious ar (a, a). A graphial
representation of this situation is presented in Figure 27, while Figure 28 present a
graphial representation of the lter omputation.
Though the urrent formulation of the lter operation is not optimal, in the next
example we show that iterating the appliation of the lter on the same ondition
it is possible to rene the points-to approximation.
Example 15. Let A ∈ A suh that
L = {a, b, c},
A =
{
(a, a), (a, b), (a, c), (b, c), (c, a)
}
.
a 
b
Initial.
a 
b
Iteration One.
a 
b
Iteration Two.
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a
b
The abstration A.
γ(A) = {C1, C2}.
a
b
The onrete memory desription C1. This is not
a model of
c = (∗ ∗ a, b).
a
b
The onrete memory desription C2. This is a
model of c;
a
b
The abstration φ(A, c) = A. The spurious ar is˘
(a, a)
¯
.
Fig. 27: the abstrat lter formulation is not optimal.
a a
b
a
b
eval(2) eval(1) eval(0)
targ(2)
targ(1) targ(0)
Fig. 28: in Example 14 the lter is unable to remove the spurious ar (a, a).
Consider the ondition x = (eq, ∗ ∗ a, c) ∈ Cond. From the denition of the evalua-
tion funtion (Denition 3.6), we have
eval(A, ∗ ∗ a) = {a, b, c},
eval(A, c) = {c}.
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From the lter denition (Denition 3.18) we have
I = eval(A, ∗ ∗ a) ∩ eval(A, c) = {c},
φ(A, x) = φ(A, I, ∗ ∗ a) ∩ φ(A, I, c) = φ
(
A, {c}, ∗ ∗ a
)
∩ φ
(
A, {c}, c
)
.
We onsider only the lhs φ
(
A, {c}, ∗ ∗ a
)
as, from the denition of the lter 2, it is
lear that ltering on the rhs does not improve the preision of the approximation,
that is, φ
(
A, {c}, c
)
= A. We have
i eval(A, ∗ ∗ a) targ
(
A, {c}, ∗ ∗ a, i
)
φ
(
A, {c}, ∗ ∗ a, i
)
2 {a} {a} A \
{
(a, c)
}
1 {a, b, c} {a, b} A
0 {a, b, c} {c} A
That is, from the rst appliation of the lter we an remove the spurious ar (a, c).
Now we proeed applying the lter again. Let B = φ
(
A, {c}, ∗ ∗ a, i
)
= A \
{
(a, c)
}
.
We have
i eval(B, ∗ ∗ a) targ
(
B, {c}, ∗ ∗ a, i
)
φ
(
B, {c}, ∗ ∗ a, i
)
2 {a} {a} B \
{
(a, a)
}
1 {a, b} {b} B
0 {a, b, c} {c} B
Note that in the seond appliation of the lter we are able to remove another ar,
(a, a), that it was not removed during the rst iteration.
a a
b

a
b

eval(2) eval(1) eval(0)
targ(2) targ(1)
targ(0)
First iteration.
a a
b
a
b

eval(2) eval(1) eval(0)
targ(2)
targ(1)
targ(0)
Seond iteration.
4.2.4 Another Consideration on the Preision of the Filter Operation. It is pos-
sible to show that the formulation of the abstrat lter operation does not generate
spurious memory desriptions not already present in the initial approximation, i.e.,
for all A ∈ A and c ∈ Cond
γ
(
φ(A, c)
)
⊆ γ(A).
Note that by omposing this result with the result of orretness for the lter
(Theorem 3.27) it is possible to write
γ(A) ∩ modelset(c) ⊆ γ
(
φ(A, c)
)
⊆ γ(A).
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Basially, the lter never adds new ars then it is not possible to obtain a worse
approximation of that given in input. Though the idea is quite simple, for om-
pleteness we report a formal proof.
Lemma 4.1. (Filter upper bound 1.) Let A ∈ A, M ⊆ L, e ∈ Expr and
n ∈ N; then
φ(A,M, e, n) ⊆ A.
Proof. Let A ∈ A, M ⊆ L, e ∈ Expr and n ∈ N.
TS φ(A,M, e, n) ⊆ A
H0 Denition 3.16, lter 1.
We proeed indutively on n. For the rst ase we assume n = 0.
D0 φ(A,M, e, 0) = A (H0)
z φ(A,M, e, 0) ⊆ A (D0)
Now the indutive ase.
H1 φ(A,M, e, n) ⊆ A (ind. hyp.)
D0 φ(A,M, e, n+ 1) = φ(A,M, e, n) \ . . . (H0)
D1 φ(A,M, e, n+ 1) ⊆ φ(A,M, e, n) (D0)
z φ(A,M, e, n+ 1) ⊆ A (D1, H1)
Lemma 4.2. (Filter upper bound 2.) Let A ∈ A, M ⊆ L, e ∈ Expr; then
φ(A,M, e) ⊆ A.
Proof. Let A ∈ A, M ⊆ L, e ∈ Expr. Following the denition of the lter 2
(Denition 3.17) we onsider separately two ases. For the rst ase let e = l ∈ L;
if eval(A, l) ∈M then we have φ(A,M, l) = A, otherwise φ(A,M, l) = ⊥. In both
the ases we have the thesis. For the seond ase let e ∈ Expr \ L.
TS φ(A,M, e) ⊆ A
H0 Denition 3.17, lter 2.
H1 Lemma 4.1, lter upper bound 1.
D0 φ(A,M, e) =
⋂
n∈N φ(A,M, e, n) (H0)
D1 ∀n ∈ N : φ(A,M, e, n) ⊆ A (H1)
D2
⋂
n∈N φ(A,M, e, n) ⊆ A (D1)
z φ(A,M, e) ⊆ A (D2, D0)
Lemma 4.3. (Filter upper bound 3.) Let A ∈ A and c ∈ Cond; then
γ
(
φ(A, c)
)
⊆ γ(A).
Proof. Let A ∈ A and let c ∈ Cond.
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TS φ(A, c) ⊆ A
H0 Denition 3.18, lter 3.
H1 Denition 3.2, onretization funtion.
H2 Lemma 4.2, lter upper bound 2.
As in the denition of the lter (Denition 3.18) we distinguish two ases
c = (eq, e, f); (C1)
c = (neq, e, f). (C2)
For the rst ase (C1) we have
D0 φ
(
A, (eq, e, f)
)
= φ
(
A, eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f), e
)
∩φ
(
A, eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f), f
)
(H0)
D1 φ
(
A, eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f), e
)
⊆ A (H2)
D2 φ
(
A, eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f), f
)
⊆ A (H2)
D3 φ
(
A, eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f), e
)
∩φ
(
A, eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f), f
)
⊆ A (D1, D2)
z φ
(
A, (eq, e, f)
)
⊆ A (D3, D0)
Now the seond ase (C2). If #
(
eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f)
)
6= 1 from H0 we have
that φ
(
A, (neq, e, f)
)
= A then the thesis is trivially veried. Otherwise assume
#
(
eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f)
)
= 1. Then we have
H3 #
(
eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f)
)
= 1
D0 φ
(
A, (neq, e, f)
)
= φ
(
A, eval(A, e) \ eval(A, f), e
)
∪φ
(
A, eval(A, f) \ eval(A, e), f
)
(H3, H0)
D1 φ
(
A, eval(A, e) \ eval(A, f), e
)
⊆ A (H2)
D2 φ
(
A, eval(A, f) \ eval(A, e), f
)
⊆ A (H2)
D3 φ
(
A, eval(A, e) \ eval(A, f), e
)
∪φ
(
A, eval(A, f) \ eval(A, e), f
)
⊆ A (D1, D2)
z φ
(
A, (neq, e, f)
)
⊆ A (D3, D0)
From the denition of the onretization funtion H1 we have that
φ(A, c) ⊆ A =⇒ γ
(
φ(A, c)
)
⊆ γ(A),
Sine we have just proved the anteedent of this impliation, we have the truth of
the onsequent, whih is the thesis.
4.3 A Final Consideration
As stated in the rst few lines of this setion, the presented model is intentionally
simplied to ease the presentation and the proofs. However, these onepts an be
generalized to treat more omplex environments and languages. In Listing 27 we
present an example
16
that shows a more realisti implementation of the situation
presented in Example 13. This example shows how using reursive data strutures
it is possible to generate the points-to relations presented in the previous examples:
16
This example omes from the test suite of our implementation of the algorithms.
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1 strut L {
2 strut L * next ;
3 int value;
4 };
5
6 int main () {
7 strut L a, b, ;
8
9 if (...) a.next = &a;
10 else
11 if (...) a.next = &b;
12 else a.next = &;
13
14 b.next = &;
15 .next = &a;
16
17 if (a.next ->next == &) {
18 ...
19 }
20 }
Listing 27: An example of ode that shows the inompleteness of the lter algorithm
using a reursive data struture.
in partiular loops and loations pointing to themselves, whih are quite unommon
to see using only basi types.
5. THE EXTENDED ABSTRACT MEMORY MODEL
With the aim of presenting a realisti points-to analysis, this setion disusses some
extensions to the simplied model previously introdued. More preisely, this se-
tion desribes a more realisti memory model by augmenting the previously de-
sribed domains with some details not diretly related to the points-to problem,
whih are however neessary for the denition of a working memory.
5.1 Abstrat and Conrete Loations
One of the main limitations of the formal model presented in Setion 3 is due to the
assumption that both the onrete and the abstrat domains share the same set of
loations L. Any abstrat domain that aims to be pratially appliable annot rely
on this assumption. From the denitions in Setion 3 we have that for every variable
reated in a onrete exeution there must be a distint loation in the abstrat
memory desription. This is obviously a problem sine, with the use of reursion
and dynami alloation, the number of variables reated during a onrete exeution
an be unbounded. But also when the number of variables is known statially it is
usually unfeasible to use a one-to-one approximation; onsider for instane the ase
of arrays: under this assumption an abstrat memory would be required to represent
every element of an array with a distint loation. Typially, real implementations
use one abstrat loation to approximate a set of onrete loations. For instane,
a simple strategy is to approximate all the elements of an array, independently
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from their number, with the same abstrat loation. Previously we have used the
symbol L to denote the set of loations. From now on we denote with L the set
of the onrete loations and with L♯ a set that we all the abstrat loation set.
We still formalize the onrete domain as the omplete lattie generated by the
powerset of the total funtions L → L. However, we have to adapt the denition
of the abstrat domain as follows.
Definition 5.1. (Extended abstrat domain.) Let A the support set of the
abstrat domain be dened as
Λ
def
= C × L֌ L♯;
A
def
= Λ × L♯ × L♯.
In words, an element A ∈ A is a pair 〈f, P 〉 where f ∈ Λ represents the abstration
funtion from the onrete to the abstrat loations and P ⊆ L♯ ×L♯ is an abstrat
points-to relation. We all abstrat domain the omplete lattie〈
A,⊑,⊔,⊓,⊥,⊤
〉
,
where, for all 〈f, P 〉, 〈g,Q〉 ∈ A, holds that
〈f, P 〉 ⊑ 〈g,Q〉
def
⇐⇒ f = g ∧ P ⊆ Q;
〈f, P 〉 ⊓ 〈g,Q〉
def
=
{
〈f, P ∩Q〉, if f = g;
⊥, otherwise;
〈f, P 〉 ⊔ 〈g,Q〉
def
=
{
〈f, P ∪Q〉, if f = g;
⊤, otherwise.
and the bottom (⊥) and top (⊤) elements are dened ad-ho to satisfy the properties
of the omplete lattie.
Informally, given an abstrat element 〈f, P 〉 = A ∈ A, for every onrete element
C ∈ C and every onrete loation l ∈ L, f(C, l) is the abstrat loation that in C
abstrats l. The semantis of the abstrat domain an thus be dened as follows.
Definition 5.2. (Extended abstrat domain semantis.) Let C ∈ C and
〈f, P 〉 = A ∈ A. We dene
C ∈ γ(A)
def
⇐⇒
{(
f(C, l), f(C,m)
) ∣∣∣ (l,m) ∈ C } ⊆ P.
The initial denition of the onretization funtion (Denition 3.2) simply heks
if all the pairs of C are also in A; now, to handle the onept of abstrat loa-
tions, every onrete points-to pair (l,m) ∈ C is abstrated, obtaining the pair(
f(C, l), f(C,m)
)
, and then we hek in this abstrat pair is in A. But the dis-
tintion between onrete and abstrat loations introdues a new problem in the
formalization of the abstrat analysis.
5.2 Weak Updates and Strong Updates
This setion gives an insight of the distintion between weak and strong updates. In
the literature, the term update usually means an operation that ats on a memory,
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1 int a, b, , d, *p;
2 p = &a; // eval(*p) = {a}
3 p = &b; // eval(*p) = {b}
4 p = &; // eval(*p) = {}
5 p = &d; // eval(*p) = {d}
Listing 28: the annotations resulting from the use of strong updates.
1 int a, b, , d, *p;
2 p = &a; // eval(*p) = {a}
3 p = &b; // eval(*p) = {a, b}
4 p = &; // eval(*p) = {a, b, }
5 p = &d; // eval(*p) = {a, b, , d}
Listing 29: the annotations resulting from the use of weak updates.
1 int **pp , *p1 , *p2 , a, b, ;
2 if (...) pp = &p1;
3 else pp = &p2;
4 p1 = &a;
5 p2 = &;
6 *pp = &b;
Listing 30: an example where it is neessary to apply weak updates to obtain a safe
approximation.
onrete or abstrat, modifying its state. An update an be triggered by any the of
usual operations, e.g., as the assignment (Denition 3.10). However, the distintion
between strong and weak updates pertains only to the formalization of the abstrat
domain. A strong update has the eet of overwriting the previous information
with new data; instead, a weak update ats by merging the original with the new
data. Listings 28 and 29 present the dierent results of the analysis performed on
the same program: in the rst ase using strong updates, whereas in the seond
ase weak updates are applied. By using weak updates it is not possible to inrease
the preision of the approximation  eah weak update yields a new abstration
that subsumes the original information. Note that in Listing 29, to illustrate the
dierene between the two options, we have fored the analysis to use weak updates.
However, there are situations where the use of weak updates is neessary to obtain
a safe approximation. Consider the example in Listing 30. The abstrat exeution
reahes the last line with the approximation
eval(*p1) = {a},
eval(*p2) = {},
eval(*pp) = {p1, p2}.
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By applying the assignment as presented in Denition 3.10 we obtain the desription
eval(*p1) = {a, b},
eval(*p2) = {b, },
eval(*pp) = {p1, p2}.
In this ase the abstrat assignment algorithm has performed a weak update: the
old values of the variables `p1' and `p2' are not overwritten. By foring a strong
update we would obtain instead
eval(*p1) = {b},
eval(*p2) = {b},
eval(*pp) = {p1, p2},
whih is learly a wrong approximation beause there exists at least a onrete
exeution suh that, after the exeution of the assignment `*p = &b', eval(*pp) =
{p2} holds and then eval(*p1) = {a}. Note that in the denition of the abstrat
assignment (Denition 3.10), given (e, f) ∈ Assignments, what triggers the use of
a strong instead of a weak update is the fat that the lhs e evaluates to a single
loation:
K
def
=
{
· · · , if # eval(A, e) = 1;
∅, otherwise.
where K denotes the set of the killed points-to pairs. The basi idea behind this
approah is that when we have to update a set of more than one loation it is pos-
sible that there exists a onrete memory desription approximated by the urrent
abstration in whih only one of the loations of this set will be modied while the
others will retain their original value. In the above example when `pp' points to
`p1' then `p2' is left unhanged by the assignment `*pp = &b'. Otherwise, when we
are sure that the there is only one possible modied loation we an aord that in
none of the onrete memories C ∈ γ
(
op(A, · · · )
)
that loation will still have the
old value. However, by distinguishing between onrete and abstrat loations, we
are no more able to disern when a strong update an be used. Now, also when
the lhs evaluates to a single loation, eval(A, e) = {l♯}, we annot safely apply a
strong update as it is possible that l♯ abstrats more that one onrete loations.
To overome this problem we introdue the following denition.
Definition 5.3. (Singular loations.) Let
Singular ⊆ A× L♯
be dened as follows. Let 〈f, P 〉 = A ∈ A and l♯ ∈ L♯. We say that the loation l♯
is singular in the memory abstration A when
(A, l♯) ∈ Singular
def
⇐⇒ ∀C ∈ γ(A) : #
{
l ∈ L
∣∣ f(C, l) = l♯ } ≤ 1.
The above denition an be read as follows. We say that an abstrat loation l♯
is singular with respet to the abstrat memory desription A ∈ A if it does not
exist any onrete memory desription C ∈ γ(A) suh that l♯ approximates more
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than one of the loations of C. For onveniene of notation we write Singular(A)
to denote the set of the singular loations of the memory A, i.e,
Singular(A)
def
=
{
l♯
∣∣ (A, l♯) ∈ Singular}
The abstrat assignment operation (Denition 3.10) must be adapted in order to
provide a safe approximation. In partiular, the denition of the kill set needs to
be rewritten as
E
def
= eval(A, e);
K
def
=
{
E × L, if #E = 1 ∧ E ⊆ Singular(A);
∅, otherwise.
Also the denition of the lter operation (Denition 3.16) must be updated aord-
ingly. Given x ∈ A× ℘(L) × Expr and i ∈ N; we have
K
def
= L \ targ(x, i);
T
def
= targ(x, i+ 1);
φ(x, i + 1)
def
= φ(x, i) \
{
K, if #T = 1 ∧ T ⊆ Singular(A);
∅, otherwise.
Also the denition of the lter for the `neq' operator (Denition 3.18) needs to be
updated aordingly. Given A ∈ A and e, f ∈ Expr; let
I
def
= eval(A, e) ∩ eval(A, f);
E
def
= eval(A, e) \ eval(A, f);
F
def
= eval(A, f) \ eval(A, e);
then
φ
(
A, (neq, e, f)
) def
=
{
φ(A,E, e) ∪ φ(A,F, f), if # I = 1 ∧ I ⊆ Singular(A);
A, otherwise.
Finally, also the denition of the alias relation indued by a points-to abstration
must be adapted in the same way. From Denition 3.7, for all A ∈ A, we dene
γ(A)
def
= alias♯ as follows. For every e, f ∈ expressions
E
def
= eval(A, e);
F
def
= eval(A, f);
alias
♯(e, f)
def
=


0, if E ∩ F = ∅;
1, if #E = 1 ∧ E = F ∧ E ⊆ Singular(A);
⊤, otherwise.
With these modied denitions, assuming for instane to approximate all the el-
ements of an array with only one (non-singular) abstrat loation, the analysis
applied to the ode in Listing 31 produes the indiated annotations.
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1 int *p[10℄, *q;
2
3 int main () {
4 int x, y, z;
5 // eval(*p) = {null}
6 p[...℄ = &x; // eval(*p) = {null, x}
7 p[...℄ = &y; // eval(*p) = {null, x, y}
8 p[...℄ = &x; // eval(*p) = {null, x, y}
9 p[...℄ = &z; // eval(*p) = {null, x, y, z}
10
11 // eval(*q) = {null}
12 q = &x; // eval(*q) = {x}
13 q = &y; // eval(*q) = {y}
14 q = &x; // eval(*q) = {x}
15 q = &z; // eval(*q) = {z}
16 }
Listing 31: this ode shows the dierene between singular and non-singular
loations. Remember that in the C language global variables are zero-initialized.
Assume that all the indies left unspeied are valid.
5.3 Notation
In the following desription we use more than one the onept of sequene. With se-
quene we mean a set S whose elements are enumerated, thus they an be identied
and ompared against their position inside the sequene. With position we mean an
index ranging from 0 up to n where n+1 is the number of elements17 of S. For onve-
niene of notation we write `S.size' to denote the number of elements of the sequene
S; we write Si or S(i) to denote the element of S with index i and dom(S) as an ab-
breviation of the set of the indies of S, i.e., dom(S) = {n ∈ N | 0 ≤ n < S.size }.
To expliitly represents the elements of the sequene we write S = [S0, · · · , Sn].
When we are not interested in the denition of any partiular order among the
elements of S, we use the onept of labelled set. A labelled set an be dened as
the triple 〈F,L, S〉, where S is the set of the labelled elements, L is a set of labels
and F : L ֌ S is a partial surjetive labelling funtion that gives a unique name,
or label, to all the elements of S. For onveniene of notation, when F and L are
lear from the ontext, we write only S to refer to the labelled set 〈F,L, S〉; we
write Sl or S(l) as an abbreviation of F (l) and dom(S) as a shortut for dom(F ).
To expliitly represent the elements of S we write S = {S0, · · · , Sn}.18 Note that
this denition of labelled set is a generalization of the onept of sequene where
L = N  hene the following denitions given for labelled sets an be applied also
to sequenes. We use also the onept of attribute. Given two labelled sets S and
A, we say that the pair 〈S,A〉 is a labelled set with attributes set A. Again, when
the attribute set A is lear from the ontext, we write S to mean the pair 〈S,A〉;
we say that S has the attribute X to mean that X ∈ dom(A) and we write `S.X '
17
The onept of position is not dened for the empty sequene.
18
That is, at the only extent of denoting the elements of S, we enumerate it.
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as a shortut for `A(X)'.
5.4 The Conept of Memory Shape
The abstrat memory model that we want to desribe is parametri with respet
to the underlying abstrat domain, e.g., the points-to domain or some numerial
domain. In other words, the analysis an be seen as the oupling of a hosen abstrat
domain and some additional `strutural' information, onerning for instane the
memory model of the target language/mahine. With the onept of shape we want
to formalize this `strutural' information. Realling the denition of the extended
abstrat domain Denition 5.1, this information is needed to identify the funtion
f ∈ Λ, that is, how onrete loations are mapped to abstrat loations.
Definition 5.4. (Shape of a labelled set.) Let 〈F,L, S〉 be a given labelled
set. We dene the shape of 〈F,L, S〉 as the other labelled set
shape
(
〈F,L, S〉
) def
= 〈G,L, T 〉,
where
T
def
=
{
shape(e)
∣∣ e ∈ S },
and G : L֌ T is suh that dom(G) = dom(F ) and is dened, for all l ∈ L, as
G(l)
def
= shape
(
F (l)
)
.
Now let 〈S,A〉 be a labelled set with the attribute set A. We dene its shape as
shape
(
〈S,A〉
) def
=
〈
shape(S), A
〉
.
Note that, as a onsequene of this denition, the shape of a sequene S =
[S0, · · · , Sn] is the sequene of the shapes
shape
(
[S0, · · · , Sn]
) def
=
[
shape(S0), · · · , shape(Sn)
]
.
Note also that the shape funtion does not hange the attributes of a labelled set.
5.5 Common Conepts
The following setions will desribe the struture of both the onrete and abstrat
memory models. Before proeeding we need to introdue some ommon onepts.
We refer to [BHPZ07℄ for a rigorous formalization of some of the ideas that we
present only informally.
Loation.. The basi unit for desribing the struture of the memory is the on-
ept of loation. Eah loation has a `type' attribute.
Alloation.. We use the onept of alloation blok to desribe the unit of al-
loation of the memory. An alloation blok is a sequene of loations, it has a
`type' attribute and it is the base ase of the indutive denition of the onept of
shape (Denition 5.4). We dene the shape of an alloation blok A as its `type'
attribute
19
shape(A)
def
= A.type.
19
That is, the shape of an alloation is its `type' attribute and not the sequene of the shapes of
its loations.
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The type attribute of an alloation blok uniquely determines the shape of the se-
quene of its loations; the details of this aspet will be laried later. Informally,
we say that eah variable denition in the analyzed program has the eet of re-
ating an alloation blok in the memory, or, if speaking of an abstrat memory,
updating an already existing alloation blok. In the next, when lear from the
ontext, we all an alloation blok simply alloation.
To desribe the struture of the onrete stak and its abstration we introdue
these denitions.
Blok.. We use the term dealloation blok to mean a sequene of alloations. The
dealloation blok is the unit for the dealloation of stak alloated memory. Ideally,
the dealloation blok is intended to represent the onept of blok of delarations
as it is dened by the C language. The order of the alloations inside a dealloation
blok reets the order of reation of the variables. For onformane with the C
Standard, when lear from the ontext we will refer to a dealloation blok simply
as a blok. A blok an also be desribed as the portion of the stak between two
subsequent blok marks [BHPZ07℄.
Frame.. With frame we mean a sequene of bloks. In the onrete memory
model, a frame an also be haraterized as the portion of the stak segment between
two subsequent link marks [BHPZ07℄. Eah link mark uniquely identies the all
statement that has generated the link mark. To identify the all statements of the
program under analysis we use the onept of all site  eah all statement in the
program is uniquely identied by a all site.
20
Eah frame has a `callsite' attribute.
The value of this attribute is equal to the all site of the link mark that loses the
frame  with this denition, from the program soure ode, the all site of a frame
uniquely determines the shape of the whole frame.
Example 16. Consider the ode in Listing 32. The frame identied by the all
site 1, that orresponds to the all statement at line 8, an be desribed as[
[int p], [int a, int b], [int ]
]
.
Instead, the frame identied by the all site 2, that orresponds to the all statement
at line 12, an be desribed as[
[int p], [int a, int b], [int d, int e]
]
.
In the next we apply to the onepts just introdued the qualiers onrete and
abstrat. If X is a labelled set of Y objets, then with onrete X we mean a labelled
set of onrete Y objets; with abstrat X we mean a labelled set of abstrat Y
objets. For example we all `abstrat frame' a sequene of abstrat bloks; with
`onrete alloation' we mean a sequene of onrete loations. When the qualier
abstrat/onrete is not speied, the ontext will larify the intended one or if the
statement is appliable to both ases.
20
A reasonable hoie to implement the all site onept is to use the program point assoiated
to the all statement. However, for larity we want to keep separate the onept of all site and
program point.
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1 void g();
2
3 void f(int p) {
4 int a, b;
5 if (...) {
6 int ;
7 ...
8 g(); // Call site 1
9 } else {
10 int d, e;
11 ...
12 g(); // Call site 2
13 }
14 }
Listing 32: the all site ompletely identies the shape of the frame.
5.6 The Conrete Memory Model
The onrete memory is organized as a labelled set of segments.
Text.. The text segment is a labelled set of alloations used to represent the set
of the possible targets of funtion pointers: basially there is one alloation for
eah funtion delared in the analyzed program. Eah alloation is identied by
the program point assoiated to the funtion delaration.
21
Heap.. The heap segment is a labelled set of alloations used to represent the
objets reated using the funtions of the `mallo' family. In this segment eah
alloation is labelled by an address
22
and has the attribute `ppoint' (program point)
that uniquely identies the statement that has aused the alloation. Note that
one xed the analyzed program, the program point of the alloating statement
identies the type attribute of the alloation, that is, the shape of the alloation.
As a onsequene, given two heap alloations with the same program point attribute
we know that these alloations have also the same shape.
Global.. The global segment is a sequene of alloations that represent the global
variables of the analyzed program. Note that the order of the alloations inside the
global segment is not speied by the C Standard; thus, this detail is left to the
partiular exeution model implemented; for instane, this order may be inuened
by the partiular ombination of arhiteture/ompiler hosen as target the for the
analysis.
Stak frames.. The stak frames segment is a sequene of frames. The sequene
is organized suh that the frame of index 0 represents the topmost frame
23
on the
21
In ase the same funtion is dened multiple times, then obvious disambiguation methods are
neessary; for example, as onsidering only the rst ourrene of the delaration.
22
At this level we are not interested in the details of the addressing shema of the onrete
exeution model. We simply require that eah heap alloation an be identied inside the segment
by a tag or address.
23
With topmost frame we mean the most reent frame on the stak, that is the frame below the
topmost link mark.
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stak and the frame of index nwhere n+1 is the size of this segment represents
the oldest frame.
24
Stak top.. The stak top segment represents the loations above the topmost
link mark. It is a sequene of bloks (not ontained in any frame), followed by a
sequene of alloations (not ontained in any blok.).
Then we dene a onrete memory a ∈ Mem as a labelled set of the form
a = {text, heap, global, stackframes, stacktop}.
For onveniene of notation we use the notation `a.X ' to refer to the X segment
of the memory a. For example, we write `a.text' to denote the text segment of a.
Before desribing how the type attribute of a onrete alloation determines the
shape of the sequene of its loations, we need to introdue some notation.
Definition 5.5. (Conatenation of sequenes.) Let A = [A0, · · · , An] and
B = [B0, · · · , Bm] be two sequenes; then we dene A :: B as the onatenation of
the two sequenes
A :: B
def
= [A0, · · · , An, B0, · · · , Bm].
Definition 5.6. (Conrete alloations.) We dene the `allo' funtion by
strutural indution on the set of types `Types'. Let t ∈ Types. If t is a salar type
or a funtion type then
25
allo(t)
def
= [t].
If t is an array of n ∈ N elements of type t0 then
allo(t)
def
= allo(t0) :: · · · :: allo(t0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1 times
.
If t is a struture type with elds: t0 eld0; · · · ; tn eldn; we dene
allo(t)
def
= allo(t0) :: · · · :: allo(tn).
Example 17. Consider Listing 33; then we have
allo(int[4℄) = [int, int, int, int, int︸ ︷︷ ︸
5 times
];
allo(strut A) = [int, int, int, int, int, float];
allo(strut B) = [double, int, int, int, int, int, int, float, har].
24
For instane, in the analysis of a omplete program, the oldest frame, if present, is generated
by one of the all statements ontained in the `main()' funtion.
25
For the denition of the onept of type we refer to the C Standard [Int99, 6.2.5.21℄: arith-
meti types and pointer types are olletively alled salar types. Array and struture types are
olletively alled aggregate types.
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1 strut A {
2 int a[4℄;
3 float b;
4 };
5
6 strut B {
7 double x;
8 strut A a;
9 har y;
10 };
Listing 33: the denition of an aggregate type.
5.7 The Abstrat Memory Model
Now, having introdued these basi ingredients, we an desribe the organization of
the abstrat memory that, as the onrete memory model, is omposed by dierent
segments.
Text.. The text segment is a labelled set of abstrat alloations that used as
targets for funtion pointers. The denition of the abstrat text segment is the
same of the onrete ase: there is one text loation for eah funtion delared in
the analyzed program and eah loation is labelled by the program point assoiated
to the funtion delaration.
Heap.. The heap segment is a labelled set of alloations used to abstrat all the
possible heap-alloated objets. Eah heap alloation has as attribute the program
point of the statement that has aused the alloation whih is also used as label
to identify the alloation inside the segment. This means that the abstrat heap
segment ontains only one alloation for eah alloating statement of the analyzed
program.
Global.. The global segment is a sequene of alloations that represents the global
variables of the analyzed program. The order of the alloations inside the abstrat
global segment is hosen to reet the layout of the onrete global segment.
To represent the abstration of the onrete stak we use three distint segments.
Stak top.. The stak top segment represents the portion of the stak above the
topmost link mark. As in the onrete ase, the stak top is formalized as a sequene
of bloks (not ontained in any frame), followed by a sequene of alloations (not
ontained in any blok.)
Stak head.. The stak head segment is a sequene of frames.
Stak tail.. The stak tail segment is a labelled set of frames where eah frame is
labelled by its `all site' attribute. This means that the stak tail ontains at most
one frame for eah of the possible all sites of the analyzed program.
Finally, we dene an abstrat memory a ∈Mem♯ as a labelled set
a = {text, heap, global, stacktail, stackhead, stacktop}.
As for the onrete memory, for onveniene of notation we write `a.X ' to refer to
the X segment of the abstrat memory a; for example we write `a.text' to denote
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the text segment of the abstrat memory a. Now we present how the type of an
abstrat alloation determines the shape of the sequene of its loations.
Definition 5.7. (Abstrat alloations.) Let t ∈ Types. If t is a salar type
or a funtion type, then
allo
♯(t)
def
= [t],
If t is an array of n ∈ N elements of type t0 then
allo
♯(t)
def
= allo♯(t0) :: allo
♯(t0) :: allo
♯(t0).
If t is a struture type with elds: t0 eld0; · · · ; tn eldn; we dene
allo
♯(t)
def
= allo♯(t0) :: · · · :: allo
♯(tn).
Example 18. Consider again Listing 33; this time we have
allo
♯(int[4℄) = [int, int, int︸ ︷︷ ︸
3 times
];
allo
♯(strut A) = [int, int, int, float];
allo
♯(strut B) = [double, int, int, int, float, har].
Note that we approximate arrays using three parts. In Setion 5.12 we show how
these parts an be used by the analysis.
5.8 The Lattie Struture
As in Setion 3, we formalize the onrete domain as the omplete lattie generated
by the powerset of the onrete memories Mem. Our next step is to introdue
the missing elements required to omplete the struture of omplete lattie for the
abstrat domain. The bottom (⊥) and the top (⊤) elements are dened ad-ho.
Now we introdue the two binary operations of meet (⊓) and join (⊔) and the
partial order (⊑). In our analysis the operations of join and meet, as well as the
query on the partial order, always our between abstrations having a similar
struture; these are the ases that we onsider interesting and on whih we dene
the operations. However, sine the formalization requires total operations, we will
extend the denition to non-interesting ases in a trivial way, that is when asked
to ompute the join or the meet, we will simply answer ⊤ and ⊥, respetively. Note
that this is a speialization of the behaviour desribed in Denition 5.1. In this
sense, when we say that two elements of Mem♯, say 〈f, P 〉, 〈g,Q〉, share a similar
struture we mean that f = g. To formalize the onept of similar struture we
introdue the relation `Compatible'.
Definition 5.8. (Compatibility between abstrat memories.) Let
Compatible ⊆Mem♯ ×Mem♯
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be dened as follows. Let A,B ∈ Mem♯; then we say that (A,B) ∈ Compatible
when the following onditions hold:
shape(A.text) = shape(B.text);
shape(A.heap) = shape(B.heap);
shape(A.global) = shape(B.global);
shape(A.stacktop) = shape(B.stacktop);
shape(A.stackhead) = shape(B.stackhead).
Note that in the denition of the `Compatible' relation, no onstraints are spei-
ed on the shape of the stak tail segment.
Definition 5.9. (Abstrat domain partial order.) Let A and B be two
labelled sets.
26
Let
A ≤ B
def
⇐⇒ dom(A) ⊆ dom(B) ∧ ∀l ∈ dom(A) : A(l) ≤ B(l).
Let A,B ∈Mem♯. We say that
A ⊑ B
def
⇐⇒ (A,B) ∈ Compatible ∧ A ≤ B.
Note that this denition proeeds indutively on the struture of the abstrat
memory. The base ase of this indution are loations. On loations, the denition
of the partial order `⊑', of the operations `⊔' and `⊓', depends on the partiular
abstrat domain adopted.
Example 19. With loation address we mean an information that allow to iden-
tify a loation inside a memory. If the abstrat memory is based on a points-to
domain, loations are formalized as sets of loation addresses  a set of loation
addresses is used to represent the set of the possibly pointed loations. In this ase,
the partial order on loations is simply the relation of ontainment `⊆' between sets
of loation addresses.
Definition 5.10. (Abstrat domain join operation.) Let A and B be la-
belled sets. We dene A ∨ B suh that dom(A) ∪ dom(B) = dom(C) and, for all
l ∈ L,
(A ∨B)(l)
def
=


A(l), if l ∈ dom(A) \ dom(B);
B(l), if l ∈ dom(B) \ dom(A);
A(l) ∨B(l), otherwise.
Let A,B ∈Mem♯. We dene
A ⊔B
def
=
{
A ∨B, if (A,B) ∈ Compatible;
⊤, otherwise.
Definition 5.11. (Abstrat memory meet operation.) Let A and B be
labelled sets. We dene A ∧B suh that dom(A) ∩ dom(B) = dom(C) and, for all
26
As said above this denition is valid also if A and B are sequenes, as the sequene is a partiular
ase of labelled set.
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l ∈ L,
(A ∧B)(l)
def
= A(l) ∧B(l).
Let A,B ∈Mem♯. We dene
A ⊓B
def
=
{
A ∧B, if (A,B) ∈ Compatible;
⊥, otherwise.
In the omputation of the meet operation it is possible to reah the bottom on
some of the loations.
27
Depending on the position of the loations inside the
abstrat memory, this bottom an be propagated. If the bottom is reahed on a
loation ontained in the stak tail, then the bottom an be propagated to the
frame that ontains the loation: this is equivalent to removing the frame from the
stak tail. If the bottom loation is in any other segment then the bottom an be
extended to the whole memory. The reason of this will be laried by the denition
of the semantis of the abstrat memory.
5.9 Conretization Funtion of the Abstrat Memory
This setion presents the onretization funtion for the abstrat memory model
Mem♯. The denition proeed by strutural indution on the denition of abstrat
memory. The rst step is to nd a mapping between the shape of the onrete
memory and the shape of the abstrat memory. Note that at this point we are not
interested in dealing with the value of the memory whih is dened by the value
of the loations but only in desribing a relation about the shape. In other words,
given an abstrat element 〈f, P 〉 ∈ Mem♯ and a m ∈ Mem, we are now trying to
identify the funtion f ∈ Λ is dened on m (Denition 5.1). As already done for
the denition of the operations of meet and join, we rst formulate a ompatibility
relation to express the requirements on the struture of the onrete and abstrat
memories.
Definition 5.12. (Compatibility between onrete and abstrat mem-
ories.) Let
Compatible ⊆Mem×Mem♯.
Let A ∈Mem♯ and C ∈ Mem; then we say that (C,A) ∈ Compatible when hold the
27
Loations represents elements of the underlying abstrat domain. Computing the meet between
two loations, it is possible to reah the bottom of the abstrat domain.
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following onditions
shape(C.text) = shape(A.text); (1)
∀l ∈ dom(C.heap) : C.heap(l).ppoint ∈ dom(A.heap); (2)
shape(C.global) = shape(A.global); (3)
shape(A.stacktop) = shape(C.stacktop); (4)
A.stackhead.size ≤ C.stackframes.size; (5)
∀i ∈ {0, · · · , A.stackhead.size− 1} :
shape
(
A.stackhead(i)
)
= shape
(
C.stackframes(i)
)
; (6)
∀i ∈ {A.stackhead.size, · · · , C.stackframes.size− 1} :
C.stackframes(i).ppoint ∈ dom(A.stacktail). (7)
In words, a onrete memory C ∈ Mem and an abstrat memory C ∈ Mem♯ are
ompatible when holds the following onditions.
(1) The shapes of the text segments must be the equal. From the denition, both
the onrete and the abstrat segment ontain an abstrat alloation for every
delared funtion. Hene, as long as A and C refer to the same program, this
is always true.
(2) Reall that, within the onrete heap segment, alloations are identied by
addresses ; whereas, in the abstrat heap segment, alloations are identied
by program points. For the heap segment we require that to eah onrete
heap alloation there orresponds an abstrat heap alloation identied by the
program point of the onrete alloation.
(3) The shapes of the global segments must be equal. from the denition of shape,
this implies that the global segments must ontain the same number of alloa-
tions and that eah onrete alloation orresponds to an abstrat alloation
with the same type. Again, as long as A and C refer to the same program this
property is always true.
(4) The stak top segments must have the same shape; that is, the parts of the
stak above the topmost link mark must have the same shape.
(5) The stak frames segment of C does not ontain less frames than the stak head
segment of A.
(6) The shape of stak head segment of A must be a prex of the shape of the
stackframes segment of C.
(7) The remaining part of the stak frames segment of C must be ompatible with
the stak tail segment of A. Reall that in the stak tail the frames are iden-
tied by their all site; thus, this means that to every frame of C.stackframes
orresponds in A.stacktail a frame with the same all site.
Given a onrete memory m ∈ Mem and an abstrat memory m♯ = 〈f, P 〉 ∈
Mem♯, one we know that the m is ompatible with m♯, we ask how the loations
of m map onto the loations of m♯, that is, how the funtion f(m, ·) : L → L♯ is
dened, as this is required in order to omplete the denition of the semantis of
the abstrat domain (Denition 5.2). Before going into the details we introdue the
idea behind the approah. By looking at the denitions of the onrete and abstrat
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memories, note that these objets an be seen as trees  every labelled set is a
node with its elements as hildren. If memories are trees, then we an haraterize
loations as the leaves. In other words, a loation an be uniquely identied within
a memory by the path that onnets the root of the tree to the orresponding
leaf node. Under these assumptions we an identify onrete loation addresses as
the paths inside the onrete memories and the abstrat loation addresses as the
paths inside the abstrat memories. We an now restate our initial problem as the
problem of determining a mapping from paths on a onrete tree to paths on an
abstrat tree. To do this we exploit the reursive struture of trees  for eah
subtree S♯ of m♯ we have to identify the set of subtrees S0, · · · , Sn of m that are
mapped into S♯; being the leaves the limit ase of subtrees, we will end up having
a map from the leaves of m to the leaves of m♯. To formalize this mapping we use
triples of the form〈
S♯, {S0, · · · , Sn},M
〉
,
where S♯ is a subtree of m♯, S0, · · · , Sn are the subtrees of m mapped into S♯ and
M is a map that denes how the hildren of S0, · · · , Sn are mapped to the hildren
of S♯.
Definition 5.13. (Conretization of alloations.) We dene the map fun-
tion by strutural indution on the set Types. Let t ∈ Types; then
map(t)
def
=


{〈
0, {0}, ∅
〉}
,
if t is salar or funtion type;{〈
0, {0},map(t0)
〉
,〈
1, {1, · · · , n− 1},map(t0)
〉
,〈
2, {n},map(t0)
〉}
,
if t is an array of size n of type t0;{〈
i, {i},map(ti)
〉 ∣∣∣ i ∈ {0, · · · , n}},
if t = strut : t0 eld0, · · · , tn eldn;
Let a0, · · · , an, a♯ be alloations suh that
∀i ∈ {0, · · · , n} : a♯.type = ai.type.
Then we dene
map
(
a♯, {a0, · · · , an}
) def
=
〈
a♯, {a0, · · · , an},map(a0.type)
〉
.
Reall that alloations are the base ase of the denition of shape: the shape
of an alloation is its type attribute. This means that the above ondition on the
types of the alloations is equivalent to say that a0, · · · , an, a♯ must have the same
shape.
Definition 5.14. (Conretization of labelled sets.) Let S0, · · ·Sn, S♯ be
labelled sets suh that
∀i ∈ {0, · · · , n} : shape(S♯) = shape(Si).
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Then we dene map
(
S♯, {S0, · · · , Sm}
)
as the set〈
S♯, {S0, · · · , Sm},
{
map
(
S♯(l),
{
S0(l), · · · , Sn(l)
}) ∣∣∣∣ l ∈ dom(S0)
}〉
.
Note that from the deniton of labelled set, if S0, · · · , Sn, S♯ have the same shape,
then they have also the same domain (Denition 5.4); that is, the denition is well
formed.
Definition 5.15. (Conretization of memories.) Let m ∈ Mem and m♯ ∈
Mem♯ suh that
m = {text, heap, global, stackframes, stacktop},
m♯ = {text♯, heap♯, global♯, stacktail, stackhead, stacktop♯}.
If (m,m♯) ∈ Compatible we dene map(m,m♯) as the set{
map
(
text♯, {text}
)
,map
(
global♯, {global}
)
,map
(
stacktop♯, {stacktop}
)}
∪
{
map
(
a♯,
{
a ∈ heap
∣∣ a.ppoint = a♯.ppoint }) ∣∣∣∣ a♯ ∈ heap♯
}
∪
{
map
(
f ♯,
{
stackframes(i)
∣∣ stackframes(i).callsite = f ♯.callsite,
i ∈ {stackhead.size, · · · , stackframes.size− 1}
}) ∣∣∣∣ f ♯ ∈ stacktail
}
∪
{
map
(
stacktail(i),
{
stackframes(i)
}) ∣∣∣∣ i ∈ {0, · · · , stackhead.size− 1}
}
.
Note that the requirement of ompatibility between the onrete memory m
and the abstration m♯ ensures that the funtion map is well dened. One om-
pleted the denition of the funtion f ∈ Λ, the semantis of the abstration an be
ompleted following the idea desribed in Denition 5.2. Alternatively, using the
approah informally presented in the introdution (Setion 2.6), the onretization
funtion an be expressed in terms of approximation between loations, thus relying
on the denition of the onretization funtion for the elements of the underlying
abstrat domain. Let m ∈ Mem and m♯ = 〈f, P 〉 ∈ Mem♯ and let f ∈ Λ the
loation abstration funtion of m♯, then we say that m ∈ γ(m♯) when
∀l ∈ L : f(m, l) is dened =⇒ m[l] ∈ γ
(
m♯
[
f(m, l)
])
;
that for a points-to domain an also be written as
∀l ∈ L : f(m, l) is dened =⇒ f
(
m, post(m, l)
)
∈ post
(
m♯, f(m, l)
)
.
5.9.1 Singular Loations. The denition of singular loation introdued in Def-
inition 5.3 is not appliable in a pratial implementation as it would require to
expliitly hek the existene of an m in the onretization of m♯ with ertain
properties. As a onsequene we need a safe approximation of the set of singular
loations of an abstrat memory. From the above denitions it an be easily seen
that every abstrat loation that represents the middle part of an array of size not
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less that three is ertainly non-singular. The same holds also for stak tail segment:
eah frame in this segment an represent more onrete frames; then, during the
analysis we assume that all the loations ontained in the stak tail are non-singular.
Analogously for heap alloations; it is impossible to tell for a given alloating state-
ment if it an be exeuted at most one time; in other words, it is impossible to tell if
there exist a m ∈ γ(m♯) suh that a given abstrat heap alloation abstrats more
onrete heap alloations. As a onsequene, we safely assume that all abstrat
heap alloations are non-singular.
5.10 Abstrat Operations
Thus setion presents some informal onsiderations about the remaining operations
required in order to omplete the desription of the exeution model. We have
already desribed the problem of formalizing operations on the memory model
in Setion 2.2: some operations are neessary to formulate the onrete exeution
model Mem; these are then generalized to the onrete domain ℘(C) and an approx-
imation on A is provided. Consider for instane the assignment operation. Other
operations are not required by the onrete exeution model, but are useful for the
analysis; these operations are diretly formulated on the onrete domain ℘(C) and,
as usual, an abstrat ounterpart is formulated on A. Consider for instane the
lter, the merge and meet operations. A more rigorous desription of some of these
is presented in [BHPZ07℄.
5.10.1 Notation. Before proeeding we introdue some notation. Let A be a
non empty sequene. We write A = [H | T ] to mean with H the rst element of A,
also alled the head element of A; and with T the remaining part of A, also alled
the tail of the sequene A. We denote with `[]' the empty sequene.
5.10.2 The Mark Operation.. This operation has the eet of losing the urrent
blok. In our memory model we have modeled the stak top segment a sequene of
bloks `Bs' not ontained in any frame, followed by a sequene of alloations `As'
not ontained in any blok. Let m ∈Mem be suh that
m.stacktop = [As,Bs].
Then we have
mark(m) = m0 ∈Mem
suh that
m0.stacktop =
[
[], [As | Bs]
]
,
while the rest of the memory is left unhanged. In words, the alloations `As'
present in the stak top segment are moved in a blok at the head of the sequene
of bloks `Bs'. The abstrat mark operation is dened in the same way.
5.10.3 The Link Operation. This operation has the eet of reating a new
frame on the stak. Let m ∈Mem be suh that
m.stacktop =
[
[], [B | Bs]
]
,
m.stackframes = Fs.
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Let
link(m) = m0 ∈ Mem,
then we have
m0.stacktop =
[
[], [B]
]
,
m0.stackframes = [Bs | Fs],
and the rest of the memory is left unhanged. The blok denoted above as B
is intended to represent the arguments and the return value of the funtion all
that has triggered the link operation. To emulate the arguments passing from the
allee to the alled ontext, the alloations of the blok B are left in the stak
top segment. The abstrat operation is formulated similarly, the only dierene
is that the `stackhead' segment is used instead of the stak frames segment. Let
m♯ ∈Mem♯ be suh that
m♯.stacktop =
[
[], [B | Bs]
]
,
m♯.stackhead = Fs,
Let
link
♯(m♯) = m♯0 ∈ Mem,
then we have
m
♯
0.stacktop =
[
[], [B]
]
,
m
♯
0.stackhead = [Bs | Fs].
5.10.4 The New Variable Operation. This operation is required to populate the
stak. Ideally this operation an be split in two parts: rst, the reation of the new
alloation; seond the initialization of its loations. Sine the initialization an be
treated a sequene of assignments, here we onsider only the reation of the new
loations. Let m ∈Mem be suh that
m.stacktop = [As,Bs].
Let t ∈ Types be the type of the alloated objet and let
news(m, t) = m0 ∈Mem.
We have
m0.stacktop =
[
[A | As],Bs
]
,
where (Denition 5.6)
A = allo(t).
Again, the abstrat operation is dened in the same way, exept that the new
alloation A is dened as (Denition 5.7) A = allo♯(t).
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5.10.5 The Unlink Operation. This operation an be thought as the inverse of
the link operation  if the link emulates the eets of a all statement then the
unlink emulates the eets of a return statement. Let m ∈Mem be suh that
m.stackframes = [F | Fs],
m.stacktop =
[
[], [B]
]
.
The blok B ontains the arguments and the return value of the alled funtion
that are returned to the aller ontext. In partiular we assume that the stak top
ontains only one blok and that the stak frames segment ontains at least one
frame  in words, this requires that every return statement must be preeded by
a all statement. Let
unlink(m) = m0 ∈ Mem.
We have
m0.stackframes = Fs,
m0.stacktop =
[
[], [B | F ]
]
,
while the rest of the of the memory is left unhanged. Note that the topmost
frame F of the stak frames segment of m has been moved in m0 to the stak
top segment and the blok B has been appended to it. Basially, the abstrat
operation is dened in the same way; the only dierene is that instead of using
the `stackframes' segment the `stackhead' segment is used.
5.10.6 The Unmark Operation. This operation an be thought as the inverse of
the mark operation  if the mark operation reates a new blok gathering all the
ungrouped alloations of the stak top, then the unmark operation deletes these
alloations and replaes them with the alloations ontained in the topmost blok.
Let m ∈Mem be suh that
m.stacktop =
[
As, [B | Bs]
]
.
Let
unmark(m) = m0 ∈ Mem.
We have
m.stacktop = [B,Bs],
while the rest of the memory is left unhanged. Note that the sequene of alloations
`As' has been removed and in its plae we now nd the alloations of the blok B.
The abstrat operation is dened in the same way. It is worth stressing that the
implementation of this abstrat operation probably requires an additional step to
notify the remaining loations that the loations in `As' no more exist; for instane,
this is required for a pointer that was pointing to one of the dealloated loations
(As). In this ase, depending on the onrete exeution model adopted, this pointer
an be marked as undened.
In our model we use the following operations to set the degree of ontext-sensitivity
of the analysis and to approximate reursive funtion alls. Both these opera-
tions have no eets on the onrete domain, that is, for all m ∈ Mem we have
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op(m) = m. In terms of the approximation this means that for all m♯ ∈ Mem we
have that γ(m♯) ⊆ γ
(
op(m♯)
)
.
5.10.7 The Stak Tail Push Operation. This operation has the eet of moving
the oldest frame of the stak head segment (from now the `pushed frame') to the
stak tail. Reall that the stak tail segment is a labelled set of frames where eah
frame is identied by a all site and that the all site uniquely identies the shape
of the frame. This means that for eah all site the stak tail an ontain only one
frame. Thus, if it already ontains a frame with the same all site of the pushed
frame then the pushed frame will be merged into the orresponding stak tail frame.
Otherwise, if no frames with the same all site are already present, the frame will
be simply added to the stak tail. Let m♯ ∈ Mem♯ be suh that
m♯.stackhead = Fs :: [F ],
m♯.stacktail = {F0, · · · , Fn},
where F denotes the last element of the non-empty stak head segment; `Fs' denotes
the remaining part of the same sequene and n = m♯.stacktail.size ∈ N. Let
tailpush
♯(m♯) = m♯0 ∈Mem
♯.
then we have
m
♯
0.stackhead = Fs,
m
♯
0.stacktail =
{
{F0 ⊓ F, · · · , Fn}, if F0.callsite = F.callsite;
{F0, · · · , Fn, F}, otherwise.
Note that the stak tail segment is a labelled set, thus the order indiated above,
F0, · · · , Fn, among its frames is ompletely artiial and introdued for notational
onveniene  writing F0.callsite = F.callsite we mean that there exists a frame in
the stak tail with the same all site of F .
5.10.8 The Stak Tail Pop Operation. This operation is the inverse of the stak
tail push  it moves a frame from the stak tail bak into the stak head segment.
To do this we have to speify whih frame to restore, that is the stak tail pop
operation requires a all site. Let
tailpop
♯ : Mem♯ × Callsites→ Mem♯
Given c ∈ Callsites and m♯ ∈Mem♯, if the stak tail segment of m♯ does not ontain
any frame labelled c then the operation results in the ⊥ element. Otherwise let
m♯.stackhead = Fs,
m♯.stacktail = {F0, · · · , Fn}
be suh that F0.callsite = c. Then alling
tailpop
♯(m♯) = m♯0 ∈Mem
♯,
we have
m
♯
0.stackhead = Fs :: [F ],
while the rest of the memory, also the stak tail segment, remains unhanged.
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5.11 Approximating the Stak
The onept of stak tail is introdued preisely to handle reursion. In presene
of reursive funtion alls, the number of frames on the onrete stak annot be
limited by any nite bound. Beyond these theoretial onsiderations, just from a
pratial perspetive it is unfeasible to keep an arbitrary number of distint abstrat
frames. The idea of our abstration to address this problem is to represent `preisely'
the variables of the loal environment, approximated by the stak top segment, and
global variables, represented by the global segment. Also the topmost k frames of
the onrete stak are abstrated `preisely' by the stak head segment. However,
we approximate more roughly in the stak tail segment, the ontent of the onrete
stak below the rst k frames. Frames in the stak tail are identied by their all
site; this means that the onrete frames labelled by the same all site c that are
below the k-th topmost frame, are all approximated by the same abstrat frame,
whih is ontained in the stak tail and it is identied by c.
5.12 Pointer Arithmeti
This setion presents a prototype for handling pointer arithmeti. Complex ap-
proahes to this problem are already present in the literature; for example, string
leanness tehniques assoiate an integer quantity to every possible target of a
pointer, to represent the distane between the beginning of the pointed objet and
the pointed address. These integer quantities are then approximated by the analy-
sis using a some numerial abstration; with the availability of relational numerial
domains, these methods an be preise but ostly [Fra07℄. The method that we
present now is attribute independent and it is ompletely handled by the points-to
domain; the presene of an external numeri domain is assumed only to query for
the value of integer expressions during the evaluation of the pointer arithmeti. Let
m♯ ∈Mem♯ and onsider the expression p+ i where
the expression p is of pointer type and its abstrat evaluation results in a loation
that is part of an array. We assume to know the type of the elements of the array
and the size of the array itself.
The expression i is of integer type and it represents the added oset.
To represent the possible errors that an arise from the onrete evaluation of the
expression p+ i, we use the set
RTSErrors
def
= {E−, E+},
where with `E−' we denote the array underow error and with `E+' we denote the
array overow error. To formalize the onrete evaluation of a pointer arithmeti
expressions, let
ptrarith : Mem× Expr× Expr֌ L ∪ RTSErrors
be a partial funtion dened for every pair of expressions p, i ∈ Expr where p is of
pointer type and i is of integer type.28 Let
ptrarith : ℘(Mem)× Expr× Expr֌ ℘(L ∪RTSErrors)
28
We assume that the two sets L and RTSErrors have disjoint representations.
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be its extension to sets of onrete memories dened, for all M ⊆ Mem, as
ptrarith(M,p, i)
def
=
⋃{
ptrarith(m, p, i)
∣∣ m ∈M }.
A rigorous denition of ptrarith(m, p, i) would require a rigorous denition on-
rete exeution model [BHPZ07℄; an informal presentation of the onrete semantis
used here is later disussed in Setion 5.12.2. To denote the approximation for the
onrete operation ptrarith we introdue the funtion
29
ptrarith : Mem♯ × Expr× Expr֌ ℘(L♯ ∪ RTSErrors).
Generally, in an abstrat memory desription m♯, the evaluation of a pointer ex-
pression results in a set of abstrat loations. It is however onvenient to dene the
abstrat semantis of the ptrarith funtion by working on one abstrat loation
at a time. Thus, to ease the presentation we introdue the helper funtion
ptrarith : Mem♯ × Loc♯ × Expr→ ℘(L♯ ∪RTSErrors)
where, given m♯ ∈ Mem♯, l ∈ Loc♯ and the integer expression i ∈ Expr, with
ptrarith(m♯, l, i) we represent the set of the possible abstrat loations resulting
from the addition of the value of i to the loation l in the memory m♯. Let again
p, i ∈ Expr; then we dene
ptrarith(m♯, p, i)
def
=
⋃{
ptrarith(m♯, l, i)
∣∣ l ∈ eval(m♯, p)}.
To query the numerial domain about the value of the integer expression i we
assume the existene of a funtion
evalint : Mem♯ × Expr→ ℘(Z)
with the following semantis
evalint(m♯, i)
def
=
{
z ∈ Z
∣∣∣ ∃m ∈ γ(m♯) . m[eval(m, i)] = z }.
In words, the funtion evalint returns the set of the possible values that the integer
expression i an assume in the onrete memories m approximated by m♯.
The funtion ptrarith is dened as follows. We rst introdue some notation.
Let S ∈ N \ {0} be the size of the array on whih we are performing pointer
arithmeti.
Symbol Desription Conrete range
E− Array underow error. (−∞,−1]
H Array head loation. [0, 1)
T Array tail loation. [1, S)
O Array o-by-one loation. [S, S + 1)
E+ Array overow error. [S + 1,+∞)
The abstrat memory model desribed in Setion 5.3 approximates array variables
using three distint abstrat loations here denoted with `H ', `T ' and `O'; we use the
symbols `E+' and `E−' to denote the possible exeptional outome of the arithmeti
operation due to the exeeding of the array bounds. Let S ∈ N \ {0} be the size of
29
Also in this ase we assume that L♯ and RTSErrors have disjoint representations.
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the onsidered array; we distinguish four possible ases: S = 1, S = 2, S = 3, S ≥ 4.
Eah of these ases is desribed by one of the below tables. In eah of this tables, the
rst olumn ontains a set of intervals of Z that forms a partition of Z itself. The rst
row of these tables represents instead the three possibility for the abstrat loations
l supplied to the funtion ptrarith. Let D = D(S) be the table orresponding to
the loation l. We denote as `D.rows' the number of rows of the table D. For eah
n ∈ {1, . . . , D.rows} we denote as `D.row(n)' the n-th row of the table D. Given
a row R of D we denote as `R.interval' the interval of Z assoiated to R, whih is
loated in the rst olumn. With `R.lo(l)' we denote the ell at the intersetion
of the row R and the olumn assoiated to the loation l  the seond olumn if l
represents the head loation H of the array, the third olumn if l represents the tail
loation T , or the fourth olumn if l represents the o-by-one loation O. With
this notation, the funtion ptrarith an be dened as
ptrarith(m♯, l, i)
def
=
⋃{
L(S, i)
∣∣ i ∈ {1, · · · , D.rows}};
where
R(S, n)
def
= D(S).row(n);
L(S, n, l)
def
=
{
R(S, n).lo(l), if R(S, n).interval ∩ evalint(m♯, i) 6= ∅;
∅, otherwise.
S = 1 H T O
(−∞,−2] E− E−
−1 E− H
0 H O
1 O E+
[2,∞) E+ E+
S = 2 H T O
(−∞,−3] E− E− E−
−2 E− E− H
−1 E− H T
0 H T O
1 T O E+
2 O E+ E+
[3,∞) E+ E+ E+
S = 3 H T O
(−∞,−4] E− E− E−
−3 E− E− H
−2 E− E−,H T
−1 E− H, T T
0 H T O
1 T T,O E+
2 T O,E+ E+
3 O E+ E+
[4,∞) E+ E+ E+
S ≥ 4 H T O
(−∞,−S − 1] E− E− E−
−S E− E− H
1− S E− E−, H T
[2− S,−2] E− E−, H, T T
−1 E− H,T T
0 H T O
1 T T,O E+
[2, S − 2] T T,O,E+ E+
S − 1 T O,E+ E+
S O E+ E+
[S + 1,∞) E+ E+ E+
Sine the C language provides various mehanism to reate arrays whose size is
omputed at run-time, we ought to onsider the ase of handling pointer arithmeti
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1 onst unsigned int N = ...;
2 int a[N℄;
3
4 void foo(onst T* first , onst T* last ) {
5 // PP0
6 while (true ) {
7 // PP1
8 if (first == last ) break;
9 // PP2
10 ... = *first;
11 // PP3
12 ++ first;
13 }
14 // PP5
15 }
Listing 34: an example of a simple loop that depends on the pointer arithmeti
omputation.
on arrays of unknown size.
30
To handle the ase of arrays of unknown size we
ompute a merge of the above ases, obtaining the following table.
S > 0 H T O
(−∞,−2] E− E−, H, T E−, H, T
−1 E− H,T H, T
0 H T O
1 T,O T,O E+
[2,∞) T,O,E+ T,O,E+ E+
5.12.1 Examples. The following examples illustrate the desribed method ap-
plied to Listing 34. For onveniene of notation we represent the steps of the
omputation using a table with two olumns: the rst olumn shows the program
point urrently exeuted and the seond olumn shows the abstrat value of the
variable `first'; note indeed that the value of the pointer variable `last' is never
hanged by the exeution of the funtion `foo'. Sine the `foo funtion ontains a
loop, the abstrat omputation terminates when a x-point is reahed; to separate
the dierent iterations of the loop analysis we use horizontal lines. In the last row of
the table we will show the result of the merge of all the exit states of the loop. For
simpliity of presentation we assume that the array `a' delared at line 2 ontains
at least four elements.
Example 20. Consider the all `foo(a, a + N)'. In the onrete domain the
expression `a + N' evaluates to the address one-past-the-end of the array `a', that
in the abstrat domain orresponds to the o-by-one abstrat loation O. During
all the exeution of the `foo' funtion we have eval(m♯, last) = {O}. Instead,
the expression `a' evaluates to the address of the begin of the array `a', that in the
30
Or of partially unknown size. For example, the analysis ould be able to determine some
approximation of the value used to speify the size the array during its alloation.
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abstrat domain orresponds to the head abstrat loation H. Thus, at the entry
point of `foo', the expression `first' evaluates to H. These are the steps of the
exeution
PP eval(m♯, first)
0 H
1 H (1st)
5 ⊥
2 H
3 H
1 T (2nd)
5 ⊥
2 T
3 T
1 T,O (3rd) Fixpoint
5 O
2 T
3 T
5 O
Note that the lter on the guard ondition of the loop `first == last' at line 8, is
able to split the points-to information{
〈first, a.T 〉, 〈first, a.O〉
}
into
{
〈first, a.T 〉
}
for the else branh that represents the ontinuation of the
loop and into
{
〈first, a.O〉
}
for the then branh, that represents the exeution
paths that exit from the loop. In this ase the analysis nds the xpoint of the loop
without signalling any error due to the pointer arithmeti; that is, it is able to prove
the absene of errors in the exeution of the loop.
Example 21. Consider the all `foo(a, a)'. During all the exeution we have
eval(m♯, last) = {H}.
These are the steps of the exeution
PP eval(m♯, first)
0 H
1 H (1st) Fixpoint
5 H
2 ⊥ (unreahable)
5 H
In this ase the analysis is able to prove that the exeution exits immediately from
the loop without modifying the value of `first' and without any error.
Example 22. Consider the all `foo(a + N, a + N)'. This ase is very similar
to the previous one. During the exeution we have eval(m♯, last) = {O}. These
are the steps of the exeution
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PP eval(m♯, first)
0 O
1 O (1st) Fixpoint
5 O
2 ⊥ (unreahable)
5 O
Note that at the rst iteration of the loop the lter is able to prove that `first' and
`last' are denitely aliases. Also in this ase the analysis is able to prove that the
exeution exits immediately from the loop without modifying the value of `first'
and without any error.
Example 23. Consider the all `foo(a + N, a)'. During the exeution we have
eval(m♯, last) = {H}.
These are the steps of the exeution
PP eval(m♯, first)
0 O
1 O (1st)
5 ⊥
2 O
3 O (+ Dereferene Warning)
1 E+,⊥ (2nd) Fixpoint
. . .
5 ⊥
In this ase the analysis is able to detet that in the rst iteration of the loop at
program point 3 an o-by-one loation is dereferened. Depending on the onrete
exeution model adopted, the analyzer may assume that the onrete exeution ter-
minates or not. In the last ase the analysis is able to prove that during the next
iteration of the loop, the pointer `first' is inremented beyond the legal bounds of
the array.
Example 24. Consider the alls `foo(a + 4, a + 6)', `foo(a + 5, a + 5)'
and `foo(a + 6, a + 4)', whih have the same abstration. Indeed the expres-
sions `a + 4', `a + 5', `a + 6' and more generally the expressions `a + i' with
i ∈ {1, · · · , N− 1} all evaluate in the abstrat memory to the tail loation T of the
array `a'. These are the steps of the exeution
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PP eval(m♯, first)
0 T
1 T (1st)
5 T
2 T
3 T
1 T,O ⋆ (2nd) Fixpoint
5 T
2 T,O
3 T (+ Dereferene warning)
5 T
Note that a.T is not singular; thus, the lter at the guard of the loop annot remove
the ar 〈first, a.T 〉 from the else branh. Then at program point 2 we still nd
{T,O}. The above table represents the ase in whih the exeution model forbids
to dereferene pointers to the o-by-one loation of an array. In this ase, when
the abstrat exeution reahes program point 3 in the last iteration of the loop the
analyzer lters away the o-by-one loations from the possible targets of `first'
and raises a warning. In this ase the analysis suessfully detets the possibility of
an error, indeed there exist at least one onrete exeution in whih the o-by-one
loation is dereferened. Otherwise, if the analyzer aepts as valid the dereferene
of the o-by-one loation at line 3 we would obtain
. . .
3 T,O
1 T,O ⋆ (+E+)
That is the analysis detets that the inrement of `first' at line 12 an produe an
error due to the exeeding of the array bounds.
Note that this model is symmetrial with respet to the diretion of the inreasing
indies  the only dierene is that the o-by-one loation annot be dereferened,
while the head loation H an.
5.12.2 Derivation of the Rules. This setion provides the reader with a justia-
tion of the presented rules for the handling of pointer arithmeti. However, in this
ase the onepts are intuitive and the additional burden required to introdue a
rigorous model to desribe the rules does worth the eort. Therefore, we limit the
presentation to an informal justiation of some of the ases with the onvition
that the remaining ases an be dedued similarly. Consider the ase of an array
whose elements are of salar type t ∈ Types whih ontains at least four elements,
that is, S ≥ 4. Under these assumptions, the onrete alloation blok generated
by t is
allo
(
t[S]
)
= [l0, l1, · · · , lS−1, lS ];
where the last loation of the sequene lS represents the o-by-one loation of
the array. To this onrete alloation blok orresponds the following abstrat
alloation blok
allo
♯
(
t[S]
)
= [H,T,O].
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In this sense we an say that
γ(H) = [l0],
γ(T ) = [l1, · · · , lS−1],
γ(O) = [lS ].
Let p ∈ Expr, A ∈ A and C ∈ γ(A).
Consider the ase eval(C, p) = {l0}. Sine C is approximated by A and γ(H) =
[l0] we have that H ∈ eval(A, p). In the onrete model if we move below the
loation l0 we ross the boundaries of the array triggering an undened behaviour.
In the abstrat model we approximate this with E− to mean the array underow.
If we move above the loation l0 of n ∈ N positions, with n ≤ S, we reah
the onrete loation ln. In the abstrat model, staring from the head abstrat
loation H and adding n, with n ∈ [1, S − 1], we reah the tail loation T ;
otherwise, for n = S the o-by-one loation O is reahed. If we move above the
loation l0 of n ∈ N positions, with n > S, we trespass the boundaries of the
array produing an error, that we abstrat with E+. Summing up we have, for
the onrete model
Oset l0 + Oset
(−∞, 0) Error: array underow.
0 l0
1 l1
· · ·
S − 1 lS−1
S lS
[S + 1,+∞) Error: array overow.
and its abstration is
Oset H + Oset
(−∞, 0) E−
0 H
[1, S) T
S O
[S + 1,+∞) E+
In ase we start from the o-by-one loation lS , that is eval(C, p) = {lS}, in the
abstrat model we have O ∈ eval(A, p). This ase is quite symmetrial to the
ase of starting on the head loation.
Oset lS + Oset
(−∞,−S) Error: array underow.
−S l0
1− S l1
· · ·
−1 lS−1
0 lS
[1,+∞) Error: array overow.
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and its abstration is
Oset O + Oset
(−∞,−S) E−
−S H
[1− S, 0) T
0 O
[1,+∞) E+
We now onsider all the ases eval(C, p) = {ln} with n ∈ [1, S−1] as these ases
have the same abstration. All the onrete loations l1, · · · , lS−1 are indeed
abstrated by the same abstrat loation T . The dierene with respet to the
two previous ases is that when we perform pointer arithmeti on the tail of an
array we do not know on whih onrete loation we are working: there is indeed
a set of possible loations. This means for instane that if we move from the l1
by an oset of 1 we reah l2, whih is still in the tail; but starting from lS−1 we
obtain lS , whih is in the o-by-one loation O. From this reasoning it an be
easily derived the result presented in the following tables.
Oset l1 + Oset . . . lS−1 + Oset
(−∞,−S] underow underow underow
1− S underow . . . l0
2− S underow . . . l1
. . .
−2 underow . . . lS−3
−1 l0 . . . lS−2
0 l1 . . . lS−1
1 l2 . . . lS
2 l3 . . . overow
. . .
S − 2 lS−1 . . . overow
S − 1 lS overow overow
[S,∞) overow overow overow
and its abstration is
Oset O + Oset
(−∞,−S] E−
1− S E−, H
[2− S,−2] E−, H, T
−1 H,T
0 T
1 T,O
[2, S − 2] T,O,E+
S − 1 O,E+
[S,∞) E+
Composing these three ases we obtain the omplete table for the ase S ≥ 4 for
the abstrat pointer arithmeti rules.
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5.13 Relational Operators
Just not ited above for simpliity of notation, we desribe here one of the possible
extensions to the lter operation that in some sense is bound to the handling
of pointer arithmeti. In partiular now we want to onsider the use of relational
operatorsthe `<=', `<' and their symmetri and their interation with the points-
to problem. We report here the statement of the C standard about the use of
relational operators between pointers [Int99, 6.5.8.5℄:
If the objets pointed to are members of the same aggregate objet, point-
ers to struture members delared later ompare greater than pointers to
members delared earlier in the struture, and pointers to array elements
with larger subsript values ompare greater than pointers to elements
of the same array with lower subsript values. [. . . ℄ If the expression P
points to an element of an array objet and the expression Q points to
the last element of the same array objet, the pointer expression Q+1
ompares greater than P. In all other ases, the behavior is undened.
Realling the simplied model introdued in Setion 3, we need to extend the set of
the possible operators {eq, neq} to omprehend the additional operators of interest.
One augmented the set Cond with the new onditions we have to dene a proper
onrete semantis for the new elements. Formally, this requires the denition of
a partial order on the set of loation addresses. This partial order should satisfy
the requirements of the C Standard reported above. Using the terminology of
the extended memory model presented in Setion 5.3 we an say that this order is
required to be dened only between the loations that belong to the same alloation
blok. In this model we have dened the onept of alloation blok as a sequene
of loations and the order of the loations within the alloation in suh a way to
reet the atual memory layout. Under these assumptions it is possible to dene
the required partial order as the order speied by the alloations; this way we are
able to orretly desribe the semantis of the C Standard not only for pointers to
arrays but also for pointers to struture members.
Now, using the notation introdued in Setion 3, assume to have already dened
the needed strit partial order, denoted as `<', on the set of loations < ⊆ L× L.
Consider the following extension of the onrete exeution model. From Deni-
tion 3.8 we extend the set of onditions `Cond' by adding to the set of the possible
operators the element `lt', as to represent the `less-than' operator of the C language.
Cond
def
= {eq, neq, lt} × Expr× Expr.
We also need to extend Denition 3.9, to omprehend the newly added elements of
`Cond'. Let TrueCond ⊆ C × Cond be extended, for all C ∈ C and e, f ∈ Expr, as(
C, (lt, e, f)
)
∈ TrueCond
def
⇐⇒ eval(C, e) < eval(C, f).
Now we present a possible extension of the abstrat lter operation (Denition 3.18)
for handling the relational operator `lt'.31
31
For simpliity of exposition we treat expliitly only the operator `lt' and we omit other relational
operators whose formalization an be dedued from the formalization of `lt' by symmetry and by
omposition with the equality operator.
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Definition 5.16. (Filter on the less-than operator.) Let
φ : A× Cond→ A
be dened as follows. Let A ∈ A and e, f ∈ Expr. Let
E
def
=
{
l ∈ eval(A, e)
∣∣ ∃m ∈ eval(A, f) . l < m};
F
def
=
{
m ∈ eval(A, f)
∣∣ ∃l ∈ eval(A, e) . l < m};
then
φ
(
A, (lt, e, f)
) def
= φ(A,E, e) ∩ φ(A,F, f).
But note that we have to onsider separately the possible exeptional outomes
due to the omparison between inompatible loations  as reported above, the
C Standard states that the order `<' is dened only between addresses of the same
objet, or using our nomenlature, between loations of the same alloation blok;
in all other ases the behaviour is undened. Listings 35 and 36 are two examples
of the appliation of the lter on the relational operator `less-than'.
5.13.1 Justiation of the Denition. Now we want to provide an intuitive de-
sription of the motivations behind the presented denition of the lter for the `less
than' operator. Let again (lt, e, f) ∈ Cond, A ∈ A and let
C ∈ γ(A) ∩ modelset
(
(lt, e, f)
)
= φ
(
γ(A), (lt, e, f)
)
.
We know, from our denition of the onrete semantis of the operator `lt' that
C ∈ modelset
(
(lt, e, f)
)
=⇒ eval(C, e) < eval(C, f).
Basially, sine A is an abstration of C then we have that the value of f in C is
approximated by the value of f in A. The same holds for the expression e. This
means that the sets E and F ontain the value of e and f in C, respetively, then C
is also approximated by φ
(
A, (lt, e, f)
)
. For ompleteness we also report a formal
proof of the orretness of the above denition. First we prove an analogue of
Lemma 3.51 for the `less than' operator; then we extend the proof of Theorem 3.27
to the `lt' operator.
Lemma 5.17. (Less-than target.) Let A ∈ A and e, f ∈ Expr; let
E
def
=
{
l ∈ eval(A, e)
∣∣ ∃m ∈ eval(A, f) . l < m};
F
def
=
{
m ∈ eval(A, f)
∣∣ ∃l ∈ eval(A, e) . l < m};
then, for all C ∈ φ
(
γ(A), c
)
, holds that
eval(C, e) ⊆ E ∧ eval(C, f) ⊆ F.
Proof. Let c = (lt, e, f) ∈ Cond, A ∈ A and let C ∈ γ(A)∩modelset(c). Let E
and F be dened as in the statement of this lemma. Reall that from the onrete
semantis of the operator `lt' desribed above we have that C ∈ modelset(c)
implies that
eval(C, e) < eval(C, f).
Then we have
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TS eval(C, e) ⊆ E ∧ eval(C, f) ⊆ F
H0 C ∈ γ(A)
H1 eval(C, e) = {l0}
H2 eval(C, f) = {m0}
H3 l0 < m0
H4 Lemma 3.31, monotoniity of eval.
H5 Denition 3.2, the onretization funtion.
D0 C ⊆ A (H0, H5)
D1 eval(C, e) ⊆ eval(A, e) (D0, H4)
D2 eval(C, f) ⊆ eval(A, f) (D0, H4)
D3 ∃l ∈ eval(A, e) . l < m0 (H3, H1, D1)
D4 ∃m ∈ eval(A, f) . l0 < m (H3, H2, D2)
D5 eval(C, e) ⊆ E (D4, H1)
D6 eval(C, f) ⊆ F (D3, H2)
z eval(C, e) ⊆ E ∧ eval(C, f) ⊆ F (D5, D6)
Proof. (Corretness of the lter on the less-than.) Let A ∈ A, let c =
(lt, e, f) ∈ Cond and let C ∈ C. Let E and F be dened as in Denition 5.16.
TS C ∈ γ
(
φ(A, c)
)
H0 C |= c
H1 C ∈ γ(A)
H2 Lemma 3.50, orretness of lter 2.
H3 Denition 5.16, lter on the less-than.
H4 Denition 3.2, onretization funtion.
H5 Lemma 5.17, the less-than target.
D0 eval(C, e) ⊆ E (H5, H1, H0)
D1 eval(C, f) ⊆ F (H5, H1, H0)
D2 C ∈ γ
(
φ(A,E, e)
)
(D0, H1, H2)
D3 C ∈ γ
(
φ(A,F, f)
)
(D1, H1, H2)
D4 C ⊆ φ(A,E, e) (D2, H4)
D5 C ⊆ φ(A,F, f) (D3, H4)
D6 φ(A, c) = φ(A,E, e) ∩ φ(A,F, f) (H3)
D7 C ⊆ φ(A,E, e) ∩ φ(A,F, f) (D5, D4)
D8 C ⊆ φ(A, c) (D7, D6)
z C ∈ γ
(
φ(A, c)
)
(D8, H4)
Note that the struture of the proof for the orretness of the lter on the less-
that operator is very similar to the struture of the proof for the equality ase:
atually the only dierene is the denition of the target sets E and F .
5.14 Speial Loations
One of the simpliations introdued in the model of Setion 3 is that all loations
are treated in the same way. In partiular, in the denition of the abstrat eval-
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1 int a[10℄, b[20℄, [30℄, d[40℄, *p, *q;
2
3 if (...) {
4 if (...) {
5 if (...) { p = a; q = a + 5; }
6 else { p = ; q = d + 20; }
7 } else { p = b; q = b + 10; }
8
9 // eval(∗ p) = {a.H, b.H, c.H}
10 // eval(∗ q) = {a.T, b.T, d.T}
11
12 if (p < q) {
13 // eval(∗ p) = {a.H, b.H}
14 // eval(∗ q) = {a.T, b.T}
15 } else { /∗ Unreahable ∗/ }
16 else {
17 if (...) {
18 if (...) { p = a + 5; q = a + 10; }
19 else { p =  + 20; q = d; }
20 } else { p = b + 10; q = b + 20; }
21
22 // eval(∗ p) = {a.T, b.T, c.T}
23 // eval(∗ q) = {a.O, b.O, c.H}
24
25 if (p < q) {
26 // eval(∗ p) = {a.T, b.T}
27 // eval(∗ q) = {a.O, b.O}
28 } else { /∗ Unreahable ∗/ }
29 }
30
31 // eval(∗ p) = {a.H, a.T, b.H, b.T}
32 // eval(∗ q) = {a.T, a.O, b.T, b.O}
33
34 if (p < q) { /∗ The same ∗/}
35 else { /∗ The same ∗/}
Listing 35: an example of analysis of a program involving pointer arithmeti and
ltering on relational operators.
uation funtion (Denition 3.6) and of the assignment operation (Denition 3.10)
there are no limitations on the loations that an be dereferened or modied. How-
ever, a realisti memory model should provide a way to limit, on some loations,
the possible operations. For instane, onsider a null pointer. The C Standard
speies that dereferening a null pointer produes an undened behaviour. From
[Int99, 6.5.3.2.4℄
The unary * operator denotes indiretion. [. . . ℄ If an invalid value has
been assigned to the pointer, the behavior of the unary * operator is
undened. [. . . ℄ Among the invalid values for dereferening a pointer
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1 strut T { int a, b, ; } t0 , t1 , t2 , t3;
2 int *p, *q;
3
4 if (...) {
5 if (...) {
6 if (...) { p = &t0.a; q = &t0.b; }
7 else { p = &t2.a; q = &t3.b; }
8 } else { p = &t1.b; q = &t1.b; }
9
10 // eval(∗ p) = {t0.a, t1.b, t2.a}
11 // eval(∗ q) = {t0.b, t1.b, t3.b}
12
13 if (p < q) {
14 // eval(∗ p) = {t0.a}
15 // eval(∗ q) = {t0.b}
16 } else {
17 // eval(∗ p) = eval(∗ q) = {t1.b}
18 }
19 } else {
20 if (...) {
21 if (...) { p = &t0.b; q = &t0.; }
22 else { p = &t2.b; q = &t3.; }
23 } else { p = &t1.a; q = &t1.; }
24
25 // eval(∗ p) = {t0.b, t1.a, t2.b}
26 // eval(∗ q) = {t0.c, t1.b, t3.c}
27
28 if (p < q) {
29 // eval(∗ p) = {t0.b, t1.a}
30 // eval(∗ q) = {t0.c, t1.b}
31 } else { /∗ Unreahable ∗/ }
32 }
33
34 // eval(∗ p) = {t0.a, t0.b, t1.a, t1.b}
35 // eval(∗ q) = {t0.b, t0.c, t1.b}
36
37 if (p < q) {
38 // eval(∗ p) = {t0.a, t0.b, t1.a}
39 // eval(∗ q) = {t0.b, t0.c, t1.b}
40 } else {
41 // eval(∗ p) = eval(∗ q) = {t0.b, t1.b}
42 }
Listing 36: an example of analysis of a program involving pointer arithmeti and
ltering on relational operators.
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by the unary * operator are a null pointer, an address inappropriately
aligned for the type of objet pointed to, and the address of an objet
after the end of its lifetime.
In other languages, like Java, dereferening a null referene throws an exeption.
Besides of the dierent responses that eah language exposes, it is quite ommon
that a language has its own set of ongurations that are onsidered exeptional and
treated in an ad-ho way. Consider for instane the ase of uninitialized variables;
it would be possible to formalize a onrete semantis where uninitialized variables,
or pointers pointing to a dealloated memory area, annot be evaluated and then
not opied. Though this kind of onformane is unommon in every-day programs,
there exist appliation areas that require these restritions [Mot04, Rule 9.1℄ [Lo05℄.
Note that the general idea is to apture some lasses of exeptional behaviours;
though the spei denition of what is exeptional an vary, also inside the same
language. This setion presents a possible extension of the model presented in
Setion 3 that an be used to represent the desribed onrete semantis. We
introdue two sets of loations.
Let NonEval ⊆ L be the set of non-evaluable loations. Informally, we say that
trying to evaluate a non-evaluable loation results in an error.
Let NonDeref ⊆ L be the set of non-dereferene-able loations. Informally, trying
to apply the dereferene operator to a loation of this set will result in an error.
To represent the possible run-time errors we use the set
RTSErrors
def
= {DerefError,EvalError}.
The onrete behaviour an be desribed by dening an extended version of the
evaluation funtion (Denition 3.6). Let
32
evale : C × Expr→ L∪ RTSErrors
be the total funtion dened, for all C ∈ C, l ∈ L and e ∈ Expr, as
evale(C, l)
def
=
{
EvalError, if l ∈ NonEval;
l, otherwise;
T
def
= evale(C, e);
evale(C, ∗ e)
def
=


evale(C, e), if T ∈ RTSErrors;
DerefError, if T ∈ NonDeref;
EvalError, if post(C, T ) ∈ NonEval;
post(C, T ), otherwise.
Note that we have formalized the new evaluation funtion by tagging the exeptional
paths with the elements of the set `RTSErrors'. An implementation of the exeution
model here proposed will handle these exeptional ases by signalling an error and
terminating the exeution, by raising an exeption and modifying the exeution
mode or whatever else is onsidered appropriate. This operation an be generalized
32
Here we assume that the two sets L and RTSErrors have disjoint representations.
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to sets as follows. For every element in the result of the onrete evaluation, we
want to trak the orresponding onrete memory desription. Also, we want to
expliitly separate the exeptional and the normal omponent. Let
evale : ℘(C)× Expr→ ℘
(
L× C
)
× ℘
(
RTSErrors× C
)
be a total funtion dened, for all C ∈ C and e ∈ Expr, as
evale(C, e)
def
=
〈{
(l, D)
∣∣ D ∈ C, eval(D, e) = l ∈ L},{
(x,D)
∣∣ D ∈ C, eval(D, e) = x ∈ RTSErrors}〉.
The abstrat ounterpart of the operation an thus be dened as
eval
♯
e : A× Expr→ ℘(L)×A× ℘(RTSErrors)×A.
Note that we are simplifying a little  indeed we assume to approximate elements
of ℘(L × C) with elements of the produt ℘(L) × A and ℘(RTSErrors × C) with
elements of ℘(RTSErrors)×A; this is not ompletely general, however is suient
for our goals. Given A ∈ A and e ∈ Expr we write
eval
♯
e(A, e) = 〈L,B,E,C〉;
where L ⊆ L, B,C ∈ A and E ⊆ RTSErrors to mean that the abstrat evaluation
of the expression e results in the set of abstrat loations L and the set of errors
E; B is an approximation of the abstrat memory that generates L and C is an
approximation of the abstrat memory that generates E. The requirements for the
soundness of the of the abstrat operation are the following. Let, for all A ∈ A and
e ∈ Expr,
eval
♯
e(A, e) = 〈L,B,E,C〉;
evale
(
γ(A), e
)
= 〈R0, R1〉;
then, to be sound, the abstrat operation must satisfy the following requirements
{
l
∣∣ (l, b) ∈ R0 } ⊆ L;{
b
∣∣ (l, b) ∈ R0 } ⊆ γ(B);{
e
∣∣ (e, c) ∈ R1 } ⊆ E;{
c
∣∣ (e, c) ∈ R1 } ⊆ γ(C).
Let A ∈ A and l ∈ L; then, for the base ase, let
eval
♯
e(A, l)
def
=
{〈
∅,⊥, {EvalError}, A
〉
, if l ∈ NonEval;〈
{l}, A, ∅,⊥
〉
, otherwise.
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For the indutive ase, let e ∈ Expr and
eval
♯
e(A, e) = 〈L0, A0, E0, B0〉,
L0,X = L0 ∩ NonDeref;
L0,N = L0 \NonDeref;
A0,N = φ(A0, e, L0,N);
A0,X = φ(A0, e, L0,X);
L1 = post(A0,N , L0,N );
L1,X = L1 ∩ NonEval;
L1,N = L1 \NonEval;
A1,X = φ(A0,N , ∗ e, L1,X);
A1,N = φ(A0,N , ∗ e, L1,N);
and
E
def
= E0
∪
{
{DerefError}, if L0,X 6= ∅;
∅, otherwise;
∪
{
{EvalError}, if L1,X 6= ∅;
∅, otherwise.
Finally,
eval
♯
e(A, ∗ e)
def
= 〈L1,N , A1,N , E,B0 ⊔A0,X ⊔ A1,X〉.
In words, to evaluate ∗ e we
(1) evaluate e,
(2) lter away the non-dereferene-able loations,
(3) perform the atual dereferene,
(4) lter away the non-evaluable loations.
We an have an error if the evaluation of e produes an error (B0), or if we
obtain a non-dereferene-able loation (A0,X) or if in the last step we obtain a
non-evaluable loation (AX,1). We have a loation if all this steps are error free
(A1,N ⊑ A0,N ⊑ A0 ⊑ A). Note that in the omputation of A0,N = φ(A0, e, L0,N)
the lter annot always remove all the non-dereferene-able loations from the re-
sult of eval(A0, e). Note however that we ompute the result of the dereferene
operator, L1 = post(A0,N,, L0,N), on the set L0,N that by denition does not
ontain non-dereferene-able loations.
Also the formulation of the assignment operator an have its own lass of speial
loations. For instane it is possible to dene a set of non-modiable (read-only)
loations. Finding a read-only loation in the result of the evaluation of the rhs,
the analysis reats by removing that loation and signalling an error. For example,
in our analyzer we have introdued two speial loations.
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1 int *q, a;
2
3 int** f() {
4 if (...) return &q;
5 else return 0;
6 }
7
8 ...
9 q = &a;
10 // eval(∗q) = {a}
11 int **p = f();
12 // eval(∗p) = {q, null}
13 int **p2 = p;
14 // Null an be evaluated, thus opied.
15 // eval(∗p2) = {q, null}
16 if (...) {
17 ... = *p;
18 // Null annot be dereferened.
19 // eval(∗ ∗ p) = {a}
20 } else {
21 *p = ...;
22 // Null annot be written.
23 // eval(∗p) = {q}
24 }
Listing 37: an example of dereferentiation of a null pointer.
The null loation that represents the onrete `NULL' address desribed by the
C Standard. This loation an be evaluated but it annot be dereferened nor
modied, i.e, null ∈ NonDeref, null 6∈ NonEval and it is read-only.33
The undened loation to be used as a target for all undened pointers and
for pointers pointing to dealloated memory. We have modelled the undened
loation as a non-evaluable loation.
Example 25. Consider the ode in Listing 37. From the analysis point of view,
the funtion `f' possibly returns null pointers, i.e., at line 12 we have eval(*p) =
{q, null}. The evaluation of the expression ∗ p at line 21 and the evaluation of the
expression ∗ ∗ p at line 17 produes the following sequene of steps34
33
Limiting our view to the points-to analysis, non-dereferene-able loations may be seen as loa-
tions that annot be read. On the other side, the read-only loations proposed for the assignment
operation annot be written. In this sense the value of the null loation an not be read or written:
the null loation an only be used as target for pointers.
34
Reall that the syntax of the simplied language formalized in Setion 3 is slightly dierent
from the syntax of the C language. Indeed we do not distinguish between expressions and lvalues,
then for example, the C-expression `p' ourring as the rhs of an assignment orresponds to ∗ p in
our language, the C-expression `*p' as the rhs of an assignment orresponds to ∗ ∗ p, while `*p' as
the lhs of an assignment remains the same.
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p q
a
null
The points-to abstration before the evaluation
of the expression `*p' at line 17;
p q
a
null
The exeptional omponent resulting from lter-
ing the points-to abstration shown above.
p q
a
null
The normal omponent resulting from ltering
the points-to abstration shown above. The nor-
mal exeution will ontinue on this rened infor-
mation.
Fig. 29: an example of analysis involving the speial loation null.
i eval(∗ p, i) eval(∗ ∗ p, i)
2 ∅ {p}
1 {p} {null, q}
0 {null, q} {a,DerefError}
In this ase, at line 17, the analysis warns about the possibility of a dereferene of
a null pointer and it ontinues the abstrat exeution assuming that `p' is not null.
Instead, at line 21, the evaluation of the expression `*p' as the lhs of an assignment
does not raise any error and returns the set {null, q}. However at this point the
assignment operation detets that the program is trying to modify the null loation
and it triggers an error sine we have modeled the null loation as read-only. See
Figure 29 for a graphial representation of this example.
Example 26. Consider Listing 38. At line 5 the points-to information is
eval(*pp) = {p, undef} and the abstrat evaluation of the expression `*pp' produes
the following sequene of steps
35
i evale(*pp, i)
2 {pp}
1 {p,EvalError}
0 {a}
In the step i = 1 of the evaluation, the algorithm detets the presene of the non-
evaluable loation `undef ' and it proeeds by removing it from the result of the
35
Again, using the formalization of the assignment presented in Setion 3 the C-expression `pp'
ourring as the rhs of an assignment orresponds to `*pp' in our formalization.
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1 int *p, *q, **pp , a;
2
3 p = &a;
4 if (...) pp = &p;
5 // eval(∗ pp) = {p,undef}
6 if (...) {
7 ... = pp;
8 // The undened loation annot be evaluated.
9 // eval(∗ pp) = {p}
10 } else {
11 pp = &q;
12 // Assign pp without evaluating its value.
13 // eval(∗ pp) = {q}
14 }
Listing 38: an example of the evaluation of an undened pointer due to an
uninitialized variable.
evaluation and by ltering the memory state against the ondition (neq, ∗ pp, undef).
As result, the analysis is able to infer that after the exeution of line 7 holds that
eval(*pp) = {p}. Figure 30 shows a graphial representation of this situation.
Instead at line 11, the variable `pp' is reassigned without evaluating the undened
loation, then without produing any error.
Example 27. Consider the example in Listing 39. At line 18 the points-to in-
formation m♯ is
eval(∗ pp) = {p, q},
eval(∗ p) = {a, undef},
eval(∗ q) = {a}.
At this point the abstrat evaluation of the expression `*pp' produes the following
sequene of steps
36
i evale(∗ p, i)
2 {pp}
1 {p, q}
0 {a,EvalError}
In the last step of the evaluation the algorithm detets the presene of the non-
evaluable loation `undef ' and it proeeds by removing this loation from the result
of the evaluation. However, in this ase the lter is unable to divide the exeptional
from the normal omponent, as illustrated in Figure 31.
The idea of ltering away the exeptional omponent is formalized in [CDNB08℄.
Removing from the abstrat exeution state those exeptional ongurations al-
ready signalled prevents that the same error is propagated by the analysis from the
36
Again, using our formalization of the assignment operation the C-expression `*pp' orresponds
to ∗ ∗ p.
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pp
p
a
undef
The points-to abstration before the evaluation
of the expression `pp' at line 7.
pp
p
a
undef
The exeptional omponent resulting from the l-
tering of the points-to abstration shown above.
pp
p
a
undef
The normal omponent resulting from the l-
tering of the points-to abstration shown above.
The exeution will ontinue on this rened infor-
mation.
Fig. 30: an example of analysis involving the speial loation undefined.
rst point to all the subsequent program points with the result of soiling the results
of the analysis. Note that also other semantis are possible. For instane, it would
be possible to model the undened loation as a non-dereferene-able loation in-
stead as of a non-evaluable loation. Under this assumptions uninitialized pointers
and pointers pointing to dealloated memory an be evaluated and thus opied,
however it is still treated as an error their dereferene. In the above formalization
we expliitly keep trak of an approximation of the exeptional exeution paths;
however, in many situations this is too expensive and useless. In these ases the
implementation an simply skip the olletion of the exeptional states and gather
only the signalled memory errors.
5.15 Logial Operators
The model desribed in Setion 3 presents a very simplied denition of boolean
ondition; for example, it does not onsider logial operators : and (&&), or (||)
and the not (!). The rst step neessary in order to handle these operators, is to
extend the set of onditions.
Definition 5.18. (Extended onditions.) Let `ExtCond' be the set dened
as the language generated by the grammar
e ::= c | (not e0) | (e0 or e1) | (e0 and e1)
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1 int **pp , *p, *q, a;
2
3 q = &a;
4 // eval(∗q) = {a}
5
6 if (...) pp = &p;
7 else pp = &q;
8 // eval(∗pp) = {q, p}
9
10 if (...) {
11 int x;
12 p = &x;
13 ...
14 } else {
15 p = &a;
16 }
17 // eval(∗p) = {a,undef}
18
19 ... = *pp;
20 // Undef annot be evaluated.
21 // However, the lter annot improve the preision.
Listing 39: an example of the evaluation of an undened pointer, this time due to
a memory dealloation.
where c ∈ Cond is an atomi ondition and e0, e1 ∈ ExtCond are two extended
onditions.
The next step is to dene the value of the new onditions.
Definition 5.19. (Conrete semantis of the extended onditions.) Let
C ∈ C and c0, c1 ∈ ExtCond; then
C |= (not c0)
def
⇐⇒ C 6|= c0;
C |= (c0 and c1)
def
⇐⇒ C |= c0 ∧ C |= c1;
C |= (c0 or c1)
def
⇐⇒ C |= c0 ∨ C |= c1.
The denition of onrete lter do not need to be updated as it is expressed
in terms of the value of the onditions. Finally, we update the denition of the
abstrat lter as to handle the new onditions.
Definition 5.20. (Extended lter.) Let
φ : A× ExtCond→ A×A;
φ : A×A× ExtCond→ A×A;
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pp
p
q
a
undef
The points-to abstration m♯ before the evalua-
tion of the expression `*pp' at line 19;
pp
p
q
a
undef
A onrete memory desription model m0 of the
ondition
c = (neq, ∗ ∗ pp,undef)
approximated by m♯.
pp
p
q
a
undef
Another onrete memory desription model m1
of the ondition c approximated by m♯. Note
however that
α
`
{m0,m1}
´
= m♯,
that is the lter annot remove any ar.
Fig. 31: an representation of the situation of Listing 39.
be dened, for all A,B ∈ A and e, f ∈ Expr, as
φ
(
A,B, (eq, e, f)
) def
=
〈
φ
(
A, (eq, e, f)
)
, φ
(
B, (neq, e, f)
)〉
;
φ
(
A,B, (neq, e, f)
) def
=
〈
φ
(
A, (neq, e, f)
)
, φ
(
B, (eq, e, f)
)〉
;
for all c0, c1 ∈ ExtCond, as
φ(A,B, not c0)
def
= φ(B,A, c0);
φ(A,B, c0 or c1)
def
= φ
(
A,B, not
(
(not c0) and (not c1)
))
;
φ(A,B, c0 and c1)
def
=
〈
A0 ⊓ A1, B0 ⊔ (A0 ⊓B1)
〉
;
where
φ(A,B, c0) = 〈A0, B0〉;
φ(A,B, c1) = 〈A1, B1〉.
Finally, for all A ∈ A and c ∈ ExtCond, we dene
φ(A, c)
def
= φ(A,A, c).
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In this formalization of the lter operation, φ(A, c) returns a pair of abstrat
memories: the rst omponent is an approximation of the states of A in whih the
ondition c is true; the seond is an approximation of the states of A in whih the
ondition c is false. In this denition we have mentioned only the equality and
inequality operator; however, it an be easily extended to omprehend relational
operators (Setion 5.13).
Note that as shown by Setion 4, the formulation of the lter (Denition 3.18)
is not optimal and Example 15 shows that iterating the appliation of the lter it
is possible to improve the preision. In Figure 32 we show that also having a lter
that is optimal on the atomi onditions, iterating the appliation of the lter an
improve the preision. Note indeed that on the atomi onditions `****p4 == &a'
and `***q3 == &b', the lter operates optimally (Denition 3.18).
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Alias analysis is an important step in the proess of stati analysis of programs.
Compiler oriented appliations are the most ommon lients of alias information.
However, ompilers stress the fous on fast analyses, whereas verier oriented appli-
ations require preise but slower tehniques. The present work, trying to address
verier needs, disusses one of the most ommon method used to model the alias-
ing problem: the points-to representation. Known results are presented within a
formal model; a novel operation of lter is desribed and nally a formal proof of
orretness of the presented method is reported.
A working prototype of the method has been implemented as part of the ECLAIR
system, whih targets the analysis of mainstream languages by building upon
CLAIR, the `Combined Language and Abstrat Interpretation Resoure', whih
was initially developed and used in a teahing ontext (see http://www.s.unipr.
it/lair/).
However, many tasks have to be ompleted. Some of the features of the C
language are still missing. One of the questions not answered is how it is possible
to exploit the knowledge of the arhiteture/ompiler target of the analysis proess.
For instane, the preise handling of unions and asts requires the knowledge of
the relative size of basi types, the alignment issues and all the details that relate
to the memory layout.
The memory model desribed in Setion 5.3 and implemented makes strong hy-
potheses about the orretness of the type information. For example, the desribed
abstrat memory does not allow to preisely trak pointers of type har* resulting
from asts of pointer to objets of other types. Though the literature ontains some
proposals of how to avoid the neessity of relying on type informations [WL95℄ and
how to analyze union and asts [Min06℄, it is unlear whether these an be applied
to our situation. On the other hand, the memory model does not require any spe-
ial information about the type of variables. For instane, our analysis is able `out
of the box' to trak pointer asted and assigned to integer. Arhiteture-spei
information is also required in order to resolve the many implementation-dened be-
haviours present in the C Standard. When the behaviour of the analyzed programs
depends on these rules of the language, the analyzer, if not provided with additional
information, an only warn and proeed with a onservative approximation of the
exeution that very often in few steps degenerates to the top approximation.
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p4
p3 p2 p1
a
q3 q2 q1
b
A representation of the initial points-to informa-
tion.
p4
p3 p2 p1
a
q3 q2 q1
b
Filtering the points-to information against the
expression `**q3', and the target set {b}. The
ar (q1, a) is removed.
p4
p3 p2 p1
a
q3 q2 q1
b
Filtering the points-to information against the
expression `***q4', and the target set {a}. The
ar (p2, q1) is removed.
p4
p3 p2 p1
a
q3 q2 q1
b
Filtering the points-to information against the
expression `**q3', and the target set {b}. The
ar (q3, p2) is removed.
p4
p3 p2 p1
a
q3 q2 q1
b
Filtering the points-to information against the
expression `***q4', and the target set {a}. The
ar (p4, q3) is removed.
Fig. 32: an example of that shows that iterating the lter on more onditions an improve the
preision of the approximation.
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Consider for instane o-by-one loations. Currently, the memory model reserves
an expliit abstrat loation address to represent o-by-one loations only at the
end of arrays; this means that salar variables do not have a orresponding o-
by-one loation. Hene, the urrent implementation forbids pointer arithmetis on
the address of a salar objet, also when the inrement is equal to 1, though the
C Standard allows it [Int99, 6.5.6.7℄. Moreover, in the presented formulation, the
handling of pointer arithmeti on arrays assumes that the o-by-one address never
overlaps with another valid loation, though this is allowed by the standard [Int99,
5.6.9.6℄.
To inrease the preision of the provided alias analysis it would be possible to
ouple the points-to analysis with a shape analysis that would produe a more
preise approximation of reursive data strutures [Deu94℄.
For the implementation it will be neessary to realize a omplete experimental
evaluation of the proposed tehnique in order to produe quantitative data for the
omparison with other approahes.
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